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Introduction 

 

 

“I DON’T GET WHY ANYONE would ever devote themselves to anything but bi-

ology.” As an anthropologist, I naturally had other vocational suggestions, but I knew 

Jack well enough to know that he wasn’t trying to pick a fight. The natural world is 

quite simply the only thing that could sustain him long-term. At any rate, he was una-

pologetic about his view. “I mean, I get that as a society we need engineers and nurses, 

but as a person, why would you ever become an engineer, when you could be working 

with this?” 

It was one of those Scandinavian summer nights. Well past midnight, it was pleasantly 

cool and the stars twinkled dimly in a not-quite-black sky above us. Jack and I were 

the sole survivors of a long day of rubber-boot exploration and laboratory scrutiny, 

absorbing the contours of the rolling hills of the Mols field laboratory grounds, a bio-

diversity hotspot and well-known Danish site for experimentation with rewilding. In 

front of us, we could just about make out the silhouettes of a group of feral Galloway 

cattle resting for the night. The roaming, feral horses were nowhere to be seen. Behind 

us, a wall light was on, supplying us with a flow of insects to admire, the occasional 

moth-to-lightbulb spark the only sound that broke an otherwise remarkable silence. I 

took a sip of my beer. Why would you do anything else, indeed? Jack continued: “It is 

us. It is everything. It is Life. For me, this is by far the most amazing thing there is. If 

this isn’t worth taking care of, I don’t know what is.” 

At the time, Jack’s words seemed intuitively sensible, but as his words began to sink in 

I only became more confused. What was this “this” that Jack spoke of – and what 

makes “it” so “amazing”? Moreover, why “take care” of it? Indeed, what does it even 

mean to want to do so? 

That evening at Mols will stay with me a long time. And not only for the stand-out 

setting, or the company and conversation. The late-night session capped two weeks at 

the Aarhus University field laboratory dedicated to the lives and worlds of arthropods. 

Which is almost the same as insects. To some, two weeks devoted to inconspicuous 

critters may sound like a waste of time and I, too, would have scoffed at the idea just 

a few years back. However, among biology students, it was broadly perceived as a 
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highlight of their entire study program, and over the course of fieldwork among biol-

ogy students and researchers at and around the Department of Bioscience at Aarhus 

University, Denmark I, too, came to see such an enterprise as both fascinating and 

worthwhile. 

Moreover, the arthropod field course in the summer of 2019, which formally bookends 

the first year of biology training at Aarhus, proved a microcosm of what I have come 

to see as quintessential practices of biodiversity-oriented biology. And it is telling, I 

think, that several of my fellow course participants disclosed how this course opened 

their eyes to the true meaning of being a biologist. There were the naturalist activities: 

every day featured long periods of rubber-boot “treasure hunting”, i.e. collecting ar-

thropod specimens from creeks, forests, glades, and meadows. We also spent hours 

beyond counting inside the field laboratory endeavoring to identify and, ideally, name 

various arthropods; tricky taxonomic work, mostly performed in a crouch over an old 

microscope, guided by identification keys in a room oozing surgical alcohol. Such tax-

onomy is taxing, particularly for the unfortunate bee or fly under scrutiny, which only 

rarely survives the laboratory encounters. Practicing biodiversity, then, includes being 

able to deal (with) death. Explore, collect, kill, classify, name; all themes in recurring 

patterns of naturalist labor.   

The emotional tenor of biological practice was also on display during the field courses. 

Sunny days of dung beetles and dragonflies, bees and bluebells gave over to evenings 

rich with bats and glowworms, eliciting palpable moments of excitement and marvel. 

The qualities of the Mols Laboratory grounds were often articulated as fairytale-like 

and charmed, ‘the most amazing thing there is’. On the one hand, such articulated 

wonder over the natural world is telling of the specifically Danish context. For one 

thing, Danish ‘nature’ is quite acquiescent, short of the wild elephants, great white 

sharks and venomous snakes of other times and places. Whatever else Danish biodi-

versity is or might be, it is by and large harmless and, hence, easy to simply enjoy. 

Moreover, Denmark is a place in which a comparably large part of the population has 

the means to do just that. That is, with free education and healthcare, advantageous 

working conditions and income levels – all the things typically associated with the wel-

fare state – the average Dane is more likely than most to be in a position where she 

can afford to spend time and energy pursuing her fascination with something as un-

profitable as arthropods, or biodiversity more generally. On the other hand, part of 

what has made Denmark such a prosperous place is the tremendous rationalization of 

the limited space available. Roughly two thirds of the Danish square footage are farm-

lands, making Denmark the most cultivated country in Europe and, globally, second 

only to Bangladesh (Statistics Denmark 2020). To an unusual degree, then, human 
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prosperity and comfort has been brought about in Denmark through a domestication 

and homogenization of the natural environment, leaving precious little space for deli-

cate plants and picky butterfly larvae to flourish. Winter wheat, rye, spring barley, oats; 

the exact opposite of biodiversity.  

This circumstance was not lost on my interlocutors either. During those arthropod 

field courses in Mols, the evident appreciation of that particular area often led to 

gloomy meditations over the circumstance that such are the properties of a natural 

world that is at best besieged and at worst no more. While in a sense it was dispiriting 

to witness how, to biologists, the reach of an ecological crisis vernacularized as the 

sixth mass extinction is such that it shades even the most entrancing of situations, it 

also presents a silver lining of potential mobilizing on a planet where biodiversity is 

under intense pressure. After all, “if this isn’t worth taking care of, I don’t know what 

is”. Given these conditions, one could hardly think of a more pertinent place than 

Denmark to explore how biodiversity is articulated, valued, and done.  

--- Ꝋ --- 

This thesis is about how biodiversity – defined in the Convention on Biological Diver-

sity of 1992 as “the variability among living organisms from all sources… this includes 

diversity within species, between species and of ecosystems” (United Nations 1992)1 

– comes to matter for the groups of biologists in Aarhus among whom I worked in 

2018 and 2019, and whose objects of concern I have largely come to share. And they 

truly are concerned; worried for the natural world at large and worried for future gen-

erations of human beings who have not only been robbed of the chance to encounter 

the charisma of woolly mammoths and dodos, Siberian unicorns and passenger pi-

geons but who will have to face a world that is dramatically less diverse and vivacious 

than it is today. Extinction rates are soaring; speaking from a planetary perspective, 

these are uneasy times.  

As Tim Ingold (2000) observes, debates over biodiversity at the turn of the millennium 

were disembodied and detached preoccupations with numbers and facts between one 

scientist and another, or one scientific community and another. Is biodiversity decreas-

ing? If so, how fast? And is this decrease reversible? Biodiversity was a strictly scientific 

affair and, to Ingold, this could hardly be any different. That is, thought of as a whole, 

as he writes, biodiversity rests on a “global” view from nowhere that “reveal[s] the 

totality of living things as a catalogue of biodiversity” (Ingold 2000: 217). For this rea-

son, biodiversity could only ever be a discursive and often locally alienating tool for 

                                                           
1 See Article 2 (Use of Terms).  
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conservation science and policy rather than something one can touch or feel, much 

less be personally invested in. 

Notwithstanding the accuracy of Ingold’s freeze-frame depiction, for Bruno Latour, 

any scientific affair is always also a political one. To this end, any matter-of-factness of 

biodiversity is never just that, but always also a matter of concern; knots of public, social, 

and/or political interests (Latour 2004). As he argues in his famous 2004 article, this 

does nothing to disqualify the facticity of something like biodiversity. Rather, it adds 

to it. It admits the generative quality of the thing in question; its ability to mediate, 

assemble, mobilize (ibid.: 248). As I elaborate on below, in Denmark, biodiversity in-

disputably is growing into a matter of public concern, but even concern does not cap-

ture the full register of involvement of my interlocutors, for whom biodiversity is not 

only practiced but also embodied. To them, biodiversity is (also) what María Puig de 

la Bellacasa (2017) dubs a matter of care. Acknowledging that the implications of care are 

“thicker than the politics turning around matters of (public) concern” (de la Bellacasa 

2017: 30), I torque Latour’s phrase in order to emphasize not only the thoughtful worry 

among my interlocutors, but also the powerful emotional impulses and ethical de-

mands that animate their way of knowing, relating to, and ultimately caring for biodi-

versity.   

In highlighting care, I do not refer to an idealized version of conjugal or family-ori-

ented care thick with love, tenderness, and warmth. Nor am I after the kind of pater-

nalist care often associated with animal welfare organizations that seek to eradicate all 

kinds of suffering and anxiety on the part of animals. In fact, the biologists I came to 

know do not so much hug trees or shelter orphaned nestlings as they mess up anthills, 

pin bees on needles, and drown ants in surgical alcohol. Crudely put, their care is not 

based on the sanctity of the biological individual, but rather on an attention to the 

shape of populations, species, or ecological interplays. In this, they seek to promulgate 

what I call the Biocene,2 scaffolding a world where biological processes – or, as my in-

terlocutors prefer to call it, natural dynamics – structure increasingly large parts of the 

countryside in Denmark and beyond. As a defiant reaction to the anthropogenic de-

velopments of the last thousands of years, the Biocene proffers a way of thinking and 

an architecture of life, where the bios – life in its unfathomable and often inconvenient 

multiplicity – is made the fulcrum of everything we do, or do not do. 

To this end, the Biocene is not meant to index a specific geological epoch, even if its 

implications may be epochal. Indeed, insofar as it gestures at a kind of cosmology, it is 

                                                           
2 The Biocene is my analytical figure, extrapolated from the many things I observed, heard and felt 
throughout fieldwork among biologists in Aarhus. My interlocutors most likely would not recognize the 
term, but I feel confident that they would approve of its deployment. 
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a term of the same order as Donna Haraway’s Chthulucene (2016). As we shall see, how-

ever, and very unlike the Chthulucene – which is characterized, writes Haraway, by 

“practices of becoming-with,” and where “human beings are with and of the Earth” 

(Haraway 2016: 55) – the Biocene proffers a vision where distance and separation may 

be manifestations of care, and where detachment and a deliberate undoing of relation-

ality are considered the right responses. This is perhaps nowhere as evident as in my 

interlocutors’ unanimous support of the nature management approach known as re-

wilding (more on that soon). For rewilding is, in the view of my informants, a system-

atically rethought setup in which human beings – or extractive and ultimately anthro-

pocentric forms of human activity – are displaced in order for the natural world to 

evolve autonomously. Not in a rosy image of mutualistic symbioses, but in lives that 

involve periods of flourishing, cooperation, and reproduction and periods of compe-

tition, suffering, and death. For this reason, too, the rewilded world envisioned by my 

interlocutors, and the kinds of care that animate such visions, do not necessarily elicit 

the moral ease or self-congratulatory glow of a smooth and harmonious world. It is 

not always rewarding, either for those who care or those cared for. Indeed, it can be 

agonizing for all involved and fatal for some. 

That said, the forms of care enacted by my interlocutors certainly contemplate and 

pursue a world of cohabitation in which populations, species and biodiversity as a 

whole may live and flourish – otherwise, it could hardly be called care – but they do so 

accepting the irreducible troubles of our time, in which gestures of care are often in-

extricably bound up with concrete practices of violence. In this, the kind of care that 

I witnessed and not infrequently participated in may be said to have been realized 

through an attitude that I have come to call detached engagement. As we shall see, this 

stance does nothing to make care emotionally or ethically divested. On the contrary, 

one might suggest, it serves to activate a fuller range of affects – ones that are attuning, 

however tensely and ambiguously, to the rampant extinctions of our time. I take such 

affects dead seriously. Addressing Jane Bennett’s (2001) affirmative phenomenology 

of enchantment, I explore the link between emotional involvement and committed 

care as it pertains to biodiversity. I propose that experiences of wonder and enchant-

ment do indeed pertain to ethics and politics, but in neither a linear nor a knee-jerk 

manner. For this relation to become actualized, the circumstances must be right, and 

for my interlocutors, this entails a live world in peril. Moreover, zooming in on the 

excited and playful civic interventions in which my interlocutors partake, I nuance the 

causal or chronological order to suggest that what we see is not simply that ethics 

springs from enchantment, as Bennett suggests it might. I argue that enchantment, as 

it is propagated by my interlocutors, is also a form that ethics might take. 
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Antecedents in researching biodiversity among scientists 

Within anthropology, an established branch concerns itself with biological diversity. 

Initially, this concern sprouted from the much larger movement within the discipline 

of cultural ecology, whose ties to ethnobiology made it well poised to scrutinize local 

knowledge and practices that influence the selection and maintenance of crop varieties 

as well as conservation of rare and endangered species in certain protected areas (Or-

love & Brush 1996). Moreover, anthropologists with such ethnobiological proclivities 

conducted research on the taxonomic systems of other societies (Ellen 2006; Berlin 

1992; Rosaldo 1972), which did much to challenge any pretense on the part of the 

biological sciences about the universal validity of Linnaean taxonomy. These endeav-

ors reflected a deep respect for local knowledge and offered not only new insights into 

languages and other forms of knowledge, but also new ways of describing other species 

that still have their followers in multispecies anthropology today (Baker 2019). Admi-

rable on their own terms, such studies offer little in terms of what biodiversity means 

and feels like from the perspective of the Western scientist, whose perspective these 

earlier interventions sought to provincialize.   

Not that science has gone under the anthropological radar. In fact, scientific practice 

and scientists as an object of scrutiny have grown into a full-blown field deserving of 

an Annual Review of Anthropology entry (Franklin 1995) and implicating scholars far be-

yond anthropology proper. Arguably inaugurated with the publication of Bruno Latour 

and Steve Woolgar’s Laboratory Life (1979), anthropology of science and STS more 

generally sought to explore the significance of circumstances and power relations in 

the production of scientific knowledge (Martin 1998; Knorr Cetina 1995, 1999; Lynch 

1985). These scholarly interventions were invaluable for their edifying analyses of the 

laboratory – mostly concretely, but occasionally figuratively speaking – as a place where 

natural and social orders are reconfigured and facts are negotiated and constructed. 

However, at least initially, this focus on what historian of science Robert Kohler calls 

labscapes (Kohler 2002) had scholars center more on science as an activity and less on 

scientists whose lives, as we shall also see, are irreducible to the sum of laboratory 

activities and published works.  

In recent years, ethnography of science has extended its spatial remit to also investigate 

practices of field science, perhaps particularly as they transpire within the biological 

sciences (Alcayna-Stevens 2016; Candea 2010, 2013, 2018; Lorimer 2008,  2015). Such 

explorations reveal the “sensory dimensions” – the bodily demands and gratifications 

– of field research (Alcayna-Stevens 2016), and they have alerted me not only to the 

importance of skilled noses, ears, eyes, but also to the thrills and passions involved – 

the “enchanting” and “euphoric” dimensions of natural history (Lorimer 2008: 392). 
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Most of these studies, however, focus on the qualities of and encounters with particular 

pieces of biology – primates, corncrakes, meerkats – and not on the multiplicity of 

expressions of biodiversity that so absorb my biologist interlocutors. In his multi-

species ethnography on plant diversity, John Hartigan (2017) begins with one species, 

too: maize. As Hartigan moves from a Mexican genetics laboratory through a variety 

of Spanish botanical gardens, however, his species under scrutiny proliferates, permit-

ting him to bespeak biodiversity more broadly. Like my own, Hartigan’s (human) in-

terlocutors, particularly in the botanical gardens, care deeply for species that to others 

may be inconspicuous, disregarded, unloved (Van Dooren et al. 2016; Rose and Van 

Dooren 2011). And like my own, Hartigan’s (human) interlocutors express this kind 

of care partly through the effort to make others know those species more intimately. 

However, like the rest of the aforementioned scholars, Hartigan’s investigation is con-

fined to the professional sphere of his (human) interlocutors’ lives. This prevents him 

from bespeaking how care travels and translates beyond institutionalized frames of 

laboratories, botanical gardens, primate sanctuaries, and field research sites. And per-

haps for this reason too, while some hint at the potential link between affective in-

volvement and ethics, few concerted efforts have been made to specify how, when, 

and where this link is realized concretely, as well as how it is configured socially, and 

whether it may or may not create friction. 

Pursuing the question of how biodiversity comes to matter for biologists, I seek a more 

comprehensive understanding of what it means to be or become one at this ecologi-

cally critical juncture. This, first, had me traverse both landscapes and labscapes, to evoke 

Kohler again, initiating me into the particular and peculiar kinds of habituation and 

affect that pertain to laboratory and field exploration respectively, whereby rubber-

boots, microscopes, field magnifiers, identification guides, sleeping bags, and surgical 

and non-surgical alcohol all became trusted research allies. Moreover, I quickly became 

aware that for Jack, Jonas, Erik, Sara, and all the other protagonists of this thesis, the 

‘mattering,’ or prioritization, of biodiversity constantly transcended strictly profes-

sional kinds of practice, entering deep into their private homes and lives through home 

laboratories, arthropod collections, nature interpretation on their personal Facebook 

profiles and rewilded window boxes. To this end, in their commitment to biodiversity 

– infinitely enchanting and worthy of their reverence – my interlocutors veered toward 

a kind of ecological activism; one, as we shall see, that was consistently conditioned by 

their biological (in)sensitivities and credentials.  

Themes and arguments 

The thesis builds an analysis across five chapters with distinct thematic loci. These 

chapters demonstrate how the mattering of biodiversity transpires in ways that are 1) 
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experientially augmenting, 2) ethically absorbing, 3) cosmologically unsettling, and 4) 

wonder-full. All of this adds up to a fifth and final chapter that covers the combined 

range of engaged interventions in the ethico-political life of biodiversity among my 

interlocutors. The first part of the thesis concentrates on central elements of biological 

practice at the Aarhus University and explores how such practices implicate passions 

and condition relationships to the living world. The latter part of the thesis takes us 

beyond the institutional confines of the university to focus on the ways that biology 

might emerge as something resembling a vocation. In so doing, chapter 3-5 reveal 

biodiversity to be much more than disembodied, decontextualized red lists and 

flowcharts and they seek to convey the perhaps obvious point that there is more to 

scientists than science by demonstrating that there was more to my interlocutors than 

being scientists. 

The first chapter examines prevailing taxonomic practices of classification and iden-

tification of species among biologists. It queries whether, and if yes then how, such a 

presumably detached approach may bespeak care. Informed by an emic analogy to the 

mobile game Pokémon Go, I argue that classificatory exercises, apart from providing 

a grip on a diverse natural world, augment the lives of my interlocutors. Identifying a 

species by a name, I suggest, is not like putting a label on a container of rice. Nor is it 

only a constitutive operation of power. Rather, it makes particular species of bees, ants, 

or grasses present and manifest to biologists, thus enabling certain care-full relationships 

to the living world.  

The second chapter exposes the ethicalities involved as biologists kill or forfeit non-

human life both in- and outside of laboratories. It demonstrates how biologists, as it 

were, try on various legitimizing institutional logics, highlighting how such frameworks 

fail to address the full gamut of ethical becoming that is at stake. Ultimately, I suggest, 

violence and killing executed by biologists is realized in an ethically engaged mode of 

the apology whereby biologists accede to the complexity of entangled multispecies re-

lationships and take on responsibility for their actions in order to nurture the care-full 

potentials of responsivity. 

Chapter 3 tackles the doing of biodiversity through the powerfully mediating presence 

of rewilding initiatives. Taking the Mols Laboratory as its point of departure, it argues 

that rewilding among biologists is articulated as an effective biodiversity management 

tool but also, importantly, that it presents a vision for the natural world that revolves 

around a decentering of Homo sapiens. This decentering,  I argue, constitutes a condition 

of possibility for a detachment from pecuniary human interests which, biologists con-
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tend, ought to structure human relations to the rest of the living world if earthly flour-

ishing is to be distributed more evenly across species – and if we are to properly ap-

preciate the diversity of the bios on its own terms.  

Chapter four reveals how such experiences of decentering are inhabited and lived by 

my biologist interlocutors. It depicts various encounters with life – with evolutionary 

theory, with sei whales and wolves – that leave biologists infatuated and enchanted. 

And it suggests that such infatuation hinges crucially on certain parts of the biologist’s 

repertoire – the naturalist skillset of patience, attention, regional expertise, knowledge 

of species. To this end, the chapter not only presents empirical evidence that Max 

Weber's view of scientifically driven disenchantment could not be wholly accurate. In 

exhibiting the recurrent exuberance of my interlocutors, it also exposes some of the 

affective contents of civic engagements in favor of biodiversity, those on display in the 

following chapter. 

The fifth and final chapter, in turn, focuses on the flipside of such infatuation and 

begins with the grief and mourning that comes with the realization that one’s object 

of love is hurting and may soon cease to exist. I propose that these diverging affective 

responses coalesce in an incipient mobilization of biologists into various kinds of con-

certed interventions in favor of biodiversity. Zooming in on instances of public biodi-

versity interpretation (formidling) and playful biodiversity ambassadorships, I illustrate 

how my interlocutors seek to instill in the general public greater attention to and ap-

preciation of the often unloved parts of the living world. I suggest that as they do this 

– as they become what I call machines of wonder - enchantment proves a form that care 

might take.    

In the conclusion, I revisit the titular ‘quest’ and gather the threads woven across the 

five chapters. In so doing, I reiterate how intimate knowledge of species, apologetic 

killing, the displacing of narrow human interests, and wonder-full and enchanted en-

counters present different ways of mattering biodiversity. They all, that is, play their 

part in my interlocutors’ increasingly active pursuit of a Biocene. The conclusion ends 

with a few meditations on my interlocutors’ message of love for the living. I 

acknowledge that my interlocutors’ ‘showering weeds with love’ and producing won-

der may seem like meek responses to these times of extinctions. I also, however, ap-

preciate my interlocutors’ refusal to comply with “the story templates of elegy and 

tragedy” (Heise 2016: 13), and I openly ask whether we might see such rebuttal as a 

groping toward novel kinds of ethical and emotional attachments to the lives of other 

species and, hence, modes of earthly survival. 
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Before I move on to describe the local and supra-local context in which my interlocu-

tors’ lives and endeavors are embedded and the analytical thematics I engage in making 

sense of it all, I want to present a sketch of the field, the people with whom I worked 

and the methods I deployed over the course of fieldwork. It is no doubt the case that 

ethnographic fieldwork of any kind is a miscellany of planning and happenstance, 

measured decision-making and chance encounters and conversations (Rungby 2022: 

33). Mine too. This section therefore focuses on how I approached the field, the deci-

sions I made prior to and alongside the vagaries of ethnographic fieldwork, and the 

ways I navigated the situations in which such decisions landed me. My aim here is to 

render transparent “the ethnographer’s path” (Sanjek 1990: 395) and to elucidate the 

circumstances of knowledge production for this thesis, thus enabling the reader to 

judge the ethnographic account for herself. 

Lecture halls, laboratories, lakes: the field 

Before embarking on my fieldwork, the embryonic scene of biodiversity advocacy in 

Aarhus had caught my attention. Something was brewing. I had also come to under-

stand that this nascent civic involvement owed an important part of its vibrancy to 

certain publically engaged scholars working out of or closely affiliated to the Depart-

ment of Bioscience at Aarhus University. This made me curious about how novel 'eco-

logical sensibilities' (Bennett 2001) and ‘attunements' (Jardine 1996) circulate in and 

around the biological study program in Aarhus – and how they congeal around certain 

themes or practices. In order to broach such issues, I thought it sensible to submit 

myself to elements of the training that is entailed in becoming a biologist. For how 

could I purport to immerse myself in the worlds of biology students and researchers 

without understanding their core practices and skills, their professional idiom and rit-

ualized behaviors? Consequently, I decided to apply for something resembling student 

status in the biology program in Aarhus. And after a lengthy, but ultimately smooth 

process of acquiring formal admission, I was granted institutional access to the full 

catalogue of biological coursework at the department, as well and its adjacent activities.  

Even the privilege of long-term ethnographic fieldwork does not permit enrollment in 

a full degree program, however, and so I had some important decisions to make per-

taining to the choice of courses to follow. As Kirsten Hastrup observes, familiarizing 

oneself with an idiom is not just a matter of a vocabulary, but also of acquiring the 

practical understand that grounds the emic use of words and phrases as well as their 

grammatical scaffoldings (Hastrup 2003a). In this light, it made sense for me to partic-

ipate in as many kinds of biology activities as possible – lectures, laboratory work, field 

exercises and reporting. Moreover, given that coursework was an obvious way of mak-

ing first contact with biology students and researchers, and therefore a way of initiating 
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field relations that might exceed the confines of the curriculum, I thought it seemly to 

attend courses across different study years. In the end, I settled on the Management of 

Danish nature and environment (elective), the fieldwork-oriented Aquatic biology (elective) 

and two first-year courses on eukaryotes – one on zoology, one on fungi, algae and 

terrestrial plants (both mandatory). 

In so doing, I did what my co-students did: I attended lectures, took notes, and read 

about the evolutionary trajectories, morphologies, anatomies, reproductions, and be-

havioral worlds of myriad hitherto unknown species. I also got a taste of laboratory 

life, in which my aptitude for microscopy and taxonomy, dissections and even vivisec-

tions was put to the test. Finally, I participated in field exercises in nearby streams, 

lakes, bays and fjords, gauging physical and chemical conditions and their significance 

for diverse aquatic organisms. 

Seeking to investigate if and how university-based ecological attunements penetrate 

the personal lives of biologists, I felt a need to breach the perimeters of formal course-

work, however, and enter spaces of more personal conversation and hanging out. That 

is, the myriad on-campus activities were good introductions to biology as a profession 

as well as its methodologies and epistemologies, but it offered little to explain why 

someone like Jack, as you will recall, could not see why anyone would ever devote 

themselves to anything other than biology. The first few weeks in the field proved 

challenging in this respect. My fellow students were polite, but hardly forthcoming. 

They evaded me during course breaks, and, when cornered, straightened their backs 

and assertions in the presence of “the anthropologist who is writing a book about us.” 

As one future interlocutor put it over a socializing beer at my first Friday bar: “People 

do not dare to talk to you for fear of saying something wrong”. I was reminded, in 

other words, that formal access never equals de facto, social access (Tjørnhøj-Thom-

sen 2003). To my great relief, and like so many ethnographers before me have discov-

ered, time and persistence worked its proverbial magic. So much so that at a social-

gathering-cum-auction-bar a few months into my stay in Aarhus, the auctioneer 

dubbed me their resident anthropologist. Hearty laughter rang in the halls of the cam-

pus social and professional student hub of Biohuset, and I was toasted into the commu-

nity. On my reading, this was no cockfight moment (cf. Geertz 1973) that in itself 

bound biology students and myself together, but it did indicate a growing confidenti-

ality and comfort with my presence. 

Overall, I spent ten months in and around Aarhus in 2018 and 2019, complemented 

by more extensive forays into the field through return visits as well as attendance in 

happenings and conferences in either Copenhagen or Aarhus in which interlocutors 

also partook. Apart from coursework, during this time, I joined extracurricular 
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fieldtrips across the country, participated in symposia and conferences, and extracur-

ricular lectures. Moreover, I happily spent entire evenings enjoying greasy pizzas and 

lukewarm beers, while doing my best to identify this fly or that beetle through a mi-

croscope on key evenings. And, importantly, I engaged in the time-honored ethnographic 

activity of “deep hanging out” (Geertz 2000: 107-117) with interlocutors; in my home 

and theirs, in bars and parks, and – as so very often – in Biohuset. And so, while 

campus was a useful point of departure and remained a sited anchor of my inquiry, my 

field ultimately came to straddle not only labscapes and landscapes, but also other sites 

of biologists becoming such as the rewilded field laboratory in Mols (chapter 1 and 3), 

a hilltop in Northwestern Jutland (chapter 4) and Aarhus sidewalks (chapter 5).   

My time as a biology apprentice brought me in touch with a very large group of biol-

ogists – both students and researchers. This presented the problem of delineating my 

main group of interlocutors. “Are we your tribe?” as one interlocutor asked during the 

early phase of my fieldwork. While I talked to and spent time with many people during 

the course of fieldwork, and while all of these people in some way or other inform the 

analysis presented here, it is also clear that some people were and became more central 

to both fieldwork and analysis than others. 

The cast: rubber-boot biologists 

As Tim Ingold sympathetically shared with me in early 2021 over a Zoom connection, 

biologists are a diverse bunch, whose drives and agendas are at least as difficult to 

cluster as those of anthropologists. In order to be able to convey anything meaningful, 

he offered, I would therefore have to define the perimeters of my core group of inter-

locutors more narrowly. When Ingold and I spoke, that process of delineation or clas-

sification had, of course, been under way for some time. Indeed, it was no coincidence 

that I decided to embed myself in Aarhus to begin with: the Department of Bioscience 

in Aarhus houses a strong, institutional focus on ecology and biological diversity and 

a number of internationally recognized scholars of this mold. Moreover, leading up to 

my time in the field, a number of these figures – these “Gaia people,” as one outside 

researcher called them with a wink – had begun parading their views in broad, highly 

public daylight, appearing in popular and family-friendly radio and television shows. 

In so doing, they had garnered a reach that turned them into something like celebrity 

biologists – poster boys (yes, they are primarily men) for a new generation of biologists 

concerned with and professionally oriented toward biodiversity. This reach was, in 

turn, mobilized to champion what was at the time, and arguably remains, new ideas in 
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the Danish context: wilder nature and, in particular, rewilding.3 Moreover, the Depart-

ment of Bioscience enjoys a vibrant professional exchange with the on-campus Mu-

seum of Natural History in Aarhus, which hosts one of Denmark’s best-known – if 

not universally popular – rewilding projects in the field laboratory in Mols, and em-

ploys several biologists passionate and publicly outspoken about rewilding. It is the 

social and political life of this particular biology endeavor that is the preoccupation of 

this thesis.  

During my time in the field, I discovered that the biodiversity agenda in general and 

rewilding in particular had a noticeable following within the biology student body, par-

ticularly among those with pronounced inclinations toward natural history. Indeed, 

through participation in courses and in campus social life I quickly realized that the 

commitment to and ambition for a wilder and more biodiverse natural world cut across 

the student-researcher divide. Do not get me wrong: it is obvious that the tenured 

biodiversity scholar differs from, say, her PhD fellow or freshman counterpart in in-

sight, vantage point and public approach, and I shall make no attempt at hiding this 

circumstance. But, as we shall see throughout this work, despite structurally different 

points of departure, these (budding) biologists share a deep-seated concern for the 

biodiversity of the world, and a variety of practices related to fostering it. To this end, 

they represent an overarching set – a movement, as they sometimes called it – that 

perhaps did originate from the work of a few tenured faculty members, but which soon 

found its way into the curricular and extracurricular lives of biology students.  

My core group of interlocutors shared a profound commitment to the ‘field,’ both as 

a site for a particular form of embodied scientific practice and as an inexhaustible 

source of those exact experiences – the love – that animated their commitment to 

biodiversity. To this end, most of my interlocutors would jump at every chance to 

explore the natural world by way of sweep nets, sampling trays, field magnifiers, surgi-

cal alcohol and binoculars. They diligently – and sometimes obsessively – identified 

and categorized whatever specimens collected when out exploring, whether inside or 

outside the educational program. They cultivated natural history as a way of knowing 

and relating to the living world. It is no coincidence that almost all my interlocutors 

either have been or are members of the student-run fieldtrip organization Kulten, whose 

raison d’être was to see biology students out of labs and classrooms and in natural sur-

roundings, seeing, smelling and feeling the living world unmediated. 

                                                           
3 Indeed, this strong focus on rewilding has earned this loosely defined group of biologists a popular 
nickname: the Aarhus School. To be fair, few of my interlocutors self-identified with this idea of a 
school, and it seems the title is thrown around mostly by detractors. Moreover, there are biologists 
whose formal affiliations are elsewhere, but who nevertheless are treated as part of the Aarhus tribe. 
Still, somehow the label seems to stick – and, in my view, not without reason. 
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The insights that I present cannot, then, be scaled up without qualification. The circle 

around Kulten is a particular and peculiar community, and the predilections of its 

members are not shared universally among the many biologists and biology students 

whose acquaintance I made during my time in the field. My primary group of interloc-

utors are the ‘nerds,’ the ‘enthusiasts,’ the ‘fanatics,’ as they were variously called by 

their peers. Importantly, such name-calling was generally good-natured, and the enthu-

siasm and dedication on display was both respected and applauded. And so, while the 

devotion of my interlocutors was unattainable to all biologists, it certainly served as an 

ideal toward which most of their peers aspired, or at least felt as if they ought to aspire. 

Out of the many students and researchers I engaged with over my time in Aarhus, I 

count 26 as interlocutors proper, and ten of these as core collaborators who feature 

consistently in the thesis. Of this group of 10, most are male. Although my material 

presents me with no indication that gender was a figure of importance to the analysis 

presented, I do not want to rule out that it might be the case. At any rate, this gender 

bias does show that my research, as all forms of  research are, was a situated study 

(Haraway 1988). My core interlocutors were all ethnically Danish and from comforta-

ble middle-class backgrounds.  

How do I refer to a group of biologists who are, on the one hand, recognizable to me 

and to peers and colleagues, but whose purportedly defining traits are not exactly ex-

clusive? ‘Biodiversity-oriented and rewilding-supportive biology students and research-

ers’ is an exceedingly cumbersome phrase, and I needed a shorthand. To call them 

biologists or biology students was not incorrect; yet it brought me straight back to the 

problem pointed out by Ingold. Moreover, throughout fieldwork, I learned from my 

interlocutors that the right label tends to render the object of scrutiny differently pre-

sent; to appear more clearly against a swarm of possible confusions. Indeed, it may 

even facilitate the emergence of care-full relations. I therefore needed a narrower form 

of classification – one that did not hypostasize, yet still evoked certain traits and char-

acteristic activities. Like my interlocutors practicing taxonomy, I could not rely on what 

Cathrine Hasse calls an “internal definition” (Hasse 2000: 14) for my interlocutors self-

identified variously as botanists, field biologists, ecologists, natural historians and spe-

cies nerds – or just plain biologists.  

In the end, I decided to emphasize rubber boots. Admittedly, my interlocutors might 

not like my choice very much, the irony of which will become clear in chapter 1.4 As 

Niels Bubandt, Astrid Andersen and Rachel Cypher observe in a forthcoming volume, 

rubber-boot biology (gummistøvlebiologi) is a derogatory term used in Danish biology 

                                                           
4 I did in fact discuss my decision with several key interlocutors. And though they were not overly 
enthusiastic about the suggested term, they, too, found it hard to come up with a good alternative. 
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circles to denote unsophisticated, fieldwork-based observational practices (Bubandt et 

al. forthcoming). My decision to go with rubber boots anyway is threefold. For one 

thing, it does describe the footwear favored by my interlocutors for their fieldwork, 

and it hints at the activities permitted under the header of rubber-boot biology. That 

is to say, it indicates the same frequent presence in and engagement with the natural 

world as an otherwise much-used emic identifier kratlusker, while being free of a rather 

less savory connotation of the term, that of the voyeur. Secondly, and more im-

portantly, it represents my attempt at defending a form of biology whose merits I have 

come to appreciate very much. As we shall see, particularly in chapter 4, it is a source 

of wonder-full experiences, but it is also a demanding, yet necessary way of examining 

the natural world. As Bubandt and associates ask in their own defense of rubber-boot 

methods: “What realities and stories, what kinds of critical connections, never make it 

out of the dust, mud, or water of lived lives and fieldwork observations?” (Bubandt et 

al. 2022). Finally, I think it fitting to position my interlocutors at the receiving end of 

the exercise of naming (navngivning) just for once.  

Kratluskeri: learning to sense nature 

Before embarking on fieldwork, I had identified Kulten as a potentially important node 

in my exploration of biodiversity advocacy in Aarhus. Kulten, I thought, would pro-

vide me with a window into the excitement with the natural world that was often ar-

ticulated during curricular activities, but of which I had only caught glimpses.  

About a month into my stay in Aarhus, I was allowed to join Kulten for a weekend 

trip to Northwestern Jutland, where wolves, to the surprise and joy of most biologists, 

had re-settled in 2012 after a 200-year hiatus. The trips under the aegis of Kulten usu-

ally targeted something quite specific; a rare or endemic organism such as The Jutland 

bow-winged grasshopper (Chorthippus jutlandica) in southwest Jutland, a natural phe-

nomenon such as a bird migration by the Wadden sea or, as was the case on that first 

occasion, wolf-spotting. Such formal objectives notwithstanding, the trips were with-

out exception also expositions of what my interlocutors would consistently refer to as 

kratluskeri. This oddly named practice, which I will henceforth refer to as rubber-boot 

exploration (cf. ‘the cast’ section), amounts to a mode of traversing and engaging the 

natural world where one does not simply walk through a forest, say, browsing one’s 

surroundings. On the contrary, when engaged in rubber-boot exploration, you comb 

trees and brush with agonizing slowness. You strain your eyes for interesting birds, 

you remove stones and turn over tree trunks, you dive into manure or whatever cavity 

you may find, all in the hope of locating a rare beetle or species of ant particular to that 

place and habitat. Indeed, a dictum popular among my interlocutors has it that a zool-

ogist covers only some 100 meters per hour; a botanist a mere 50.  
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While fun and enlightening, this was a completely new approach to the natural world 

for me, and it made me painfully aware not only of how little I had been seeing com-

pared to what is out there, but also that I did not have the foggiest idea about how to 

see. I have always liked being outdoors, but without paying any sustained attention to 

the miniscule participants or constituents of the natural world. Moreover, when I 

started touring the natural world alongside my rubber-booted interlocutors, force of 

habit had me scan my surroundings in a horizontal line at about shoulder height. This 

is great if you want to survey landscapes or look people in the eye. Barring a miracle, 

though, it will not unearth any rare beetles. My gaze, then, was not attuned to the finer 

details of the natural world.  

Whenever my interlocutors and I were out and about, they would turn up one intri-

guing or beautiful specimen after the other. How did they do it? How on earth would 

Erik know from the middle of a gravel road that something interesting would be hiding 

10 meters away, over there in that mound or ditch? How did they notice the shape of 

a bird tail or the color of its crown when I could just blink and miss the bird altogether?  

Michael Jackson argues that embodied participation in the practical tasks of our inter-

locutors not only teaches us how to perform such tasks, but also attunes us to the 

‘sense’ of such activities (Jackson 1989:135). I was lucky to have a group rubber-boot 

biologists delighted to  show me the difference between parakeet green and shamrock 

green, between coarse and smooth grass, between a ‘completely smooth’ ant carina 

and a ‘faint, somewhat angular’ one. I was therefore sensitized to the gradations of the 

natural world. Further, I would mimic the slowness of their movements, their branch-

cracking, root-pulling, trunk-moving, cavity-disturbing ways, their willingness to sit or 

lie prostrate, whatever the surface, to have a better look.  In so doing, I came to both 

witness and experience the enormous affective power of the yellow-browed warbler 

(Phylloscopus inornatus) and the minotaur beetle (Typhaeus typhoeus); the lived natural won-

ders that my interlocutors experience on almost every rubber-boot exploration.  

Between 2018 and 2020, I participated in a raft of fieldtrips alongside Jack, Erik, Jonas, 

Sara and my other interlocutors. Some were daytrips, others full weekends. A number 

transpired under the auspices of Kulten, but as relationships with key interlocutors 

developed, I would often join them on their own much more frequent and often spon-

taneous pursuits of a certain kind of butterfly, bee, or grasshopper. Regardless of such 

recurrent and ably guided forays into the living world, I am still nowhere near as skilled 

a rubber-boot explorer as my companions.  I still neither see nor feel biodiversity the 

way they do. My brief participation in such explorations nevertheless yielded important 

insights. To this end, I began to understand how my interlocutors sense their worlds. 

Moreover, I became aware of, and even came to share with my interlocutors, a greater 
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appreciation of both the naturalist approach to the natural world and the natural world 

itself. Thus encultured – or is it en-natured? – I came to feel moments of genuine 

exaltation in the face of a ladybird spider (Eresus sandaliatus) or a wolf. And with this, I 

was initiated into a world in which ‘unloved others’ – unloved by others, that is – call 

for attention, make impact, and call for gestures of human care. Perhaps this is good 

enough. As Clifford Geertz pointed out decades ago, the trick is “not to get yourself 

into some inner correspondence of spirit with your informants…. The trick is to figure 

out what they devil they think they are up to” (Geertz 1974: 29). 

Further reflections on peripatetic ethnography: going along 

You would think that such fieldtrips – days of co-exploring and commensality, beers, 

board games, and bonfires – would be fertile grounds for dialogue. To some extent 

they were. In those contexts, however, I repeatedly found it hard to keep interlocutors 

focused on the same topic for any extended period. A bird, a bee, a mushroom, almost 

always laid waste to any such plans. To structure or anchor my interlocutors’ practical 

and emotional involvement in the natural world, then, I resorted to various sorts of 

ethnographic conversation (cf. Rubow 2003). Initially, out of consideration for their 

convenience, I would suggest we meet in their office or, in the case of students, in 

Biohuset. I conducted and recorded 11 interviews this way, six of them with faculty 

members and five with students. While helpful in certain respects – not least in illumi-

nating life stories and the contents and meaning of biology training – these interviews 

often remained strangely disembodied and stale, devoid of the excitement and élan 

that I was eager to explore and capture. Change of scenery, then. 

In her classic study of everyday life in Norway, Marianne Gullestad (1992) argues that 

Scandinavians tend to associate their home with closeness and intimacy. This suggests 

that while it may be difficult to access such spaces as an ethnographer, these are ideal 

sites for deep and honest interchange. However, I remain unconvinced that this was 

the case for my interlocutors, many of whom were young students and therefore did 

not boast uninterrupted private spaces, and for whom the natural world tended to be 

their personal sanctuary as well as the locus of much of their social life. Accordingly, 

instead of proposing that we converse in the confines of a home – theirs or mine – I 

started inviting interlocutors out for go-along conversations somewhere significant to 

them. Most of my interlocutors took kindly to what seemed to them an unusual solic-

itation. And so, I ended up doing go-alongs in suburban Aarhus forests and beaches, 

in bogs and heaths, at renowned bird-watching spots, and, inevitably, on the rewilded 

Mols Laboratory grounds an hour outside of Aarhus. Another 13 conversations were 

recorded like this, despite wind, rain and sometimes frantic activity. The combined 

recordings, however, in no way reflect the number of conversations held this way. 
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Sociologist Margarethe Kusenbach (2003) argues that go-alongs combine the strengths 

of ethnographic observation and interviewing, and although I find her claim to inno-

vation somewhat misplaced (cf. Mikkelsen 2005)) and her depiction of both participa-

tion observation and interviewing somewhat wanting (cf. Mogensen & Dalsgård 2018; 

Rubow 2003), the merits of the go-along were striking in my case. For one thing, the 

whole interview situation was infinitely lighter and more accommodating. The go-

alongs made dialogues of interviews, and despite their length (120-180 minutes + 

transportation), interlocutors found them ‘different’ and ‘refreshing’ – ‘fun’ even. Also, 

like the fieldtrips proper, the method was responsive to sudden happenings – the ap-

pearance of a certain bird, say – and so did not preclude the sometimes-generative 

digressions afforded by such occurrences. The unusual methodological execution not-

withstanding, go-alongs provided a space for me to frame and explain my project thor-

oughly, and to inquire directly into my research agendas without it being overly for-

mal.5  

In many cases, go-alongs formed part of already evolving field relations. And so the 

dialogues I had with these rubber-boot biologists frequently transcended the specific 

sessions, only to crop up again during casual socializing – in Biohuset, in bars and 

parks, eventually in private homes, both my own and that of a few interlocutors. This 

‘homing’ of my ethnography was not only indicative of relations maturing from the 

strictly professional toward a more mutually implicating kind (cf. Tjørnhøj-Thomsen 

2003;  Bruun 2012). Having regular dinners and occasionally staying for days with in-

terlocutors also permitted me to see and converse around additional facets of the ways 

in which biodiversity concretely manifested in the lives of my interlocutors. This was 

evident in the ethicalities of personal consumption discussed over bowls of fiery chili 

sin carne, yes, but just as much in the usage of sparse square footage. So, the apartment 

of Sigrid and Philip is a veritable greenhouse of various plants, and their window boxes 

are experiments in miniscule-scale rewilding; Erik’s dorm room features a bedside for-

micarium; Jack’s and Jonas’s rooms are part arthropod collections, part home labora-

tories complete with microscopes, dissection kits, and ready supplies of surgical alco-

hol. In short, such close relationships helped me avoid an overemphasis of disembod-

ied discourses and anchor particular practices and accounts in more fully rounded peo-

ple and lives.  

                                                           
5 Go-alongs obviously make the practice of note-taking difficult, and upon my first such interview, I 
abandoned the idea altogether. Instead, and after having explained the purpose of my project in general 
and the interview in particular, I asked if I could tape the conversations. I always found note-taking a 
disturbance to proper presence and active listening during conversations, and to my great relief, every-
one agreed without reservations. 
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While the methodological novelty of Kusenbach’s go-alongs is perhaps negligible, the 

term does lend itself to figurative reappropriation. As Ida Glavind and Hanne Mo-

gensen point out in their forthcoming reflections on conducting research with people 

with Alzheimer’s disease, the concrete activity of walking alongside interlocutors often 

coincides with a more general sense of coming to walk along and thus participate in 

people’s lives (Glavind & Mogensen forthcoming). This begs the question of whether 

we anthropologists sometimes go along for too long, either in uncritical acquiescence 

so as to maintain working field relations (cf. Sørensen & Weisdorf 2021), or simply 

sharing the trajectories and destinations of our interlocutors to the point where we 

might lose sight of the potentially problematic practices and visions involved. In the 

following section, I engage the question as it pertains to ethics in the field. Much later, 

in a brief postscript, I reflect upon the ground I have covered alongside my interlocu-

tors, and whether and when we end up going our separate ways. I hope that this does 

not make me the kind of friend that makes enemies obsolete, but rather the kind of 

friend whose response – critical or not – is appreciated.  

Roles, representation, and recognizability: ethics in fieldwork and writing 

Over the course of fieldwork, several interlocutors noted that they found it rather 

strange, if refreshingly so, that I spent so much time participating in dissections and 

butterfly preparations, Friday bars and field outings, yet brought so few questionnaires 

(‘you get paid to do this?’; ‘I want to do what you do when I grow up’). Of course, as 

an ethnographer, my attention certainly was ‘disciplined,’ but I did imbricate myself 

into the lives of biologists as best I could, and by doing so I kept exposing myself to 

the challenge of coming to know biologist practices and lives through my own body 

and person by learning to perform the tasks required of me as a would-be biologist 

(Hastrup 2015: 59).  

In fact, the dominant ethical dilemma pertaining to my research springs from what I 

consider one of its greatest strengths: the closeness of the relationships that grew from 

the inclusivity on offer and the immersive participation deployed. Did I ‘go-along’ too 

far? My deliberately amicable and inconspicuous ethnographic intervention had me 

worried that my interlocutors occasionally forgot that my participation in shark dissec-

tions and seabed sampling, my sharing evening bonfires, cold shelter nights and canned 

beers with them ultimately came with a professional telos. This, of course, is a peren-

nial ethical concern in ethnographic research. Indeed, as Martyn Hammersley and Paul 

Atkinson observe, ethnographers typically seek to facilitate such confusion over roles 

by actively building rapport (Atkinson & Hammersley 2007: 210).  Kathleen and Billie 

DeWalt capture the potential dilemma thus:  
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[I]f informants were always consciously aware of our activities as ethnographers, the 
information we acquire would be less rich. We want people to forget, for a time at least, 
that we are outsiders.… Participant observation is inevitably  unethical… it is by its 
nature deceitful (DeWalt & DeWalt 2002: 198). 

DeWalt and Dewalt’s reading of the situation is a harsh one, I think. For one thing, 

making of our interlocutors victims of intentional deceit glosses over the diverse re-

wards that interlocutors – even those far more disadvantaged than mine – seek from 

fieldwork relations, including company, friendship, prestige and access to certain net-

works (Rungby 2022). Moreover, might it be that any deceit involved in participant 

observation stems less from a willful desire to trick interlocutors into lowering their 

guard than from the condition that, even to anthropologists, it can be difficult to as-

certain when who is what – in this case, when is one a would-be biology student, when 

the ethnographer, when a friend?  

DeWalt and DeWalt observe that staying in touch with your interlocutors is one way 

of minimizing any deceit experienced related to ethnographic immersion. I have 

heeded this call. But my decision to do so emerged less from the ethical admonitions 

of an ethnography textbook than from the kinds of filial relations that had developed 

between key interlocutors and myself; from the sense that our lives have been more or 

less permanently refurbished to make room for one another. Their lives and their hap-

piness have become important to me, and my interest in their life trajectories goes well 

beyond anthropological interest.  

The circumstance that I owe my interlocutors more than professional courtesy has 

accentuated my desire to depict the central characters of the thesis as carefully as pos-

sible. This does not mean that I shy away from ambivalences, idiosyncrasies or (ethi-

cally) awkward situations – this is no paean – but it does mean that I write about them 

with all the respect and nuance that I can muster. One way of achieving this, I think, 

was to stretch the active co-rumination or ‘mutual induction’ (Vangkilde & Sausdal 

2016) from the ethnographic inquiry into the writing process. Accordingly, I let pro-

tagonists read and comment on portrayals and episodes in which their voice or figure 

featured substantially. Even so, the claims I make ultimately are mine. For this reason, 

I have chosen to comply with the default anthropological practice of pseudonymizing 

interlocutors.6 This was no easy decision to make, given the interest that my interloc-

utors might have in acquiring a recognizable profile, and hence a platform from which 

to engage new audiences (cf. chapter 5), so a case for full disclosure could be made. 

But because I cannot be sure exactly how my interlocutors might feel about the portrait 

I paint of them and their endeavors, I decided in favor of the measure of cover that 

                                                           
6 This standard is not at all uncontentious, however, and as Carolyn Fleuhr-Lobban (2014) argues, any 
decision for or against anonymization should be a matter of serious and contextual reflection. 
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pseudonyms provide. There are exceptions to this rule of pseudonymization, notably 

Morten D.D. Hansen and Rasmus Ejrnæs. These two are public figures with public 

opinions so pseudonyms would be pointless. For the rest, this is my attempt at leaving 

it to Jack, Sara, Jonas, Erik and the others to identify with however much or little of 

my work as they like. From my side, moreover, pseudonymization permits an occa-

sional merging of two people into one figure, or the division of one into two. 

As any anthropologist will know, it is impossible to offer a comprehensive account of 

‘the ethnographer’s path’ in a few short segments. Even so, I have attempted to con-

tour both my field and interlocutors to lay bare the circumstances of knowledge pro-

duction for this thesis. Having done so, I now turn to describe the local and even 

global context in which my interlocutors’ quest for the Biocene is embedded. 

Something is rotten in the state of Denmark: a time of extinctions 

In July 2019, the investigatory subscription-based Danish media outlet, Zetland, pub-

lished an obituary on the pearl-bordered fritillary (Boloria euphrosyne) (Thorsen 2019). 

The obituary was deliberately premature, for this particular fritillary had not yet fol-

lowed its cognate, the pearly heath (Coenonympha arcania), into extirpation. The writing 

was on the wall, though: the picky pearl-bordered fritillary sustains itself exclusively on 

the pale wood violet (Viola reichenbachiana), which flourishes in forest glades. And in 

Denmark, such glades have systematically been eradicated in the name of timber. The 

pearl-bordered fritillary, then, is steadily being produced out of existence, as it were.  

The fritillary’s looming demise is not unique. Indeed, as noted by Andreas Thorsen, 

writer of the obituary, it exemplifies a quintessentially modern story and so has a scope 

far beyond this single butterfly species. Another publication from 2019 of interest to 

us here is an update of the Danish red list (Moeslund et al. 2019).7 This most recent 

local version of an acknowledged and comprehensive source on the extinction risk 

status of animal, fungus and plant species offered a damning verdict: roughly a third 

of all species in Denmark were gauged to be threatened by extinction. Moreover, the 

publication of the updated red list coincided with another scientific report, this one on 

the conservation status of Danish natural habitats such as lakes and creeks, beaches 

and bogs, dunes and marshes, meadows and forests (Fredshavn et al. 2019). More 

disconcerting news: a full 95% of these natural habitats in Denmark were deemed to 

be in an ‘adverse’ or ‘highly adverse’ state. And given that natural habitats – however 

ideal typical such freeze-frame categorizations may be – are where animals, plants and 

fungi live and die, the unfavorable habitat conditions are taking a toll: without glades, 

                                                           
7 The international red list is an acknowledged and comprehensive information source on the global 
extinction risk status of animal, fungus and plant species published by the International Union for Con-
servation of Nature (IUCN). 
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no wood violets, and without wood violets, no pearl-bordered fritillaries. To most of 

my interlocutors, these developments were old news. They had been paying close at-

tention to nature for years – decades even – and had witnessed firsthand how swathes 

of species struggle to subsist in landscapes whose management, in their view, has been 

governed too much by rationales of production. The butterfly whose glades are being 

‘treed’ away in the name of timber yields is just the most recent example.8  

Globally, too, the biodiversity situation is dire, so much so that it has led anthropologist 

Deborah Bird Rose and environmental humanities scholar Thom van Dooren to ob-

serve that we live in a “time of extinctions” (Rose & van Dooren 2011).  Extinctions, 

of course, have always occurred; species emerge and expire as life conditions ebb and 

flow. This is what biologists speak of as ‘background extinction’: the perpetual, low 

hum of changes occurring in the biotic community.9 However, as it was repeatedly put 

to me during my time in the field, the current rate of extinctions is estimated to be 100 

to 1,000 times greater than would be expected as a result of such hum (Crist et al. 2021; 

Howe 2019: 138; Pimm et al. 2014; Primack 1993). Moreover, influential and oft-

quoted estimates claim that we are currently on a trajectory to lose between one-third 

and two-thirds of all currently living species within the foreseeable future (Wilson 

2002: 102; Myers & Knoll 2001: 5389). To concretize, a full third of the world’s am-

phibians are threatened with rapid extinction (Fraser 2009: 4; Stuart et al. 2008). These 

are forms of life whose bodily constitution and ecological character have developed 

over millions of years, and whose like the earth might never witness again.  

In terms of biodiversity, then, the present in many ways is something out of the ordi-

nary – a crash instead of a hum – and the scale of extinctions has led an increasing 

number of scholars to conclude that we are front-row witnesses to a mass extinction 

(Ceballos et al. 2015; Kolbert 2014; Kingsford et al. 2009).10 Planet earth has witnessed 

mass extinctions before, but unlike the previous five mass extinction events – the so-

called Big Five – this one is not caused by cataclysmic volcanic activity or the slam of 

an asteroid. On the contrary, it is almost certainly caused by the activity of what the 

herpetologists David Wake and Vance Vredenburg, in a seminal 2008 article, called 

one “weedy” species: Homo sapiens (Wake & Vredenburg 2008: 11472).  

                                                           
8 This is not to say it is all red as far as biodiversity in Denmark is concerned. Indeed, a handful of large 
and charismatic animals such as the wolf, the golden jackal and the golden eagle have re-emerged and 
seemingly flourish in contemporary Denmark. The overall trend, however, is decidedly downwards. 
9 Background extinction is a tricky notion, and calculating background extinction rates is nothing if not 
laborious. Qualified estimates nevertheless suggest that the background extinction rate would have one 
mammal species go extinct every 700 years or so (Kolbert 2014: 15).  
10 While it is a matter of scholarly debate whether we are edging ever closer to this apocalyptic event or 
are, in fact, already living it, the consensus is that extinction rates are alarming (Ceballos et al. 2020; 
Ceballos et al. 2015; De Vos et al. 2015; Barnosky et al. 2011; Kingsford et al. 2009).  
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The fact that ‘our extinction’ does not happen overnight – hence featuring what van 

Dooren dubs a “dull edge” (2014:12) – does not make it a non-thing. Nor does it 

necessarily allay the concern that comes with living in and through these ecologically 

calamitous times. Certainly not once you become aware of the scope of the current 

biodiversity predicament, as was the case for my interlocutors. And especially not if, 

as was also the case for my interlocutors, you come to think of yourself as an accom-

plice. What it might do, however, is rouse concerned people to involve themselves in 

addressing the perceived wrongs of yesteryear. It is in this context that my interlocu-

tors’ commitment to biodiversity must be read. The care invested in biological training 

and practice, and the activist dimension of biologists’ life choices, studies, work, and 

stories, are reflections of the perceived extraordinary times in which we live. 

The notion of a sixth mass extinction is no doubt an evocative way of capturing recent 

developments pertaining to biodiversity. And biodiversity is enjoying unprecedented 

popular attention these years. A quick Google search on ‘sixth mass extinction’ leaves 

you with several million hits. While this number is dwarfed by ‘climate change’ (and, 

thought-provokingly, ‘Cristiano Ronaldo,’) it is substantial. Similarly, searches on the 

Danish media database Infomedia document an explosive increase in mass media men-

tions of both ‘biodiversity’ and ‘biodiversity crisis’ in the past decade. In 2011, Danish 

outlets ran 1.703 stories that touched upon biodiversity. By 2021, that number had 

multiplied more than tenfold (19.665).  In a similar vein, 2011 featured exactly zero 

stories containing the sixth mass extinction (massedød/ masseuddøen/ masseudryddelse), and 

that number was up to 213 in 2021. The results of this exercise in rudimentary scraping 

align well with other developments that indicate an awakening to the crisis in biodiver-

sity on the part of the Danish public.11 To this end, various fora for those so committed 

have cropped up and continue to grow rapidly. The Facebook group Biodiversitet.dk 

– a professional interest group targeting biodiversity exclusively (as opposed to a 

broader focus on nature or climate, say), and whose administrators patrol the contents 

rather zealously12 – numbered almost 18.000 members by the end of 2021. Similarly, 

in only a few years, the annual People’s Festival of Nature in remote Hirtshals, where 

politicians, scientists, civil society organizations, and the broad public congregate 

around issues and topics involving nature, grew from a few thousand participants in 

2016 to some 30.000 in 2019. Eileen Crist has recently argued that ours is a time of 

“ecological awakening” (Crist 2019: 243), where nature and biodiversity are becoming 

                                                           
11 One might say that this was about time for, as several recent reports have indicated, until recently, 
Danes ranked low among Europeans in terms of their knowledge about biodiversity (European Com-
mission 2019). 
12 The description of the group reads as follows: “PROFESSIONAL group on biodiversity in Denmark. 
Here, you will find all researchers and communicators who know something about the subject, just as 
many journalists and politicians are present. REMEMBER: All posts must be substantiated, and the 
substantiation must address biodiversity.” (my translation) 
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matters of public concern. In Denmark, too, we seem to be riding the crest of that 

arousal.  

Biodiversity has entered Danish realpolitik, too. In the 2019 general elections, nature 

in general, and biodiversity in particular, emerged as pivotal issues, much to the sur-

prise of both my interlocutors and me. Shortly after, the newly appointed prime min-

ister hosted a biodiversity summit, summoning researchers, green organizations and 

politicians to create a blueprint for a more biodiverse Danish future. This turned out 

to be more than environmentalist lip service. In fact, an upshot of these initial efforts 

was the decision to earmark funds from the Danish national budget for the establish-

ment of biodiversity-friendly ‘untouched forests’ and the formation of 15 ‘nature na-

tional parks’13 across the country in which the declared goal was to ‘give nature first 

priority.’ Subsequently, a national ‘nature and biodiversity package’ was passed in par-

liament, with 888 million DKK to be distributed between 2021 and 2024 (Ministry of 

Environment 2020). All of this commotion was motivated by the circumstance that 

“nature is in crisis,” as the minister of environment put it (Ministry of Environment 

2022a), and that “we have to take better care of nature,” in the 2021 words of the 

prime minister (Frederiksen 2021). All of this should not only help the many vulnerable 

plants, animals and fungi that populate Denmark “back on their feet,” but also provide 

a “rich source of fairytale-like experiences” (Ministry of Environment 2022).  

While it is therefore safe to say that biodiversity is slowly making its way into main-

stream public conversation in Denmark, this is a comparatively late development. The 

reasons for this must be numerous and complex, but an important one could well be 

that Denmark, as the current prime minister is often on record saying, “is an agricul-

tural nation” (Hansen 2019). This claim cannot simply be dismissed as a way of curry-

ing favors with the powerful Danish agricultural lobby. Nor is it, I would argue, purely 

a matter of self-perception although, as we shall see in chapter 3, the agricultural iden-

tity might matter more than one might expect. That is to say, although relatively few 

people are employed within agriculture today, this looked very different not too long 

ago. And even today, some 60% of the Danish lands, according to Statistics Denmark 

(2022), are accounted for by agriculture, making Denmark a global second among the 

most cultivated countries, surpassed only by Bangladesh (The World Factbook 2020). 

This, particularly if one further deducts production forests (ca. 15%) – tree agriculture, 

as my interlocutors like to call it – towns, cities, infrastructural arrangements (14%), 

                                                           
13 The very circumstance that, in Denmark, it was necessary to provide national parks with the ‘nature’ 
prefix is telling of how different conventional Danish national parks are from their Yellowstone, Yo-
semite, or Torres del Paine counterparts, say. The need seems genuine enough, though, as currently 
Danish national parks contain towns, agriculture, and forestry.  
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leaves very limited and very scattered square mileage for the natural world to do its 

own unavailing thing. 

This (strong tradition for) effective land use might lead to the belief that Danish nature 

and biodiversity is impoverished beyond restoration and so not worth the effort. More-

over, a country this heavily cultivated would have to make substantial structural 

changes to allow space for natural flourishing. Making Denmark more biodiverse – 

and perhaps wilder, too – might, then, go against both ingrained cultural conventions 

and financial interests. For this reason, it is no surprise that biodiversity has entered the 

public and political conversation through the perpetually powerful idiom of ‘crisis’. 

Now, I see no legitimate reason to question the bleak biodiversity picture painted by 

biologists and ecologists the globe across. Moreover, I fully appreciate that crisis nar-

ratives can help garner and galvanize public and political support for a cause. Perhaps 

such narratives, then, are exactly what the natural world needs for substantial replen-

ishing. Before we join this bandwagon, however, it is behooving to pose a few simple, 

yet crucial questions about this alleged crisis of the natural world: how and why is it a 

crisis in the first place – and to whom? Such questions not only recall Derrida’s insight 

that crisis narratives are deeply discursive feats that inevitably circumscribe appropriate 

courses of action (Derrida 2002: 71-72, see also Roitman 2013). Raising such questions, 

moreover, is a way of asking why biodiversity matters; why we should care.   

Whose crisis is the biodiversity crisis? 

One framing of the issue emphasizes the riches of a diverse natural world and the 

potentially disastrous consequences of a biologically impoverished one. An early argu-

ment of this sort appeared in the form of the ‘rivet-popper’ hypothesis expounded by 

the biologists Paul and Anne Ehrlich (1981). Crudely put, this hypothesis suggests the 

importance of species richness in the maintenance of ecosystems by using all the rivets 

in an airplane as an analogy. If the passengers start to pop the rivets from the wings of 

an airplane, eventually the plane will simply fall apart instead of being able to fly. Sim-

ilarly, the hypothesis suggests, the more the number of species in any given ecosystem 

is reduced, the closer the ecosystem comes to collapse.14 Collapsed ecosystems, in turn, 

will no longer be able to perform their ‘life-support’ functions through ecosystem ser-

vices such as purification of water and air, waste assimilation and nutrient cycling. Nor 

can they function as sustainable pantries for much-needed goods such as food, timber, 

and medicine.15 In this account – one that is still current in scientific output (Crist et 

                                                           
14 Ehrlich and Ehrlich recognize the fact that there may well be, in any given ecosystem, a redundancy 
of species in a place, but as we can never be positively certain what species/rivets are the vital ones, and 
when the plane/ecosystem will crash, they urge us to stop popping rivets (Ehrlich and Ehrlich 1981). 
15 Ecological economists have even coughed up numbers as measurements for the monetary worth of 
a biodiverse world (Pearce 1998; Costanza et al. 1997, 1998; see Verran 2012). Critics of this method, 
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al. 2021; Ceballos et al. 2020) and identifiable in high-level nature advocacy such as the 

UN call to end “our suicidal war with nature” (United Nations 2021) – biodiversity is 

necessary, critical to our survival. In this account, too, it is obvious why Homo sapiens 

should care: the complex interdependence between humans and non-human organ-

isms.  

My biologist interlocutors knew this kind of argument well. And they found it thor-

oughly unconvincing. For one thing, this ‘insurance policy thinking,’ as several of them 

called it, constitutes a bending to a kind of utilitarian thinking or financialized idiom. 

It renders biodiversity commodified and, in their view, legitimizes the instrumentalist 

attitudes and habits of thought responsible for the very crisis it purports to tackle (cf. 

Ehrenfeld 1988: 213). More importantly, they quite simply saw it as incorrect.16 Indeed, 

several of my interlocutors thought it a distinctive feature of the so-called Aarhus 

school of biologists that they have the courage to say out loud that strictly speaking we 

do not need the world to be as diverse as it is.17 Specifically, the potential extinction of 

the rarest and most narrowly distributed species contains almost no threat at all, since 

such species were never ecologically influential and so could not be what the eminent 

biologist David Ehrenfeld calls “vital cogs in the ecological machine” (Ehrenfeld 

1988: 215). To my interlocutors, then, the attempt to assess the value of biodiversity 

in terms of nebulous survival is simply wrong-headed. This kind of crisis, the biodi-

versity crisis is not.  

Another way of framing the biodiversity crisis is in terms of aesthetics, or experience. 

Rachel Carson, famed instigator of one form of global environmental awareness, evoc-

atively wrote of the ‘sense of wonder’ that the natural world can elicit (Carson 1998) 

and, conversely, the experiential dread of a world devoid of life (Carson 1962). Both 

before and after Carson, legions of writers have contributed with various elegies and 

paeans, endeavoring to pay homage to the miracle of earthly life, while warning us all 

of the impoverished future into which we potentially look (Norton 1988: 201, see Arler 

2009: 159-180 for a historical review of the attempts to argue for biodiversity in terms 

                                                           
however, argue that the numbers thrown around are fraught with so much uncertainty that they are 
practically useless (Pagiola et al. 2005; Bockstael et al. 2000). 
16 I should hasten to add that most of my interlocutors would be ready to admit that human beings 
might feel the consequences of the disappearance of certain ecosystem engineers, keystone species, and 
perhaps even certain pollinators – the latter of which has demanded plenty of public attention in the 
form of the projected ‘insect apocalypse’ (Goulson 2021). Such utilitarian arguments, however, have 
little to offer the fritillaries and stag beetles and the vast majority of other forms of earthly life that are 
of no immediate use to the human species. 
17 The late botanist Hugh Iltis was not wrong, of course, in reminding us that we cannot ever know for 
certain what species or ecosystems might prove useful in the future (Iltis 1988). Moreover, there is broad 
consensus that diverse ecosystems are more resilient to sudden changes in the makeup of the natural 
world, and a modicum of carefulness would therefore seem prudent. But as Aldo Leopold (2020 [1949]) 
observed in his famous Land Ethics, it is highly unlikely that we humans need as many species as we see 
today. Perhaps 5% would do (Leopold 2020:162). 
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of its aesthetic value). Such sensibilities resonate powerfully with what I heard, saw and 

felt among my biologist interlocutors. Whether it was in the lab during dissections, in 

the lecture hall, or on an unsolicited field trip to a quiet forest lake, I got a sense of the 

experiential pull of the living world. As Jack put it in the opening vignette, it “is by far 

the most amazing thing there is.” To my interlocutors, the current and rampant biodi-

versity loss represented a crisis of aesthetics, one that threatened to quell the color and 

vibrancy that makes (our) lives on this planet joyful and worth living.  

Still, arguing for the preservation or improvement of biodiversity through appeals to 

aesthetics is no straightforward task. As with the utilitarian criterion, some creatures 

of this earth risk running afoul of evaluations based on aesthetic properties. Everybody 

adores pandas and dolphins, charismatic forms of life. Fewer may be equally besotted 

with and committed to the dung beetles and fritillaries of this world, “unloved others” 

as Rose and van Dooren put it (Rose & Van Dooren 2011). My interlocutors knew 

this. Even if they never fully understood why this should be the case, they were aware 

that many earthlings might never enjoy the same standing as furry, brown-eyed mam-

mals in the eyes of the public, let alone among decision-makers. As we shall see later, 

particularly in chapter 5, my interlocutors worked hard to attend carefully to and cul-

tivate deeper appreciation for the qualities and capacities of the inconspicuous parts of 

the natural world. That is, in broadcasting the enchanting, wonder-full, fairytale-like 

qualities of the natural world, they tirelessly attempted to articulate the aesthetic qual-

ities of even lesser-known and little-loved parts of the tapestry of life in a way that 

called to others.  

At a more principal level, too, appeals to the beauty and sensory allure of nature 

seemed insufficient to my interlocutors. If aesthetics were to be biodiversity’s primary 

court of appeal, its perpetuity would remain critically tied to the attention and percep-

tion of Homo sapiens. This seemed to my interlocutors problematic and self-absorbed. 

Comparatively palatable it may be, but suggesting that “cattails,  dragonflies, wild knot-

weeds, hoar frost” are treasured for the fascination they induce as opposed to their 

financial yields (Gjerris & Rubow 2018: 8) remains wedded to human desires and pref-

erences. And ultimately, my interlocutors would hold, biodiversity’s raison d'être is not 

to be pleasing to the (human) eye, even if it often happens to be just that.18 One inter-

locutor of mine, a senior researcher and prominent biodiversity advocate, put it elo-

quently as he and I discussed the value of the natural world late one afternoon in an 

unassuming meeting room at the university in Aarhus: 

                                                           
18 Moreover, any aesthetic qualities of a biodiverse world can quite easily be appropriated by utilitarian 
thinking. Just think of the many ways that ‘nature’ in popular discourse is articulated as a remedy against 
all sorts of ailments of modern life. In this, ladyslippers and hummingbirds are brought to bear on public 
health and, thus, private and public economies.  
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We shouldn’t care for nature to just survive. And we shouldn’t care for nature because 
it looks good or makes us feel good. We should care for it because it is entitled to be 
here, the same as we are. We should do it for the love of the living.   

What we hear here is a formulation of a desire to go beyond myopic appeals to both 

utility and aesthetics and reach for something more categorical when championing bi-

odiversity in all its often-inconvenient multiplicity. Indeed, what my interlocutor 

groped toward through an idiom of love – and what several others articulated more 

directly – is an argument for the ‘intrinsic value’ of the natural world, one that would 

automatically – naturally – warrant care.19 

For all their attempts, my interlocutors never were able to settle on any one reason to 

care for biodiversity that would both be genuinely helpful in stemming the tide of 

biodiverse loss and strike a chord with non-biologist others. Utilitarian arguments, they 

knew, were publicly and politically expedient, but at the same time they seemed dis-

honest and insufficient. Similarly, appealing to the, well, appealing qualities of a diverse 

natural world – something my interlocutors all did as often as possible – ultimately 

seemed to them inadequate and even potentially wrong-headed. Even the notion of 

intrinsic value, possibly the argument with the strongest moral imperative, presents no 

knock-down reason. For without the support of ironclad divine commands or a Kant-

ian sense of duty, say, it is not immediately clear why we should accept a vision of the 

natural world that is so demanding. For by whose decree do all living creatures have 

(equal) intrinsic value? 

All of this goes to show that it is not obvious why biodiversity should matter us, why 

we should care. And this is an excellent starting point for an exploration of how this 

process of mattering transpires among groups of biologists for whom biodiversity is 

their overriding personal and social concern. For my interlocutors themselves, it was 

all quite clear: ‘for the love of the living.’ To some, it will be surprising to learn that 

natural scientists such as my interlocutors end up resting their arguments on something 

as protean as love. And it is true, as the human geographer Jamie Lorimer (2015) ob-

serves in his work among conservationists in Scotland and the Netherlands, that feel-

ings and experiences are marginalized in the scientific accounts published by my inter-

locutors. They are considered scientific anathema, potentially undermining the credi-

bility of the objective natural knowledge conservationists help generate (2015: 38). 

                                                           
19 See Rolston 1988; Ehrenfeld 1981 for intrinsic value arguments. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the biologist 
David Ehrenfeld in particular seems to anticipate my interlocutors’ sentiments with his famous ‘Noah 
principle,’ by which he meant to state the ‘non-humanistic’ value of non-human species: “They should 
be conserved because they exist… Existence is the only criterion of the value of parts of Nature, and 
diminution of the number of existing things is the best measure of decrease of what we ought to value. 
This is, as mentioned, an ancient way of evaluating  ‘conservability,’ and by rights ought to be named 
the "Noah Principle" after the person who was one of the first to put it into practice” (Ehrenfeld 1981: 
207-8). 
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What ethnographic presence taught me, however, is that such disembodied, formal 

accounts conform poorly to the private sentiments of many conservation-oriented bi-

ologists, who love the natural world dearly and care deeply for its future.20 I have there-

fore been interested in examining how the biologists I worked with strive to both 

preach and practice a life accommodating of the joys, vulnerabilities and worries that 

the natural world presents in this time of extinctions. I try to portray what it means to 

be infatuated with nature, what it means to wake up to the crisis (cf. Ahl 2021), and 

what it means to give it a real place and meaning in one’s life.  

From conservation to rewilding: ‘nature’ on the move 

The current biodiversity predicament did not come about without warning. Biologists 

have argued for decades that we are edging ever closer to various forms of ecological 

collapse. In many ways, this is the central insight of conservation biology – the  “disci-

pline with a deadline” (Wilson 2000: 1), conceived in the 80ies and maturing ever since.  

Nevertheless, my interlocutors did not self-identify as conservation biologists. This 

may have had something to do with their low opinion of Danish nature conservation 

specifically; an opinion that was not entirely groundless, since Danish nature protec-

tion does rank low in an international perspective (Normander 2020: 6).21 More gen-

erally, moreover, they associated conservation work with, well, the conservative: with 

preserving specific nature types such as the emblematic Jutland heaths and with artifi-

cial freeze-frames of what is really an inherently dynamic and ever-evolving natural 

world. This did not mean, however, that my interlocutors did not or could not support 

specific conservation measures in favor of a specific species, say; just that, as a man-

agement paradigm, conservation was seen, as one interlocutor put it, as an exercise in 

“canning nature” (sylte naturen). It seemed to them unproductively nostalgic; a looking 

to the past for guidance about a future that, to the minds of my interlocutors, is qual-

itatively and quantitatively so different that this past cannot be used as a baseline.  

For these same reasons, the protagonists of this thesis universally subscribed to an-

other management strategy: one operating under the new-fangled header of rewilding. 

The very word did not feature in scientific publications until quite recently (Soulé & 

                                                           
20 In The Idea of Biodiversity: Philosophies of Paradise (1996), environmental scholar David Takacs puts it even 
more pointedly. Having conversed extensively with some of the best-known US biologists of the 20th 
century, Takacs argues that biodiversity proponents often seek to have biodiversity “shine” with “the 
gloss of scientific respectability” (Takacs 1996: 99) – to publicly parade the enterprise as nonpartisan 
and emotionally divested. He suggests, however, that in reality, it is kaleidoscopic; covering a hodge-
podge of “factual, political, emotional, aesthetical, ethical, and spiritual feelings about the natural world” 
(ibid.: 2). 
21 For a formal 2018 report on Danish nature protection vis-á-vis the standard of the International 
Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), see Woollhead & Petersen 2018. Unfortunately, the report 
exists only in Danish. 
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Noss 1998) but, as environmental historian Dolly Jørgensen has observed, the prac-

tices currently referred to under the formal auspice of rewilding predate the term itself 

by several generations (Jørgensen 2015: 482, 2019: 55-88). What practices are they ex-

actly? Jørgensen argues that rewilding in fact covers several different tacks, each with 

its own primary emphases and hobbyhorses, such as apex predators and Pleistocene 

megafauna. For Jørgensen, the plasticity of the term presents a problem in that it risks 

bloating the concept to the point where it can mean anything and therefore lose its 

meaning altogether (Jørgensen 2015, see also Gammon 2018). Acknowledging the 

multivocality of the term, geographer Jonathan Prior and philosopher Emily Brady 

(2017) nevertheless see a commonality between rewilding measures in that they gener-

ally entail “a process of (re)introducing or restoring wild organisms and/or ecological 

processes to ecosystems where such organisms and processes are either missing or are 

‘dysfunctional’” (Prior and Brady 2017: 34).22  

In Denmark, and in Europe more generally, rewilding usually features a combination 

of removal of manmade features such as dikes, fences and drainage apparatus – what 

Jørgensen (2015: 484-5) calls “productive land abandonment” – and the (re-)introduc-

tion of large grazers and browsers, which may or may not have been previously extir-

pated from the area. Such “taxon replacements” (ibid.:484) serve as functional substi-

tutes for the megafauna of yore to support the redevelopment of so-called natural 

ecological processes that, in turn, create more, and better, habitats for other forms of 

life (Ejrnæs et al. 2017; Svenning et al. 2016, Svenning et al. 2019; Vera 2000). All this 

is done in order to facilitate a dynamic, self-managing nature characterized by undi-

rected — or what some biologists prefer to call open-ended (Hughes et al. 2012) — 

processes of change. This focus on the facilitation of processes, as opposed to a fixed 

endpoint, or teleology, is said to be a defining feature of rewilding measures (Gammon 

2018: 340). Indeed, while the original Latin prefix re- means ‘back,’ it was frequently 

put to me in the field that ‘rewilding is about the future of nature, not the past.’ 

For some, rewilding amounts to no more than the newest off-shoot on a broader 

branch of conservation (Fraser 2009: 13). My interlocutors would beg to differ. Cer-

tainly, to them, rewilding is also a conservation tool, and so the reintroduction of large 

herbivores such as beaver, moose, bison, and wild horse in Denmark was and is con-

ceived of as a remedy against local decreases in biodiversity. However, among the rub-

ber-boot biologists, among whom I have associated since 2018, the idea was to move 

conservation beyond saving rare species in protected pockets of land, as well as beyond 

                                                           
22 Lorimer and associates also venture a description that cuts across different varieties of rewilding. In 
their view, rewilding advocates share an ethos of “maintaining, or increasing, biodiversity, while reduc-
ing the impact of present and past human interventions through the restoration of species and ecological 
processes” (Lorimer et al. 2015: 40). 
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references to a previous ecosystem arrangement with historical species configurations 

(often referred to as historical fidelity, e.g. Higgs 2003) that functioned in particular 

ways – and consequently beyond the active and ongoing management activities that 

such restorative measures often involve (Gammon 2018: 340). Indeed, rewilding can 

be seen exactly as a response to an overly bureaucratic perspective, where one seeks to 

accommodate each species through targeted intervention, ultimately to little avail. In-

deed, to my interlocutors, the overriding aim is to create large ecosystems with minimal 

human intervention, the unanimous aim being  the ‘non-human autonomy’ of a given 

ecology; the condition of possibility for self-direction and self-sustenance (ibid.: 35; 

see also Gamborg et al. 2010; Drenthen 2005: 328) – even at the possible expense of 

certain, sometimes personally treasured, species. As we will see momentarily, and I 

shall unfold more fully in chapter 3, such “controlled decontrolling” as environmental 

philosopher Josef Keulartz puts it (Keulartz 2012: 58), implicates the reimagination of 

what it means to be a human being. It entails an abandoning of single-tracked utility-

thinking and a Copernican surrendering of the notion that Homo sapiens is the center 

of the world. For my interlocutors, getting rid of such ‘monocultures of the mind’ 

(Shiva 1993) is a critical first step toward a more biodiverse world.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

It is an interesting circumstance that the establishment of the 15 nature national parks, 

of which I spoke earlier, will to a large degree deploy key tools and strategies typically 

associated with rewilding, i.e., the reintroduction of large herbivores, the cessation of 

forestry and other kinds of production and a return to so-called natural hydrology 

through the removal of drainage. Biologists in Denmark, it would seem, have achieved 

a measure of political penetration. Interestingly, too, the fun house for Aarhus biolo-

gists that is the Mols Laboratory – the place where I began this entire thesis and to 

which I shall return several times – is often highlighted, for better and worse, as a 

ground zero for Danish rewilding initiatives. Indeed, listening to the statements of 

politicians and reading the grounds for their projected policies for nature and biodi-

versity, it is striking how much they relay the arguments but also the motivations and 

moods of my biologist interlocutors. 

To this end, my interlocutors appear to be a vanguard in this particular respect. Scru-

tinizing how biodiversity comes to matter to them, how care and concern coalesce 

(chapters 2 and 5) and crystallize into detached engagement (chapter 3) and Biocene 

enchantments (chapter 4), then, may point well beyond these biologists themselves 

and toward what it means more broadly to inhabit this pale blue dot at this vital con-

juncture.  
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Analytical themes 

In the following pages, I elaborate on the broad bodies of literature that I put to use 

over the course of the thesis. The themes covered here do not map onto the ensuing 

chapters in a neat 1:1 manner. Rather, they represent a backdrop of pertinent analytical 

frames with which I have a running engagement throughout the dissertation. 

Of concern, care, and violence: meeting the complexities of our time 

All the protagonists in this thesis care deeply about the diversity of natural world. I 

began by highlighting concern among my biologist interlocutors, and concerned they 

are. But to properly approach what such worry enables, indeed does – personally, so-

cially, politically – I cast biodiversity as what STS scholar Maria Puig de la Bellacasa 

(2017) terms a ‘matter of care’. She posits matters of care against Bruno Latour’s no-

tion of ‘matters of concern,’ (Latour 2004) as care, she argues, affords a more precise 

characterization of certain forms of dedicated practice. Care, to de la Bellacasa, “has 

stronger affective and ethical connotations” (2017:43), the implications being ‘thicker’ 

than the politics revolving around (public) concern (ibid.: 30). In her view, care con-

tains not only “worry and thoughtfulness about an issue,” but also “a strong sense of 

attachment and commitment to something” (ibid.: 42). Bellacasa offers care as an an-

alytical alternative to concern, but in the context of my biologist interlocutors, the dis-

tinction seems to be primarily heuristic. For them, that is, it is not a matter of care or 

concern, or care over concern. Indeed, as I demonstrate throughout the thesis, care is 

predicated upon concern and, thus, crops up from it.  

In making care an analytical leitmotif, I contribute to a body of anthropological (and 

sociological and philosophical) literature that continues to sprout in diverse ways. Con-

ceptually neglected, at least up until recently, anthropological attention has generally 

centered on how care is practiced (Mol et al. 2010: 7). As Elana Buch wrote in a 2015 

review article on the subject, analyses of care “attends to the ways that people actively 

work to ease suffering and enable one another to live valued lives” (Buch 2015: 282). 

Often associated with the ethnographically oriented philosopher Annemarie Mol 

(2008; Mol et al. 2010), this analytical perspective has become particularly influential 

within medical anthropology and sociology. And I, too, find it useful, for this makes 

care less a matter of following a moral code of conduct or an abstract principle than a 

mode of being that is responsive to the call of others and which assumes responsibility 

in order to engage in a concrete work of solicitude. In this account, then, care “is 

something that people shape, invent and adapt, time and again, in everyday practice” 

(Mol 2008: 4). The plasticity of care will come on full display over the course of this 

thesis. As we shall see, care is practiced and articulated by the microscope, in the field, 

and through various forms of civic interventions. 
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Within the care literature, there is a strong tendency to equate care with the good. This 

was palpable in Buch for whom, recall, care would “ease suffering” and enable others 

to “live valued lives” (Buch 2015: 282). It is also evident in a frequently quoted defini-

tion of care by the feminist thinkers Berenice Fischer and Joan Tronto, which reads as 

follows: “[Caring is] everything that we do to maintain, continue, and repair our ‘world’ 

so that we can live in it as well as possible” (Fischer & Tronto 1990: 40). As a precon-

dition for living well (or ‘as well as possible’), then, care is presented as universally and 

inevitably positive. Both Buch and Fischer and Tronto would no doubt agree that spe-

cific forms of care can be lackadaisical or insufficient, and sometimes care is conspic-

uous by its absence – one can be excluded from care (Black 2018: 86) – but as a point 

of departure, care is of the good. My material suggests something more ambiguous. 

I am not out to deny that care often serves good ends, of course, and gestures of care 

can certainly be motivated by a desire to do well. This must have been the case when, 

as I show in chapter 5, my interlocutors try to instill in the general public greater at-

tention to and appreciation of the living world through playful and innocuous civic 

interventions. However, during the course of fieldwork, I was repeatedly exposed to 

what might be called ‘the dark side’ of caring (Boykin & Winland-Brown 1995; see also 

Murphy 2015), i.e., the diverse ways in which care implicates violence and suffering.23 

That is, in seeking to nurture the capacity to both care about and take care of the natural 

world, my interlocutors often visited a great deal of violence on that world. This is 

particularly clear in chapter 1 and 2 through classroom vivisections of sea squirts and 

the mass pacification of various arthropods for identification. I shine an empirically 

attuned light on that. 

Exploring the amalgamation of violence and care, I take inspiration from the thoughts 

of Thom van Dooren (2014), Donna Haraway (2008) and John Law ( 2010), for whom 

neither violence nor killing automatically amounts to a negation of care. Indeed, in 

these ecologically perilous times, van Dooren writes upon witnessing the concerted 

efforts involved in the captive breeding of the critically endangered whooping crane, 

“care and hope are frequently saturated with, perhaps even grounded in, unavoidable 

and ongoing practices of violence” (van Dooren 2014: 91-92). So much so that a tem-

porally attuned ethical injunction tells us to ‘kill well’ (Haraway) and deal ‘good deaths’ 

(Law), rather than avoiding death at all costs. For Haraway, who is interested in labor-

atory deaths, this requires both curiosity and mutual regard, a learning “to live respon-

sibly within the multiplicitous necessity and labor of killing” (Haraway 2008: 80, see 

                                                           
23 Recently, anthropologists have begun to attend to this underbelly of care too. Sameena Mulla (2014) 
and Lisa Stevenson (2014), to name two beautiful but harrowing examples, expose how forensic prac-
tices in post-rape care intervention in the US and colonial, humanitarian policies of disease prevention 
in Canada respectively, while well-intended, have great and violent effects on people and peoples.  
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also Ginn 2014). Law, who explored veterinary reactions to the compulsory culling of 

calves amid the 2001 UK foot and mouth epidemic, was exposed to a complex social 

reality where care came to imply “responding, but not responding too much”; it came 

to be about “sensitivity” and “distance” (Law 2010: 64).  

I argue that among my interlocutors, the balancing of ‘sensitivity’ and ‘distance’, i.e., 

learning to live with the exercise of violence and death in and outside of labs, was 

negotiated in a mode of apology, where responsivity was bought with an acceptance 

of responsibility. In such cases, care – violent or not – is a generative force that gives 

way to certain forms of signification, becoming, and community. Care, I suggest, can 

remain ethically germane, but for my interlocutors it cannot offer anything like a 

“smooth harmonious world” (de la Bellacasa 2012: 199). It remains grounded in the 

mundane and inescapable troubles of a life inside killing, to paraphrase Haraway. Even 

in its violent iterations, or perhaps particularly in its violent iterations, care reveals some 

of what it means to inhabit the ethico-political complexities of our time in a world that 

is under strain.  

Biocene anthropocircumferentialisms 

Despite the new and shiny term multispecies ethnography (Kirksey & Helmreich 2010),24 

anthropological interest in nonhuman beings is not new (Ingold 2013; see also Lien 

and Pálsson 2021). On the contrary, beavers, cattle, pigs, reindeer, plants, gardens and 

farmlands have appeared in anthropological annals since the very inception of the dis-

cipline (Rappaport 1984; Ingold 1974; Evans-Pritchard 1940; Malinowski 1935; Mor-

gan 1868). Multispecies anthropology, however, arguably pursues a different kind of 

attention to these nonhuman entities. No longer are they reduced to a matter of human 

livelihoods, and neither do they figure as symbolic anchors for human activities (White 

& Candea 2018: 2) that are "good to think" with, as Lévi-Strauss famously put it (Lévi-

Strauss 1963: 89). Rather, the anthropological bestiary is now full of earth beings with 

whom we live and die and who raise new political and ethical questions about how 

best to proceed on our damaged planet (Tsing et al. 2017; see also Haraway 2016). 

Moreover, such earthlings figure as bona fide centres of subjectivity and agency in their 

                                                           
24 Admittedly, even this narrowing down of an even more encompassing attention to “sociality beyond 
the human” (Lien & Pálsson 2021: 41) leaves an enormous amount of ground to cover. In terms of 
thematic substance alone, plants (Hartigan 2017; Kohn 2013), mushrooms (Woon 2019; Tsing 2015), 
insects (Hustak & Myers 2012;  Raffles 2010), microbial life  (Ahl 2021; Paxson 2008), and minerals (De 
la Cadena 2015; Povinelli 2015) have been subjected to recent anthropological scrutiny. And that is 
without even accounting for the enormous attention afforded to the animal realm. Accordingly, I am 
not going to address all or even most of the issues cropping up within this mushrooming field of inquiry. 
Rather, I sketch some important contours of the field and emplace my work within these perimeters.  
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own right, exerting influence on and conditioning the human existences with which 

they are intertwined (Myers 2015; Lestel et al. 2014; Kohn 2013).  

This is a premise shared wholeheartedly by my interlocutors. Indeed, as I expound in 

chapter 3, such an agentive view of the natural world is one of the animating notions 

of the turn toward wild nature and rewilding. Whether pertaining to the private win-

dow boxes, the nearby Mols  Laboratory or a more generalized diffusion of rewilding 

ideas, they would speak of ‘unleashing nature,’ of allowing nature to be ‘creative,’ even 

of fighting a ‘revolutionary struggle for freedom’ on behalf of nature. Indeed, through 

rewilding, they sought to acknowledge the “non-human autonomy” of a given ecology 

and reinstate the condition of possibility for nature to self-direct and self-sustain (Prior 

and Brady 2017: 35; see also Gamborg et al. 2010; Drenthen 2005: 328).  

Within much multispecies scholarship, acknowledgement of agency outside of the re-

mit of humanity, in turn, destabilizes claims to what Anna Tsing in Unruly Edges (2012) 

labels “human exceptionalism” (2012: 144), namely the notion that human beings are 

over and above the rest of the world and therefore legitimately subdue and domesticate 

it to their ends. Moreover, with Donna Haraway, who has repeatedly chipped away at 

almost any kind of human exceptionalism, this diffusion of agency is turned from an 

ethico-political insight into an ontological one. Specifically, with her emphasis on  

‘companion species’ (2003), Haraway thinks humans are in inevitable and enduring 

relation to something other (Haraway 2008: 4). This is aphorized in memorable asser-

tions such as “we have never been human” and “to be one is always to become with 

many” (Haraway 2008: 4, original emphasis). Haraway’s analytical project with other 

species, then, takes as its point of departure a desire to rethink what it might mean to 

be human in such a profoundly entangled world.25 

Much multispecies scholarship, however, is not just descriptive correctives to humanist 

anthropologies, but prescriptive of cross-species conviviality: we ought to take good 

care of the many nonhuman beings with whom we share an earthly living. The strong 

ethical impulse bespeaks my material well. That is, most if not all of my interlocutors 

share the view that we should show more generosity toward nonhuman life. However, 

for my interlocutors, care for biodiversity cannot spring from a sense of foundational 

entanglement, of being in it together, of cosmological kinship. Rather, cross-species 

care must emanate from a desire for and love of that which is not human. Jack does 

not think we need to care for the wild bees of this world because our lives are entangled 

with theirs. In fact, his point would be that we need to nurture the world of bees 

                                                           
25 Tim Ingold, for whom ‘human’ is an active verb rather than a self-contained subject - ‘to human’ – 
argues in a similar vein that we are made up of the multispecies engagements of which we partake. As 
he observes, “whether we are speaking of human or other animals, they are at any moment what they 
have become, and what they have become depends on whom they are with” (Ingold 2013: 21).  
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particularly when they do not matter to our survival. And this is not just semantics. As 

we shall see, my biologist interlocutors both preach and practice a kind of non-inter-

ventionist approach to the natural world, in which human-nonhuman entanglement is 

deliberately negated. To them, there must be a place for the human outside of nature 

and, more importantly, there must be a place for nature away from the human. This 

view is, above all, epitomized in the current apotheosis of wild nature among my Aar-

hus-based interlocutors – and the practical approach to such wildness, namely re-

wilding. 

My interlocutors, thus, do not so much offer a basic ontology as they suggest a revised 

cosmography, where we humans agree to surrender our self-proclaimed place at the 

center of the world to occupy, instead, the sidelines – as witnesses. This idea that Homo 

sapiens should aspire to a position “on the outside, surrounding the global environment” 

(Ingold 2000: 218, emphasis original) – encompassed by the unwieldy, yet precise term 

anthropocircumferentialism, coined by Tim Ingold (ibid.) – may recall nature-culture di-

vides from yesteryear, and so may be seen to represent something of an intellectual 

step backwards. Indeed, as environmental historian William Cronon cautions in his 

canonical essay The Trouble with Wilderness (1995), the idea of a nature beyond the reach 

of the human is not only a cultural construct (1995: 69-70), but also something that 

potentially “distances us too much from the very things it teaches us to value” (Cronon 

1995: 87).  

However, unlike the worship of wilderness criticized by Cronon and described in terms 

such as ‘an Edenic garden’ or ‘a place outside time,’ rewilding, at least as it was envi-

sioned by my interlocutors, never was about specific kinds of landscapes, much less 

specific endangered species. Rather, they would say, it is about enabling certain pro-

cesses and dynamics that, in a place like Denmark, have been homogenized out of 

existence. Moreover, the anthropocircumferentialism inherent in the exercise of land 

sparing that rewilding represents was deliberate, not an unfortunate and unforeseen 

side-effect. To this end, my interlocutors would frequently forward the idea that the 

natural world may have reached a (tipping) point where an enforcement of the nature-

culture dualism – however analytically suspect – is both necessary and right, because it 

might help delimit the sphere of human action (see also Katz 2002).  

To help me make sense of this, I leverage the concept of detachment, which, in a 

number of recent iterations, is highly relevant to ethics (Candea et al. 2015; Ginn 2014; 

Candea 2010). I am particularly inspired by human geographer Franklin Ginn, whose 

ethnography on the ‘sticky lives’ of slugs within domestic gardening in England sug-

gests that detachment, rather than something to be overcome, can be a place for ethics 

to emerge. Indeed, Ginn argues against the injunctions within much relational and 
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more-than-human scholarship that emphasize gatherings, togetherness, entangle-

ments, composing of collectives and making of kin (2014: 540-1). To his mind, such a 

“vitalist” presumption “leaves little ‘room for the radical otherness of the other’, or 

anything that might question the desirability of being attached” (Ginn 2014: 540, see 

also Candea 2010).  

Among my biologist interlocutors, there is a strong desire for detachment, too, but this 

is grounded in a perspective that is much larger than private flower beds and vegetable 

plots. The biologists acknowledge that Homo sapiens is everywhere, critically omnipres-

ent in the natural world. And for this reason exactly, they champion the cause of wilder 

nature with less human control and more autonomy to the natural world. And in letting 

go of, or suspending, our all-too-human agendas, they aim to practice a form of de-

tachment that is care-full. I offer the term detached engagement to index this modus vi-

vendi of theirs, where engagement is the constant parameter and detachment just one 

version (albeit a very important one, in their view). This is particularly pertinent to my 

interlocutors’ appreciation and advocacy of wild(er) nature but, as we shall see, it is 

also bespeaks the way in which taxonomy is pursued among my interlocutors. 

Biocene enchantment 

When Max Weber, in 1918, took to the stage at the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität 

in Munich to speak of science as a vocation (Weber 1991), he chose to deliver a scath-

ing criticism of the sciences, whose dominant fetishism of rationalization renders the 

world calculable and tamable, if yet uncalculated and untamed (ibid.: 139). In Weber’s 

view, this was depriving our world of ‘pneuma’ and values (ibid.: 155), and begotten a 

‘deficit of meaning,’ which, in turn, paves the way for tedium, alienation, and ennui 

(ibid.: 139-140; see also Lyons 2014: 873; Bennett 2001: 57). Behold the Entzauberung 

der Welt;26 Weber’s famous de-magicification or, more commonly, disenchantment of 

the world (ibid.: 139).  

As a grand narrative of Western secularization, Weber’s disenchantment tale27 has 

powerful intuitive appeal and remains a touchstone in sociologies, histories and phi-

losophies of religion and secularization (Thurfjell 2020; Lemke 2018; Lyons 2014;  

Erdozain 2012; Robbins 2011; Taylor 2011; Gibson 2009; Bennett 2001; Jenkins 2000). 

Scholarships of recent decades, however, are beginning question Weber’s social diag-

nostics, querying not just what enchantment and disenchantment is, but also whether 

we can reasonably assume, as Weber mostly did, that disenchantment is problematic 

                                                           
26 The phrase itself may well be original with the German poet Johann Christoph Friedrich Schiller, but 
it rose to social science prominence only with Weber’s appropriation (Jenkins  2000: 11). 
27 Weber’s disenchantment tale is by no means the only one, but his is the most famous (Bennett 
2001: 56), and I therefore treat his version as a placeholder for several similar exercises in societal diag-
nostics. 
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and enchantment something to retrieve. Just as fundamentally, the accuracy of Weber’s 

portraiture has come under scrutiny. That is, is or was the world ever as disenchanted 

as Weber would have us believe? I take from this body of literature the point that 

disenchantment, however resonant as a trope, is inevitably incomplete once the mag-

nifier is strong enough (Gjerris & Rubow 2018; Taylor 2011; Felski 2008; Bennett 

2001; Berger 1999). Indeed, unfolding a number of vibrant and wonder-full encounters 

with the natural world, and scrutinizing their ‘magic’ any ‘fairytale-like’ articulations, I 

demonstrate that among my interlocutors, something resembling enchantment is alive 

and kicking. In chapter 4 and 5 I unfold what it feels like and what it potentially affords. 

The forms of enchantment I identify and explore are non-religious. Magic and wonder 

are frequently evoked, but they are resolutely decoupled from divine providence. In-

deed, they have much in common with the “joyous attachments” offered in Jane Ben-

nett’s seminal and “quasi-pagan model of enchantment” (Bennet 2001: 12). By this I 

mean that enchantment of the sort that I deal with is one of “minor experiences” that 

erupt “amid the familiar and the everyday” (ibid.: 4) rather than something springing 

from supernatural interventions. However, despite herself – despite arguing that her 

enchantment is part spontaneity, part artifice (ibid.: 10) and despite impassioned pleas 

that we “hone sensory receptivity to the marvelous specificity of things” (Bennett 

2001: 4) and thus do what we can to become enchanted – Bennett’s version of en-

chantment retains strong ties to the surprising, the flabbergasting, the spellbinding. 

Hers remains an enchantment “that hits us” (Bennett 2001: 4).28  

This rendition only covers the contents of my material partially. As I show throughout 

the thesis, my biologist interlocutors frequently did find themselves in “condition[s] of 

exhilaration” that would serve as “a shot in the arm, a fleeting return to childlike ex-

citement about life” (Bennett 2001: 5). Our meeting with a minotaur beetle (Typhaeus 

typhoeus) in Western Jutland, presented in chapter 4, is a case in point. However, such 

experiences, I demonstrate, owe a lot to a tutored, indeed disciplined, practice of biol-

ogy. Engaging recent suggestions that the natural sciences be particularly fertile sites 

for the appearance of enchantment (Richards 2011; Levine 2006,  2011; Taylor 2007, 

2011), I argue that a professionally cultivated attention to minute features and adapta-

tions of this blade of grass or that kind of beetle prompts a habituated appreciation of 

the natural world. To this end, biology as it was practiced by my interlocutors – in-

tensely ‘rubber-booted’, rigorously ‘microscoped’ – can, I would argue, be seen as a 

deliberate practice of wonder; an art of enchantment.  

                                                           
28 It is no coincidence, I argue, that her phenomenology of enchantment emphasizes ‘acute sensory 
activity’ and even deploys the image of a ‘shot in the arm’. 
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Over the course of this thesis, I moreover show that this cultivated attention – and the 

experiential dividends it may pay – is hard work. It demands a willingness to submit 

not only to the vagaries of Danish weather, but also to rigorous kinds of practical and 

theoretical training that permits attention to and deciphering of (some of) the intrica-

cies of the living world. The affects of such experiences may be sudden, and they may 

feel like that proverbial shot in the arm, but the point is that susceptibility to such 

affects must be enabled. Enchantment of this kind, then, is not free. 

I am not alone in focusing on contemporary (re-)emergences of enchantment.  Indeed, 

an entire literary industry – scholarly and popular – has formed around the question 

of and desire for ‘re-enchantment’ (Stiegler 2014; Monbiot 2013; Gibson 2009; Landy 

& Saler 2009; Graham 2007; Jenkins 2000; Moore 1996; Berman 1981; Gellner 1975).29 

Something about our time, it seems, screams for (re-)enchantment. For some such 

authors, the matter is primarily a self-gratifying enterprise (Thurfjell 2020; Gjerris & 

Rubow 2018; Monbiot 2013). In such terms, enchantment is something you and I can 

pursue as a way of bracing ourselves against or resisting the ennui and alienation stem-

ming from our modern and supposedly disenchanted condition. Another part of the 

literature takes an interest in the relationship between enchantment and other-regard-

ing ethics and politics (Krøijer & Rubow 2022; Lemke 2018; Levine 2011 ; Taylor 2011; 

Bennett 2001).30 To this end, several of these writers posit that what we might call 

enchantment may enable new forms of ecological habitation, sacramental communion, 

epistemic humility, attachment and care (Taylor 2011; Bennett 2001). This thesis can 

and perhaps should be read as a contribution to this body of work.  

Jane Bennett is a particularly ardent proponent of this latter view. In The Enchantment 

of Modern Life (2001), she mobilizes a legion of thinkers – from Epicurus and Spinoza, 

through Kant and Schiller, to Foucault, Connolly, and the Deleuze-Guattari dyad – to 

grapple with a perennial issue in philosophy, namely the intersection of politics, ethics, 

and aesthetics. More specifically, she argues that enchantment may be “valuable for 

ethical life” and contains “ethical potential” (Bennett 2001: 3, 132). Indeed, as she puts 

it at the beginning of her book: 

[To] some small but irreducible extent, one must be enamored with existence and oc-
casionally even enchanted in the face of it in order to be capable of donating some of 
one’s scarce mortal resources to the service of others (Bennett 2001: 4). 

I find Bennett’s work appealing for at least two reasons. First, it eloquently expresses 

the intuition that we care for what we love. This would immediately make enchantment 

                                                           
29 For a digestible review see Crawford 2020. 
30 Indeed, when Bennett asks, in an echo of Theodor Adorno’s famous dismissal of poetry after Ausch-
witz, how it is that one can write books about enchantment “in such a world” (Bennett 2001: 159), she 
seems to suggest that a possible enchantment-ethics connection is the only legitimate reason for schol-
arly concern with enchantment. 
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pertinent to the mattering of biodiversity and the pursuit of a Biocene among my in-

terlocutors. Second, it goes some way toward articulating what we might call an emic 

theory of the relationship between affect and ethics. That is, my interlocutors would 

again and again claim the importance of getting to know and appreciate this critter or 

that plant in the interest of protection and care. Just consider a hashtag that was pop-

ular among my interlocutors during my time in the field: #everythingnotlovedwillbe-

lost. These appeals notwithstanding, my empirical material obliges me to insert a ca-

veat.   

As I previously mentioned, and as I display in chapter 4, my time in the field had me 

incessantly confronted with situations and experiences that corresponded well with 

Bennett’s conception of enchantment. For most of my time in the field, however, I 

was also confronted with what seemed to me a glaring lack of commitment on the part 

of my interlocutors toward the exact sources of such enchantment. My interlocutors 

would howl with joy at the sight of a rare beetle, wax lyrical over the first bumble bee 

of the year, turn reverent at the sight of trains of migrating birds passing by in spring 

and autumn – yet make few or no gestures toward these subjects of veneration. For a 

long time, then, enchantment seemed only vaguely connected to ethic. That all began 

to change toward the end of my time in the field. Suddenly, as chapter 5 demonstrates, 

I found my interlocutors planning and engaging in a variety of public interventions 

aimed at fostering attention to and care for the natural world. Causation is a compli-

cated matter. Perhaps our time simply is, as Anna Tsing suggests, “ripe for sensing 

precarity” (Tsing 2015b: 20). My time in the field did coincide with a surge in public 

attention to the plight of biodiversity, epitomized by the ‘green’ 2019 elections. A new 

receptivity and sense of urgency became apparent. Surprising to most of my interloc-

utors, this development seemed to galvanize concerned communities of biologists and 

prompt action on the part of biodiversity. What I conclude from this is that enchant-

ment may facilitate ethics, but it cannot be said to produce it in any automatic manner. 

Responsibility is something that must be taken but, in turn, the conditions for this 

must be favorable. Or sufficiently unfavorable. To this end, for my interlocutors, in-

fatuation with and care for the living – enchantment, in a word – meet grief and con-

cern to coalesce in concerted interventions in favor of biodiversity. 

Now, the interventions engaged in by my interlocutors differed widely in kind, ranging 

from writing manifestos to initiating public nature education happenings. This range 

notwithstanding, most of my interlocutors found that their most important contribu-

tion to the cause of biodiversity lay in instilling in the general public greater attention 

to and appreciation of the living world, often its little-known and -loved parts. This, as 
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I show with particular focus in chapter 5, would often occur through audacious dis-

plays of excitement; an acting out of enchantment. With a model such as that of Jane 

Bennett’s, where enchantment begets ethics, we might see such displays, such acting 

out, as a deferral or transfer of ethics onto others. However, given that my interlocu-

tors themselves subscribe to something like Bennett’s model, we might also see the 

conspicuous acting out of enchantment as an expression that enchantment can be 

thought of as a form that ethics and care might take as much as it is a wellspring hereof.  
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1 “To key is key”: taxonomic capacities and the presencing of the living  

 

MY ARRIVAL IN AARHUS is unlikely to go down in anthropological lore. I was not 

alone on a tropical beach surrounded by all my gear, and while my ‘launch’ was quickly 

‘out of sight’, the next one would arrive some 30 minutes later. Moreover, I was not 

hurled into ways of life and ritual settings so utterly incomprehensible that I still struggle 

to wrap my head around it several years later. Or was I? Indeed, certain events did seem 

exceedingly foreign to me. One such event was my first keying evening (nøgleaften). Orga-

nized in a basement at the Museum of Natural History in the middle of the university 

campus, such evenings were, I soon found out, recurring events coordinated by the stu-

dent-driven fieldtrip association, Kulten. The setup was deceptively simple: Come and key. 

Microscopes and other kinds of equipment would be available, and the members of Kul-

ten would bring a pile of digital or analogue identification guides – the keys – to help 

identify or key the organism of study. 

On that first evening, I had teamed up with Sara, a die-hard rubber-boot biology graduate 

with a part-time job at the museum, whose acquaintance I had made on a course on 

nature management in Denmark. As she swiped her access card and led me down a cor-

ridor and into a large, fluorescent-lit room with one oversized table in the middle, the 

BioX-Lab, I felt a recognizable kind of fidgetiness. I sensed that key evenings would be a 

great place to observe and engage in a significant extracurricular biologist activity, so I 

did not want to come across in the wrong way. As we entered, Jonas, Jack, Sigrid, and 

Philip – all crux members of Kulten and future core interlocutors – were craning intensely 

into their respective microscopes. Tables overflowing with identification guides, probes, 

jugs of insects and empty candy bags indicated that they had already been at work for 

some time. Sara gave me a brief tour around the room. “Here are the pincers and scalpels; 

petri dishes and glass beads are over there. Just find yourself a microscope and set yourself 

up.”  

I settled into a chair next to Jack, with whom I was already getting familiar. “Isn’t it beau-

tiful,” he said, without expecting an answer. He was blowing frantically on an apian spec-

imen stuck between his fingertips. The procedure served to fluff up the bee after a period 
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of preservation in surgical alcohol. A fluffy bee, it turned out, is easier to identify, as 

distinct features are more visible this way. “Look at the colors.” 

If you have never had a proper look at an insect through a microscope, do yourself the 

favor. My own first time featured an ant, and I was immediately struck by the delicate 

color gradients, the semi-transparent envelope, the complex morphology of even such 

tiny creatures. Despite all this, my first experience with keying was an ordeal, as the spec-

imen – a reddish ant from the immense inventory of ant-enthusiast Erik – refused to 

cooperate. For one thing, I struggled with the mi-

croscope-mediated hand-eye coordination required. 

Moreover, certain identification points – key points, 

technically – did not surrender with ease. While de-

ciding whether an antenna is divided into five or 

seven parts is relatively straightforward, other key 

points demanded comparative knowledge to which 

I had no access. That is, in order to gauge whether 

the posterior side of the scape (the first segment) at 

the bend was ‘completely smooth’ or ‘with a faint, 

somewhat angular carina (ridge)’ or whether the ant 

body was ‘conspicuously hairy,’ I needed something 

to hold my ant specimen up against. In short, even 

the most pedagogical and beautifully illustrated keys 

led me through a series of steps that I had little 

chance to ascertain without the comparative basis provided by previous experience with 

keying. Keying, I realized, is a skill; one that requires patient honing. 

After some hours, I could finally and triumphantly call out the ant name in broken Latin: 

“Myrmica Sca…bri… nodis.” I was applauded. I felt elated. I cannot say why, but iden-

tifying the ant to its species name was tremendously gratifying. I felt as if I had become 

privy to a kind of knowledge reserved for a privileged few. Through such experiences, I 

began to fathom – however vaguely, however partially, the allure and significance of key-

ing. 

This is a collation of pictures of differ-
ent ant species from the red ant genus 
(Myrmica). The pictures are all taken 
from the digital Key to species of the genus 
Myrmica (Swedish University of Agricul-
tural Sciences n.d.)   
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A homemade visualization of the Linnaean classificatory hierarchy through the example of 

Myrmica scabrinodis. Identification keys usually start at the taxonomical level of the order, 

gradually guiding the practitioner ever closer to the species name.  

Next to me, Jack was still busy with his fluffy bee. With the help of a digital identification 

key, the beautiful “it” which he exhibited earlier, had now acquired a gender. “A wonder-

ful male,” he declared loudly. “But who are you?” he asked the ant. Despite his consider-

able expertise, the identity of the bee remained elusive. 

As I finally made for the door around 11 pm, I was exhausted from staring too intently 

and too long into a microscope, and my head was spinning with the dual task of trying to 

suck up a novel mode of inquiry and absorb all that transpired among and between the 

biologists. Before leaving, I asked Jonas what we were supposed to read for our aquatic 

biology class the next morning. “I have no clue,” he responded matter-of-factly. He did 

not seem to worry about it either, for he instantly returned to his microscope scrutiny of 

a particularly recalcitrant beetle. On my way out, Jonas added to my cluelessness with a 

phrase he seemed to find amusing: “Remember, Matti, to key is key (at nøgle er nøglen).”  

On my way home, a ten-minute downhill bike-ride through the Aarhus evening chill, I 

was left to wonder what exactly keying is the key to; how the urge to key came to prevail 

over other and more immediate professional duties. 

---Ꝋ--- 

Jack is besotted with bees, Jonas adores almost everything avian and has developed a deep 

fondness for weevils (also known as snout beetles), Sara is enthusiastic about butterflies, 

moths and wolves, Philip is a self-declared “lichen nerd,” Erik is so taken with formicine 

worlds that he keeps an ant colony by his bedside. That the biologists with whom I 
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worked through 2018 and 2019 have their favorites is hardly surprising, even if their dar-

lings may seem to lack the charisma to which the rest of us incline. What did take me 

aback, however, was the outward expression of such preferences; that is, the eagerness 

and diligence with which they went about locating, collecting and ordering specimens of 

their favorite kinds in order to identify and name them – their relentless exercise of tax-

onomic capabilities. Indeed, the taxonomist propensity among my interlocutors – articu-

lated by one interlocutor as “an all-consuming obsession” – never stopped startling me. 

Admittedly, the biology students mentioned above – all of whom will feature prominently 

throughout this thesis – were particularly ardent keyers. Self-ascribed nerds, they called 

themselves The Key Team (Nøgleholdet), and they were recognized among their peers for 

their exceptional ability to see and name the living world, often both in Danish and Latin. 

Even so, such identification work, and the naming that caps the successful identification, 

was widespread among my biologist interlocutors. In fact, it was often articulated as 

something every biologist worthy of her title should know her way around. As one par-

ticularly charismatic and popular lecturer said to a lecture hall packed with first-year biol-

ogy students and one anthropologist, “any self-respecting biologist needs to have a mod-

icum of knowledge of species (artskendskab).” Moreover, those of my interlocutors who 

did not practice keying to any considerable extent, much less enjoy it, were somewhat 

embarrassed to admit to this. They seemed to appreciate that knowledge of species is 

somehow expected of a biologist. 

But why should this be so? And to what end? In this chapter, then, I focus on the delib-

erate cultivation of taxonomist capacities in order to illuminate the affects and relation-

ships they afford. In one sense, the answers to these questions are given. Taxonomic 

impulses, that is, were foundational to and predated the establishment of the modern 

biological sciences by millennia (Foucault 2005: 139).31 Aristotle, often portrayed as the 

ancestor of modern, Western biology (Leroi 2015; Lennox 2001), was an avid taxonomist, 

and his laborious empirical endeavors in botany and zoology produced accounts of nat-

ural history that were treated as authoritative for eons, and only cautiously and respect-

fully added to by others. Some two millennia later, the 18th century Swedish doctor and 

botanist Carl von Linné revolutionized the incipient science of taxonomy, or at least its 

North Atlantic iteration, by combining a hierarchical system of classification from king-

dom to species with the method of binomial nomenclature that is still widely used today, 

including by my interlocutors. Like Aristotle, Linné was a devoted, borderline obsessive 

naturalist, which earned him the moniker of ‘the little botanist.’ But in his time, botany, 

                                                           
31 As Foucault (2005) points out in The Order of Things, biology as a discipline has not existed for very 
long – primarily, in his view, because the idea of Life as such did not gain ground until the 19th century. 
People had, of course, been preoccupied with the living world since long before, but such examinations 
were undertaken by a plethora of more specialized practitioners such as taxonomists, natural historians, 
botanists, and zoologists (Foucault 2005:139). 
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zoology and natural history were fashionable, and it was a token of culture and civility to 

be in the know about naturalism; so much so that the European aristocracy and even 

royalty hosted personal collections and sponsored naturalist and taxonomic endeavors 

(Yoon 2009: 33-35). 

Those were the days, however. With the inauguration of modern phylogenetics (i.e. the 

study of the evolutionary history of living organisms), and particularly the advent of se-

quencing of DNA, labor-intensive species identification by way of dusty keys and magni-

fiers seems an anachronistic oddity. It is therefore no surprise that this branch of biology, 

as multispecies anthropologist Eben Kirksey observes, has generally been considered low-

grade and unsexy by scientific peers for quite a while (Kirksey 2015; Yoon 2009; see also 

Bowker 2005).32  Indeed, detractors often, as Anna Tsing sourly remarks, conceive of it 

as a form of “dry classification that spoils all enjoyment” (Tsing 2010: 192). 

For the protagonists of this thesis, taxonomy certainly did not spoil any enjoyment, and 

my dwelling on the issue is born out of perplexity with what seemed to me a coming back 

into fashion of what may otherwise seem an antiquated preoccupation. I suggest that 

keying as a form of identification work (artsbestemmelse) has not only provided my inter-

locutors with a kind of orientation in an otherwise impossibly diverse cornucopia of life. 

Requiring a certain kind of attention, it also came to constitute a way of noticing, and 

thereby accessing, a more colorful and vibrant world. Identification work, I argue, aug-

ments their lives of my interlocutors.  

Moreover, the successful identification of a species leaves one with a species name, Myr-

mica Scabrinodis. As I go on to show, this naming (navngivining) – while an integrated part of 

the larger taxonomic enterprise – takes on a powerfully particular meaning in its own 

right, affording valued relations to the bee, the butterfly, the ant in question. In making 

this argument, I engage in a critical conversation with the anthropology of names and 

naming (Vom Bruck & Bodenhorn 2006), a general if not uncontested feature of which 

is to highlight the power and even injuriousness involved in the act of naming. Bourdieu 

captures this view well, when he argues that naming  “signifies to someone what his iden-

tity is, but in a way that both expresses it to him and imposes it on him… and thus 

informing him in an authoritative manner of what he is and what he must be” (Bourdieu 

1991: 121). I am not one to deny the critical import of such cogent points. Like all forms 

of classification, taxonomy in general, and naming in particular, is obviously imposing. 

As I demonstrate, however, such power-oriented accounts do not tell the whole story. 

                                                           
32 Moreover, as ecologist Carol Yoon has surveyed, taxonomy as a scientific practice has been around 
for hundreds of years, though for most of them it was unfashionable (Yoon 2009). This point was not 
lost on Rasmus Ejrnæs, a senior researcher in biology in Aarhus. In an interview with some colleagues 
and myself, Rasmus predicted with some regret that budding biologists with a particular interest in 
taxonomy have no chance of carving out an academic career, as taxonomy “isn’t sufficiently elite.” 
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Indeed, as I go on to show, naming can be considered a gesture of recognition and care, 

a means by which biologists call others to them so that they can live with them.  

To return to Jonas’ enigmatic statement, which bookended my first key evening: what, 

then, is keying key to? As a way of cultivating one’s taxonomic capacities, keying as iden-

tification work, I suggest, elicits a noticing of the diversity of the natural world that, in 

turn, is experientially world-enhancing and permissive of certain care-full relations. In 

this, keying, I argue, is one way in which biodiversity comes to matter to my interlocutors, 

a condition of possibility for their pursuit of a Biocene. 

I commence my exploration of the significance of identification work by tuning in on the 

ways in which the skills and sensibilities are being inculcated via the curriculum. For this, 

I turn to the Mols Laboratory (or Mols Lab). A veritable playground for (budding) field 

biologists, this will be our first visit there, but certainly not our last.  

Curricular attractions: rubber-boots, dung, and sparkling beetles  

An hour’s drive outside of Aarhus, the field lab is a 1.2 km2 area established with the 

explicit purpose of facilitating research about Danish nature and dissemination hereof. 

The area is widely celebrated for its biological diversity, and extensive research is carried 

out here, as the area houses a number of locally endangered species. Mols Lab also is also 

characterized by being picture perfect. At this magnificent homestead in the middle of 

the rolling hills of Mols Bjerge, barn swallows nest under the thatched roof, chirping, and 

from behind the main building, one can, with some luck, make out the contours of a 

group of Exmoor ponies or Galloway cattle in the meadow, doing whatever they like to 

do. As functional placeholders of wild horses and aurochs of yore, they were introduced 

in 2016 as the Museum of Natural History took the plunge and joined the rewilding 

movement that currently washes over Denmark, Europe and beyond.  

Each summer, the otherwise peaceful lab grounds turn into a hub of frantic activity as 

batches of biology students wrap up their freshman year with a week-long mandatory 

arthropod field course. These field courses have an almost mythical air to them. Biology 

graduates described them to me as ‘pure magic’ and ‘where biologists are born.’ This is 

where you spend sunny days prowling the areas for exciting and rare insects and balmy 

evenings looking for glow worms, bats, and moths. At night you share a beer by a bonfire 

and converse about the meaning of life under a starlit sky. 

As part of my own biology apprenticeship, I participated in two consecutive field courses 

in 2019. While my own experience did not exactly disprove these idealized renditions, the 

courses also featured long days of hard work, alternating between the field and the lab. 

The courses consisted of two components. One was a project part, where, over the course 
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of the week, groups of students would contrive an arthropod-related problem to explore 

experimentally, including designing and implementing a methodological setup, and check-

ing and presenting their results. The other was an outright arthropod hunt, in which stu-

dents would browse the laboratory area – the meadows, the woods, the streams, the beach 

– to collect and key as many kinds of arthropods as possible. Both components were 

coated in a competitive format – the Tour de Mols – with separate score systems, prod-

ding the students to engage fully in the course matter. Moreover, each night featured an 

arthropod quiz coordinated and run by the teaching assistants, yielding more points to 

the accumulative account of the student groups.  

During my first week of insect initiation, I was adopted by a group with the odd name “2 

girls, 1 beetle,” and as our project, we had taken it upon ourselves to examine the relative 

quality of horse and cattle dung as it pertained to insect fauna, i.e. what kinds of insects 

feed off and live in horse and cattle dung respectively, and in what quantities? Such in-

sights, we thought, would bespeak the merits of the presence of different herbivores from 

a biodiversity perspective, and the potential implications for rewilding efforts were obvi-

ous. To get our investigation started, we had been busy packing fresh deliverances into 

insect ‘snack packs’ – traps, really – by way of poultry net. We then placed them in dif-

ferent spots to control for a selection of external parameters such as sun, heat, and mois-

ture. And then we waited “for nature to do its thing,” as one of the others remarked. 

When we returned to collect the traps some 24 hours later, we were surprised to see that 

about one third of our traps had been moved, tumbled over, or downright destroyed. 

“The joys of rewilding,” Kristian exclaimed, as he frowned ironically in the direction of a 

group of Galloways resting in the shade some 20 meters away. It was immediately clear 

that our experimental setup would not allow us to address rewilding efforts in any mean-

ingful manner, but any disappointment on the part of the others quickly dissipated. “Who 

gives a shit,” Emma said, visibly amused with her own pun. “We still have tons of dung 

beetles to have fun with.” And so we began to collect the remaining traps in buckets and 

made for a spot in the sun where we would begin the lavatorial work of unpacking the 

arthropod dung life.  

Several hours and an embarrassment of toilet jokes later we entered the laboratory build-

ing with a bewildering range of arthropods in our possession. Despite a distinctly homey 

atmosphere, what with the faint smell of beers and cheese puffs, and the constant rhythms 

of laid-back music, the place was nevertheless one of long hours and crouching, concen-

trated work. In order to identify what had found, we took to working in tandem, oscillat-

ing between examining a specimen through a magnifying glass and working with the key 

appropriate for that particular arthropod order. Are the antennae divided into 7 parts, 
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Emma would ask me. Yes? Go to key point 18. No? Proceed to key point 2. Is the top 

part of the beetle’s forehead concave? If yes, go to 33. If no, proceed to 11. 

Out of our large sample, one large beetle in particular – one with a series of golden dots 

that ornamented its otherwise jet-black wing covers – got our pulses racing. Could we 

have stumbled upon something rare? Despite the long day in the field, we were totally 

fired up. “I can’t breathe out of pure excitement,” one group member complained. 

Jonas, whom we met at the very beginning of this chapter, worked as a teaching assistant 

on the summer course, and he frequently peeked over to gauge our progress. Impressively 

knowledgeable about arthropods in general and beetles in particular, he gently nudged 

our attention this way or that. Note the shape of the antenna. Observe the abdominal 

segments. He also scolded us for resorting to something that is apparently anathema 

among aspiring biologists: ‘porn keying’ (pornonøgling), i.e. trying to identify a species through 

pictures alone. This, he reminded us, completely bypasses the didactic element of keying; 

the honing of a craft. As it turned out, our sparkling beetle – the aptly named gold-spotted 

ground beetle (Carabud hortensis) – was exceedingly widespread and so nothing out of the 

ordinary. This hardly dampened our mood, however, and we all agreed that we would 

probably never forget that beetle. The name, guldpletløber in Danish, was etched into our 

collective memory, a beetle for the ages. As we celebrated our beetle with a beer on the 

lawn outside, Jonas ghosted past us: “I told you, Matti: To key is key.” 

Keying and the making of a professional ethos 

Over the course of the two field courses, I became increasingly intrigued with the peda-

gogy of having students furiously collect and key arthropod specimens, and of inspiring 

them to want to collect and key arthropod specimens. Accordingly, during a break in the 

course program, I seized the chance to discuss this with one of the brains behind the 

course in its then-current iteration, Morten D.D. Hansen. Morten is the director of the 

Museum of Natural History in Aarhus and a die-hard field biologist. As I shall return to 

in chapters 4 and 5, for many of my interlocutors, he is something of a role model for his 

commitment to championing the biodiversity cause through a rather remarkable public 

profile. For years, he coordinated and ran the arthropod summer courses for biology 

students at Aarhus University, and he still frequents these annual events to contribute 

with expert knowledge and monitor student commitment to outreach and knowledge 

dissemination. And to enjoy the atmosphere. That was the case during that 2019 summer, 

too.  

I could have filled a notebook with Morten’s stories about the summer courses of years 

past, and it would have been an entertaining read. “It was wild,” he reminisced. People 

sat up all night keying, steeled by an equally wild intake of candy and beers. In between 
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sour (and nostalgic?) remarks on the increasing commercialization of the biology curric-

ulum in general and the field course in particular, he highlighted what, in his view, the 

field course was all about – or should be. “When I ran the course, I went to great lengths 

to emphasize that what really mattered was getting to know the living world. It was an 

exercise in natural history, not in project making.” Morten’s critical comments may capture 

a general trend in institutionalized Danish higher learning but, in my experience, the spirit 

of ‘natural history’ remains central to the specificity of the arthropod field courses. Recall, 

if you will, the reaction of team 2 girls, 1 beetle to their spoiled insect traps: “We still have 

tons of dung beetles to have fun with.” To Emma – and to the rest of us – the substance 

of our time at the Mols Laboratory really lay in getting to see and know arthropod life, 

and not in testing any specific hypothesis about the affordances of this or that kind of 

manure. Consider, too, the symbolism deployed in one of the animating elements of the 

student field course activity: the Tour de Mols competition. Recall that the Tour de Mols 

in fact covers two distinct competitions with distinct score systems. Each night after the 

arthropod quiz, the leaders of the two competitions were announced; the group ahead in 

the project competition was endowed with a green jersey and in the species competition, 

a yellow one. The Tour de Mols is of course an allusion to the Tour de France, and even 

a rudimentary understanding of the race will confirm that the yellow jersey is what counts. 

These are not knock-down arguments in and of themselves, but they buttress my own 

strong sense that what really matters for many of the students is getting to know the living 

world.  

Now, there are reasons that I dwell this long on a summer course on arthropods, which 

constitutes only a fraction of the formative process that biologists undergo throughout 

their educational program. For one thing, the descriptions above seek to showcase the 

extent to which taxonomic expertise was inculcated in biology students from a very early 

stage, indicating its status as an integrated part of a professional ethos, or even a shibbo-

leth. Moreover, many of my interlocutors explicitly articulated the centrality of their time 

at the Mols Laboratory for their coming of age as biologists. During the field courses 

themselves, many expressed the feeling that right there and then they felt like biologists 

for the first time. And retroactively, the field course stood out, too. Several of my key 

interlocutors waxed enthusiastic about their time at Mols and relayed how that one week 

had proved to them that being a biologist made sense. Indeed, for most of my core inter-

locutors, what had started at Mols stuck with them, and the drive to order and identify 

the living world by name came to transcend the confines of curricular activities: they 

began making and updating bird lists meticulously on each and every birding trip, they 

dutifully carried with them a copy of the encyclopedic Danish Flora when they took to 

the field, they happily chewed on obviously inedible mushrooms, they willingly smelled 

the surprisingly odorous bees, they casually messed up anthills. All of this to be able to 
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taxonomically order and identify what they encountered. Several of them even brought 

this preoccupation to their literal bedsides, establishing home laboratories to enable them 

to continue keying and naming species when they were off campus. To this end, the field 

course arguably had an air of rite de passage to it, marking a transition from students’ pre-

course and post-course vocational selves. But while the field course may not be liminal 

so much in terms of status – the students very much remained students after the course 

– it certainly was so in terms of identity. They had become biologists – people for whom 

it is simply not enough to know that something is out there; they must know what is out 

there. To understand the ecological capacities of a bug, to emplace it within a larger clas-

sificatory system of similarities and differences, to be able to address it by its proper name: 

these were steps in becoming part of a (imagined) community of inquiry with a shared 

professional ethos.  

 

 

So far, I have described how keying as a process of identifying and naming the living 

world came to figure as an absorbing preoccupation among many of my interlocutors. 

And I have illustrated how such inclinations, cultivated and practiced fervently at a first-

year arthropod field course among Aarhus biologists, continues to exert influence long 

after such initial forays, settling into something like a professional identity. What I have 

so far not discussed is the experiential purchase of the labor-intensive knowledge of species 

so cherished by my interlocutors, whose importance often outweighs the rather more 

social elements. In highlighting experience, I present yet another answer to the question: 

why bother? That is, in a time in which drone mappings, laser scanning, and DNA-fueled 

phylogenetic research reconfigures what we think we know about the taxonomy of the 

natural world; in a time in which iNaturalist, Seek, and other supportive, yet mediating 

pieces of software relieve us of the trouble of having to recognize the living world our-

selves; in a time when laborious practices of natural history seem, well, unnecessarily la-

borious, what is the return? 
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The fourth dimension: species knowledge as augmented reality 

Whenever I asked – whether more or less directly – what the deal was with this manic 

drive to identify living beings to the species level, the immediate response would usually 

be something to the effect that it is fun. Many of my interlocutors would also admit to 

the allure of the competitive element permitted by such expertise. If I were to find a 

hermit beetle in, say, Jutland, then according to formal statistics I would be the first per-

son ever to do so. Better still would be to ‘make an FFL’ (først for landet, first in the coun-

try). That would make me the first ever to find a given species in Denmark and would 

entitle me to suggest a vernacular name, such as the catchy Kæmpefluen Harald (Tachina 

grossa, lit. Harald the Giant Fly).33 This is a rare thing, but several of my interlocutors have 

in fact achieved one or more FFLs. These are treasured occurrences, boasted about on 

the slightest pretext. Being adept at identifying species, then, allows for a personal collec-

tion of rarities. And posting one’s findings on websites such as Naturbasen – Denmark’s 

Species Portal, as many of my interlocutors are wont to do, is a way of signaling one’s skill 

and dedication to the nitty-gritty exploration of the living world, and thus of establishing 

one’s position within the playfully hierarchical field of likeminded people.  

I am not the first to observe this competitive acquisition of elements of the living world 

in the service of personal status. Anthropologist and amateur ornithologist John Liep 

(1996, 2001) even went as far as to gloss the “appropriation” of bird species by Danish 

birders as a modern form of kula, by means of which the “cumulative possession” of rare 

birds creates a hierarchy of prestige among participants in the game. Liep’s analysis might 

seem to translate rather seamlessly from the realm of colorful and charismatic birds to 

that of the oftentimes unheralded arthropod worlds, to which many of my interlocutors 

are so dedicated. Indeed, this line of analysis would do a good job of bespeaking the social 

force-field in which my interlocutors endeavor to sort and identify the living world; that 

is, how their efforts can be socially efficacious. However, Liep’s perspective also hints at 

a Bourdieusian view of a fixed field of interests, where one or other equally fixed form of 

capital is deployed in order to improve one’s personal position in the game – a competi-

tion indeed. As we shall see, such a perspective is insufficiently dynamic and at too econ-

omist a remove to properly account for the ludic and experientially powerful meaning 

that identification work and naming afford for my interlocutor. I do not deny the game-

like elements involved in contemporary naturalist enterprises, but it hardly explains how 

this enterprise for many of my interlocutors has become what Erik, on an extracurricular 

                                                           
33 In the realm of birds and plants, there are formal committees assessing the appropriateness of a given 
suggestion but other than that, anyone making an FFL is free to come up with something on her or his 
own accord. Whether the suggested name sticks is another matter, of course. 
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fieldtrip to a distant but particularly beetle-promising forest locality, called “an all-con-

suming obsession.” Accordingly, this analytical trajectory is one that I cannot pursue any 

further.  

As I kept digging, another and rather peculiar answer cropped up, one that could not 

have been preempted by John Liep: finding and identifying species is ‘like Pokémon Go 

for adults.’ Jonas was the first to formulate it this way to me, but the framing multiplied 

among my interlocutors to the point of being trope-like. At first, I simply dismissed the 

answer as a contemporary way of reiterating the fun involved. Pokémon Go, after all, is 

an entertainment interface, a game. Only after hearing it again and again was I compelled 

to start taking the answer more seriously. And so, I did what every thorough ethnographer 

does: I turned to Google. Type in ‘Pokémon Go’ and you will be informed that it is an 

AR mobile game. AR is short for augmented reality which, according to the Oxford Eng-

lish Dictionary, indexes the “addition of computer generated output, such as images or 

sound, to a person's view or experience of his or her physical surroundings” (OED n.d.). 

This technical explanation was not particularly edifying for the kind of practice I was 

trying to understand. The idea of augmentation, however, remained suggestive. In and of 

itself ‘augmentation’, according to the OED again, indexes a process that “makes greater” 

or more “intense” or “enlarges”. In this view, to say, as Jonas and others did, that to be 

able to find and identify the various and often inconspicuous species of this world is like 

Pokémon Go might be another way of saying that this kind of attention expands one’s 

world, making it greater, larger, more intense. Moreover, it would not be amiss to say that 

knowledge of species constitutes an addition of “images” to a person’s “experience”. Cer-

tainly, the “image” of the gold-spotted ground beetle (Carabud hortensis) has been added 

to my world.  

The idea that species knowledge adds to one’s world resonated with several other narra-

tives I encountered in the field. Consider that of Casper, a card-carrying member of the 

so-called Aarhus school of biology. Microbiologist by day and nature poet, rubber-boot 

explorer and public biodiversity and rewilding advocate by night, Casper made no claim 

to any exceptional degree of knowledge of species. He was, after all, a microbiologist 

whose expertise revolved mainly around the chemical ecology and microbial symbionts 

of social spiders. However, during one long walk in November 2019 he disclosed how an 

increasing interest in field biology and species knowledge had recently turned his world 

upside down. As we marveled at an immense beech tree in a cemetery close to the uni-

versity grounds, he told me of his childhood in a Danish provincial town. It was a good 

childhood, he reminisced. Happy, supportive, reliable. Utterly ordinary. He paused for 

some 30 seconds, his forehead a concentration of thoughtful furrows. He had one big 

regret, he admitted. Despite having spent an enormous amount of time outdoors, he 

https://pure.au.dk/portal/da/publications/chemical-ecology-of-social-spiders-and-their-microbial-symbionts(217904e8-2b48-478f-84a1-7aea8df96d77).html
https://pure.au.dk/portal/da/publications/chemical-ecology-of-social-spiders-and-their-microbial-symbionts(217904e8-2b48-478f-84a1-7aea8df96d77).html
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never really experienced those outdoors in any meaningful way. He got the seasons alright 

– dark in winter and bright in summer, leaves falling and re-appearing – but that was 

about it. 

 

I might have seen a butterfly… but I was always busy doing my thing. I didn’t see the Red 
Admiral (Vanessa atalanta), Small Tortoiseshell (Aglais urticae), or the European Peacock 
(Aglais io). I never understood.  

Back then, to hear Casper tell it, a tree was a tree was a tree; a butterfly one kind of thing 

only. He did not notice the variety of colors or patterns or sizes or behaviors in the natural 

world around him. Nor did he have any inclination to do so. He was always busy minding 

his business. Recently, however, he had started paying sustained attention to the many 

creatures around him, and as he got to “know them” and “know their names,” his world 

attained a new level of nuance, substance, weight. It was augmented, as it were. Casper 

even suggested that his experience might compare to someone seeing colors or hearing 

sound for the first time: “That’s what I mean when I say a fourth dimension. I had never 

experienced anything like it, but as I began to work on my knowledge of species, it rocked 

my world.”   

What Casper describes here is how a nurturing of alertness to the differences and simi-

larities in the natural world changed his phenomenal world substantially. Such cultivation 

has recently gained analytical consideration within the environmental humanities and 

multispecies scholarship. Thom van Dooren and colleagues (2016) propose the term at-

tentiveness to capture modes of “paying attention to others” that implicate an aspiration to 

craft meaningful responses to the needs and desires of such others. In such a view, mere 

attention to others – including the disregarded, awkward, unloved, or even loathed others 

(Van Dooren et al. 2016; Ginn 2014; Rose & Van Dooren 2011; Raffles 2010) – may 

matter more than we might think. Similarly, through her work on and with the Japanese 

matsutake mushroom (Tricholoma matsutake) Anna Tsing suggests that even fleeting ac-

quaintance can make the difference between survival and extinction for a given species 

(Tsing 2010: 192). Accordingly, she offers the “arts of noticing” as a template for future 

earthly cohabitation. In so doing, she renders the ability and willingness to notice an in-

herently political matter. Momentarily, and repeatedly over the course of this thesis, I 

shall return to the way that response-abilities are pursued among my interlocutors, and 

the way this relates to care. For now, however, I remain with the question of how atten-

tion to the living world – encapsulated in knowledge about species and their names – 

expands the lives of biologists themselves in a manner focused squarely on the human.  

During a walk in the Mols Laboratory grounds, Morten D.D. Hansen, whom we met 

earlier in this chapter, echoed Casper’s sentiments. Presenting his case for the adoption 

of the principles of rewilding beyond the confines of Mols with characteristic gusto, he 
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acknowledged that for people to properly experience and appreciate the changes that 

rewilding inspires, they need to know at least some names and histories of what they see.  

When I look around, I recognize everything. Everything has a name. And that makes it 
easy to just observe… take in, inhale. I notice something all the time, recognize something. 
I am at a party where I can go ‘hi there’ all the time. I see the phenomena. And that allows 
for an enormous experiential depth. If you don’t know that idiom… I hear a wren [Troglo-
dytes troglodytes] up above, a woodlark [Lullula arborea]. There’s a blackcap [Sylvia atricapilla]. 

What both Casper and Morten grope toward is the way in which knowledge of species 

enriches – augments – the experience of their reality. For Casper, it adds an extra “fourth 

dimension” and for Morten it is a source of “enormous experiential depth” that enables 

him to “see the phenomena”; he feels like a welcome and integrated guest at the party 

that is nature. Although implicit, the significance of the lack of such literacy is obvious.  

Now, there must be more to knowing a Red Admiral or a blackcap than a name. Moreo-

ver, in some sense, to be able to name a species is just the capstone of a larger taxonomic 

undertaking. Even so, both Casper and Morten did emphasize the distinct significance of 

knowing the names of the species that populate their worlds. Indeed, to most of my in-

terlocutors, the ability to name what one encounters was deemed crucial in its own right. 

It is as if through knowledge of names, as Anna Tsing has noted in her work with mycol-

ogists, “we notice the diversity of life” (Tsing 2010: 192, emphasis original). In the follow-

ing pages, I scrutinize and specify this circumstance further to argue for the poetic ele-

ments of naming nature. I use the word advisedly, banking on the creative power invested 

in the Greek root of the word, poiesis, that is, ‘to make.’ 

“A special kind of presence”: the poetics of naming  

Biohuset was the undisputed campus hub for biology-oriented sociality. On Fridays, the 

spacious common room would turn into a bar particularly well-stocked with beer and 

Gammel Dansk. On any other day, people gathered at the long tables to study, converse, 

or share a cup of java. In the afternoon, associations such as Biostrik would have their 

knitting-and-cake sessions there, and in the evenings students would play music or 

boardgames and eat and drink together. It was, in other words, an excellent place to fill 

an idle hour, and Jack and I met there almost daily, making it a happy habit to distract 

one another from our (other) vocational duties. Jack struck me as unusually undogmatic 

in his biological perspectives, and he liked to carefully consider the implications of his 

views on nature. He was the kind of contemplative biologist who did not shy away from 

words like soul, metaphysics and anthropomorphism. While this did not, I think, made 

him a “deviant” in Michael Agar’s sense, i.e. a figure marginal to the community under 

scrutiny (Agar 1996: 136), it may have been an outlier trait that made him amenable to 

the diverse and sometimes strange questions I would ask.  
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On one procrastinating afternoon, Jack and I struck up a conversation on the many places 

in the world he would like to visit. Argentina would be something, he said. “Home of 

Bombus dahlbomii.” I had long wanted to inquire into the obsessing over species names 

among many of the biologists I had come to know, and Jack’s use of a Latin, so-called 

scientific, name reminded me to do so. After all, Bombus dahlbomii is, I later realized, one 

of the world’s largest bumblebees and is also known as the flying mouse, so there were 

plenty of other and more digestible ways of referring to the bee. So why confront me with 

an utterly obscure name? Jack did not have to think for very long: names are “super im-

portant,” he said. “They produce a special kind of presence (tilstedeværelse).” Presence? Yes, 

he insisted. To know the name of a given species is about “much more than memorizing 

the Latin designation” – although he admitted that there is a “weird kind of gratification” 

in that, too. Through being able to “call another being by its name,” a relation to that 

being is made.  

I was genuinely intrigued, struggling to keep up with the note-taking. Although I had no 

way of knowing it, I got the distinct feeling that Jack was thinking out loud, articulating 

ideas that until then had remained unarticulated. Jack continued, seemingly enjoying the 

momentum of the conversation: in a sense, he offered, the name makes the thing itself 

become “manifest in a new way.” Through the name, then, Jack is not only able to dis-

tinguish this kind of bee from that, but also, he informed me, to “regard (betragte) it in a 

new and fuller way.” 

In a few dense sentences, Jack revealed that for him, being able to name nature is more 

than just a pastime. He certainly enjoys memorizing and thus ‘collecting’ names for its 

own sake, but this “weird gratification” remained subordinated to the kinds of engage-

ment with and relation to the world that, according to him, was enabled by the ability to 

call things by their proper name. More concretely, coming to know the furry insect be-

tween his fingertips, whose smell is eerily reminiscent of gummy bears, as a Clark’s Miner 

Bee or, even better, Andrena clarkella, allows Jack, or someone like him, to ‘regard’ the bee 

in a new light. By virtue of calling it by its name, Andrena clarkella becomes manifest or 

present to him in a hitherto unprecedented way – one that allows for a deeper and more 

meaningful form of relationality. 

Variations on this theme cropped up remarkably frequently during conversations in the 

field. Another interlocutor, for instance, relayed how knowing that the Clark's Miner Bee 

is neither an orange-tailed mining bee (Andrena haemorrhoa) nor a Gwynne's mining bee 

(Andrena bicolor) it makes Clark’s ‘appear more clearly’ – makes its presence in the world 

more, well, present. This emphasis on the presencing of naming calls to mind the philoso-

pher John Austin (1962), whose theory of the performativity of speech acts would be-
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come such a staple in the philosophy and anthropology disciplines concerned with lan-

guage. Austin’s speech acts describe situations where an action under the appropriate 

conditions, say a marriage ceremony or a baptism, is inaugurated or effected by the words 

themselves, namely ‘I do’ or ‘I hereby name you’. In this way, speech acts perform; they are 

enunciations that bring about that which is uttered. Two decades later,  Dwight Bolinger 

and Donald Sears’ (1981) landmark publication, Aspects of Language, took up one strand of 

Austin’s theory of speech acts, emphasizing the poetic ability of naming in particular. To 

them, naming is “one of the few truly inventive privileges that our language affords us”, 

and they went on to specify why this is so: 

The act of naming, with all it implies in the way of solidifying and objectifying experience, 
becomes one of our most powerful suasive tools, enabling us to create entities out of noth-
ing (1981: 145). 

In this view, language in general and naming in particular is poetic in the original Greek 

sense of the word – genuinely creative and constitutive of certain worlds. Such generative 

capacities of naming are not entirely foreign to anthropology either. Indeed, it has been a 

recurrent theme, particularly in ethnographies of the North American Inuit. Thus, 

through the emic concept of name-souls, both Jean Briggs and Barbara Bodenhorn – 

despite the many years that separate their work – unveil how names among the Iñupiat 

in Northern Alaska and the Utku of the Canadian Northwest Territories (now Nunavut) 

are creative in the sense that they have the power to confer positive qualities or even 

personality (Bodenhorn 2006; Bodenhorn 2000: 138;  Briggs 1970: 37). 

During our conversation, Jack took good care not to say that a name creates anything. He 

is generally ill at ease, he told me on several occasions, with the word ‘create’ (skabe). “It 

has a religious ring to it, and I see things more rationally,” he explained. However, he no 

doubt subscribes to “the power to call forth relationships through speaking names,” as 

Bodenhorn and vom Bruck phrase it (2006:17). In his own terms, names do present the 

living world or make it manifest to him in certain ways. Still, he would maintain the intuitive 

idea that a butterfly, a bee, a human being is there regardless of his knowing their names. 

And perhaps this makes the pertinence of theories of performative language seem dubi-

ous.  

A renowned botanist and key architect of recent iterations of the Danish red lists, who I 

will here call John, provided me with a means go beyond this analytical impasse. When I 

met him in his office to talk about the significance of plants in his life, we wound up 

discussing how and why it is that knowing one species of tree from another makes an 

experiential difference. He offered the following:  

Because then you can see them. Knowing some trees and some plants around you is like 
knowing and recognizing faces. It is like knowing people. It gives them a name. It creates 
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a relation to them… when you do not have a name for a plant, you do not see it either. It 
does not exist in your consciousness. 

In John’s account, there is a very real sense in which the Small Tortoiseshell and the 

Clark’s Miner Bee really did come to exist for Casper and Jack by virtue of their being 

given a name. This sense, however, is more phenomenological than strictly ontological. 

For Casper, there used to be a generic ‘butterfly,’ and Jack, as we shall see momentarily, 

spoke of the unnamed as an undifferentiated ‘swarm’ of matter. Through the identifica-

tion of species and the concomitant naming, however, the Tortoiseshell and the Miner 

bee come to stand out to them.34 That is to say, for Jack, Casper, Morten and John, naming 

achieves something more than establishing a correspondence between a mental image 

and a (group of) thing(s) in the world. It no doubt indexes, but naming also does something 

– it makes manifest, produces presence. To them, naming is genuinely poetic, generative 

of certain experienced realities and relations.  

If naming, among my biologist interlocutors, is a means of enacting or constituting know-

able entities to which one might relate, it is also a practice that permits the tortoiseshells 

and miner bees of this world to make demands and exert ethical influence. They can come 

to matter. To make such matters clearer, the final part of this chapter will zoom in on the 

ethico-politics of naming through an engagement with critical scholarship on naming. I 

breach the topic through a brief literary detour.  

To name or not to name, is that the question? 

It was with the dogs, and with some parrots, lovebirds, ravens, and mynahs, that the trouble 
arose. These verbally talented individuals insisted that their names were important to them, 
and flatly refused to part with them. But as soon as they understood that the issue was 
precisely one of individual choice, and that anybody who wanted to be called Rover, or 
Froufrou, or Polly, or even Birdie in the personal sense, was perfectly free to do so, not 
one of them had the least objection to parting with the… generic appellations “poodle,” 
“parrot,” “dog,” or “bird,” and all the Linnaean qualifiers that had trailed along behind 
them for two hundred years like tin cans tied to a tail.  

In Ursula LeGuin’s short story She Unnames Them (1995), an unidentified female character 

decides to relieve the living world of the generic type names – the cat and the dog, the 

horse and the yak – bequeathed to them by her companion Adam. The protagonist takes 

issue with the labels assigned to living beings in the world. She seems particularly riled 

with the way that living beings are put into different categories or classes. Rover and Polly 

are fine, as long as they are names chosen freely by a given being, but not so for the 

generic dog. As the evocation of ‘the Linnaean qualifier’ reveals, LeGuin’s own truck lies 

                                                           
34 Etymologically speaking, of course, this is an evocation of existence, for the Latin existere, from which 
we have the English term exist, simply means to appear, to come forward; indeed, to present oneself 
(OED n.d.) 
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with the practice of ordering individual sentient beings into a taxonomy of categories 

within the Linnaean, and Darwinian, tree of life. 

In a few pages of fiction, LeGuin challenges all of us to look long and hard at how we 

divide up the world and cautions against the injustice of conferring names – identities – 

on others without their consent. While LeGuin’s warning may apply to all of us, it so 

directly bespeaks the natural historian urge – the often-obsessive drive to name and order 

their encounters with the living world - among my biologist interlocutors that I could not 

resist opening this final part of the chapter with a snippet from her story.  

The gist of LeGuin’s intervention will be recognizable to those familiar with anthropolo-

gies of names and naming. Despite significant differences within this sprawling body of 

literature, most of it coalesces around the way that power and injuriousness are involved 

in the act of naming. That is, they share a concern with what Barbara Bodenhorn and 

Gabriele vom Bruck, in their introduction to the landmark The Anthropology of Names and 

Naming, call the “tyranny of naming” (Bodenhorn & vom Bruck 2006: 17; see Butler 

1993). Accordingly, one context in which the theme of naming has garnered significant 

anthropological attention is within research on slavery (Abel et al. 2019; Palsson 2014; 

Benson 2006). Here, the oppressiveness of naming is on full display, as slave names are 

imposed over and above original names in order to overwrite or cover up traces of a 

spatially embedded social pre-enslavement past. The case may be exceptional, but the 

notion that there is profound authority located in the capacity to name others is a recur-

rent theme in the anthropology of naming and thus not at all exclusive to this particular 

theme. With Bourdieu, again, we may generally say that as a form of investiture, naming  

“signifies to someone what his identity is, but in a way that both expresses it to him and 

imposes it on him… and thus informing him in an authoritative manner of what he is 

and what he must be” (Bourdieu 1991: 121). Slavoj Žižek offers an even less charitable 

reading. For him, naming reduces “this organic whole of experience to an appendix to 

the  ‘dead’ symbolic classification” (Žižek 2008: 59). 

Since 2018, I have come to appreciate how seductive Jack can be, and his description of 

the significance of naming, relayed at some length above, was indeed persuasive. Still, 

steeped in post-structuralist critique in the mold of Althusser, Foucault, Derrida and But-

ler, I could not help seeing naming of the living world as an attempt to impose unity and 

identity from without. Indeed, as the capstone of a larger taxonomic enterprise that seems 

to be both of human beings and for human beings and – as we shall see in the next 

chapter – leaves a trail of bodies in its wake, one is tempted to ask: cui bono? All the more 

so if naming, as Judith Butler has argued, is an act of tyranny because the names that bring 

the subject into existence “are not of its own making” (Butler 1993: 225), indicating that 

ignorance of such power machinations is the mark of those in power. Accordingly, during 
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our conversation I felt I had to speak up for those who cannot speak for themselves, and 

so I confronted him with the irony of his claim to connect with the living world through 

an address – a name – conceived by humans alone.  

Jack claimed to see where I was coming from, yet he did not share my concern. For one 

thing, he was quick to point out that any power residing in naming may be put to use in 

a way that caters exactly for the creatures being named. He cited the famous example of 

the Beyoncé fly (Scaptia beyonceae) so named by the entomologist Bryan Lessard.35 “This 

guy wanted as many people as possible to see the beauty and importance of horse flies,” 

Jack offered. Moreover, to Jack, the entire question of power was somewhat beside the 

point. Naming, he said, “is also about recognition. About recognizing that they are really 

there, and that they really matter.” He then deployed an analogy to try to clarify the mat-

ter:  

Not knowing the name of a species is a bit like going through a swarm of people without 
recognizing any faces. I mean, of course they are there, physically, but they do not matter, 
do they? When I have your name, I will remember you. You are no longer just part of the 
swarm. You are a person. Someone to get to know better; someone whose life you care for 
[en, du gerne vil lære bedre at kende; en hvis liv du kerer dig om].  

In Naming as Storytelling: Speaking of Animals among the Koyukon of Alaska, Tim Ingold (2011) 

expounds on how identifying a person is “to acknowledge their uniqueness, to pick them 

out from the crowd on the grounds of a familiar face, voice or gesture”  (Ingold 2011:167, 

emphasis original). Conversely, Ingold writes, in identifying an animal or plant by way of 

an identification guide, we deny the uniqueness and individual idiosyncrasies of the or-

ganism in order to highlight characteristics shared with others of the same or similar kinds 

(ibid.). Ingold is right in pointing out that the naming of the natural world, contrary to 

interhuman naming, transpires at the level of species; a group of shared kinds referred to 

by a common noun or appellative and not a proper noun or name. His binary setup, how-

ever, fails to account for the circumstance that for a naturalist like Jack, species names 

really are individuating of a sort. They make the organism in question stand out from the 

‘swarm’ that is earthly life and turns them into something like ‘a person.’ Notice also how 

Jack’s evocation of the ‘person’ and ‘someone’ echoes Geertz’ point that naming makes 

“somebodies” of “anybodies” (Geertz 1973: 363). To Jack, and indeed many of my other 

                                                           
35 The Beyoncé fly is no doubt an eye-catching label, but it is far from the first species named after 
contemporary cultural icons. The Hyla stingi is a frog named after the singer Sting, the spider Pachygnatha 
zappa is named after singer-songwriter Frank Zappa, and the beetle Orectochilus orbisonorum got its name 
from an association with the late Roy Orbison and his widow Barbara. Most recently, the endemic 
Australian bee fly Paramonovius nightking was named after a villain from George Martin’s A Song of Ice and 
Fire series (better known as Game of Thrones). 
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interlocutors, naming of bees, ants, spiders really does express acknowledgement; “recog-

nition, rather than the imposition, of personhood” (Bodenhorn and vom Bruck 2006: 27; 

see also Humphrey 2006).  

 

By the end of LeGuin’s short story, the main character reveals with some excitement that 

she had never felt as close to those who swim, those who fly, and those who crawl as she 

did after the process of unnaming. “They seemed far closer than when their names had 

stood between myself and them like a clear barrier.” This is where my interlocutors would 

feel very differently. They are well aware, of course, that the very names they – we – come 

to know the living world by are names imposed by human beings in an attempt to impress 

order on an ungainly lived reality (see also Jackson 2008:89). But they would disagree 

wholeheartedly that this would somehow necessitate alienation and estrangement and im-

pede the relations of care, tenderness, or excitement. As we have seen, to them, such 

feelings hinge very much on names.  

All of this is not to deny that power obtains in these relationships. Indeed, asymmetries 

abound. The furry fellow certainly did not choose for its name Clark’s Miner Bee, any 

more than it chose Andrena clarkella. Moreover, it does not, cannot, respond to the ad-

dress, expressing approval or opposition – so much for a Habermasian ideal speech situ-

ation. Power, however, does not tell the whole story – and for Jack and my other inter-

locutors, perhaps not even the most important one. While Bodenhorn and vom Bruck 

must be right in asserting that “names are always implicated in social relationships” (2006: 

25), it is our task as anthropologists to inquire into those relationships, embedded as they 

are in a particular time and space. Having attempted this, I was reminded that we do not 

name only to compel or interpellate, but also to be able to call others to us so that we can 

live with them. In this space ‘after power’, naming can make of an Other “someone to 

get to know better; someone whose life you care for,” as Jack appositely put it. 

Conclusions 

There is no doubt that the account of identification and naming of the natural world 

offered in this chapter veers toward human meaning making. And there is also no doubt 

that the narrative could have unfolded in other and less anthropocentric ways but, unlike 

van Dooren and colleagues, my ambition was never to elucidate how differently posi-

tioned multispecies agents “torque” one another with their own practices of differentia-

tion, categorization, and – potentially – recognition (Van Dooren et al. 2016: 5). Rather, 

I endeavored to understand how biologists practice and intervene in biodiversity in this 

time of extinctions – and how they are primed to do so through activities that are (rela-

tively) distinct to their vocation. Within this context, it is, I think, worth keeping in mind 

that laboring to know, and later to utter, the name of an Other can be an expression of 
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the sentiment that this other is sufficiently important to have the finite human animal give 

away some of its own time and effort on its behalf. This also provides one answer – or 

perhaps more than one – to the question of how and why it is that biologists of this day 

and age engage so strenuously in a taxonomist practice deemed unsexy and outmoded.   

Throughout this chapter, I have exposed the situated significance of the taxonomic prac-

tice of keying in general and the naming of the living world in particular. I have suggested 

that such identification work served to establish an epistemological grip on the diverse 

natural world, as well as to augment the lives of my interlocutors and to enable certain 

and often care-full relationships to the living world. While I did broach questions of power 

asymmetries pertaining to naming, I did not attend in any sustained manner to the cir-

cumstance that practiced taxonomy often rested on a tremendous amount of suffering 

wrought on other beings (cf. Thomas 1983). That is, for the biologists to come to know 

a Clark’s miner bee as Clark’s miner bee, that bee would often pay the ultimate price. Such 

costs, and the way my interlocutors went about them, is the empirical locus of the next 

chapter.  
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2  Killing them softly: ethical becoming in lethal biologist practices  

 

Apo (away from) --- Logos (speech, word, discourse) 

Apologos (account, story) 

Apologia (a speech in defense) 

Apology (defense, justification) 

 
 

SCRATCHING AND BITING, the reddish ant fought admirably. Erik turned it this 

way and that, eyeing it intently through a field magnifier. Who are you? He and I had 

just found the critter in a gaping hole exposed by our removal of a massive boulder on 

a meadow in Kasted Bog. Even in November, this little-known rewilding test tube on 

the outskirts of Aarhus tended to cater to the wishes of a determined kratlusker, and 

Erik was exactly that; inquisitive, persistent, and with a real knack for identifying inter-

esting habitats. I joined him as often as I could on his frequent extracurricular field 

forays, and he would always regale me with curious and intriguing natural histories. 

“They have everything we have,” he announced enthusiastically. “They have agricul-

ture, keep livestock, make medicine, they engage in chemical warfare.” Moreover, Erik 

explained, ants are agreeable taxonomically. That is, Denmark is currently home to 

some 50 ant species, divided into only a couple of different ant families and relatively 

few genera. He returned to the ant. Who are you? After another few minutes of ant-

Erik stand-off, Erik produced a tiny plastic container filled with surgical alcohol from 

a side pocket and opened the lid with a skilled movement of a mud-covered fingernail. 

Just before plunging the specimen into a drunken doom, I saw his lips moving inaudi-

bly. It turned out he had apologized to the ant. Undskyld, he had muttered.  

--- Ꝋ --- 

In this chapter, I focus on the kinds of knowing and relating that emerge from various 

forms of intentionally violent enterprises within biology practice. While the previous 

chapter did broach questions of power asymmetries in the context of keying in general 

and naming in particular, I did not attend in any sustained manner to the circumstance 

that practiced taxonomy often rested on a tremendous amount of suffering wrought 

on other beings. That is, for the biologists to come to know a Clark’s miner bee as 
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Clark’s miner bee, that bee would often pay the ultimate price. Such cost is the empir-

ical locus of this chapter. 

Death extended far beyond taxonomic inquiry too. Inside labs, oysters and snails are 

vivisected to map mollusk anatomies, mussel filtering ability is tested only for the mus-

sels to be disposed of unceremoniously, and poison is administered to fish to see how 

toxins circulate in piscine tissue. Out of the lab setting, ecologists devise quantification 

experiments whose own death counts number in the tens of thousands, trees are 

burned or blown up to facilitate the supposedly natural appearance of fungal and insect 

life, and individual insects – like the small, reddish ant in Kasted Bog – slipped to 

alcoholic dooms with unnerving regularity. As an ethnographer, I was privy to many 

of these mortal engagements both inside and outside the lab, and I was curious about 

the ways in which my interlocutors reacted to and went about all this death-dealing. 

How is it that a group of people who largely subscribe to the idea that living beings, 

qua living beings, enjoy an unconditional right to exist come to exercise or subscribe 

to all this suffering?  

Not that I am the first to observe the often-violent character of biology training and 

practice. Indeed, in the 2007 volume The Sacrifice, feminist biologist Lynda Birke, soci-

ologist Mike Michael and anthropologist Arnold Arluke dedicate a book chapter to the 

suffering of nonhuman others entailed in “becoming a biologist” (2007: 77), highlight-

ing dissection and vivisection in particular - their curricular centrality, their rites de 

passage-like functions – as primary sites of such violence. I can only agree that such 

lab-coated, scalpel-wielding situations are important. Nevertheless, the decision to fo-

cus narrowly on laboratory settings effectively prevents Birke and colleagues from see-

ing less conspicuous and less institutionalized forms of killing and suffering imparted 

by budding biologists such as those in Kasted Bog, as well as the becoming that stim-

ulates and is stimulated by such differently sited forms of violence.  

Analytically, moreover, Birke and her associates are primarily concerned with methods 

of settling dilemmas stemming from laboratory encounters that are considered socially 

awkward or untoward.36 To this end, they identify a list of psychological responses that 

profess to offer resolution – emotional or moral – such as desensitization, displace-

ment or denial of responsibility, and – as the book title suggests – referrals to the 

notion of sacrifice (Birke et al. 2007: 77-92). As we shall see, my interlocutors, too, were 

offered an institutionally mandated repertoire of ways of resolving such moral compli-

cations, chiefly a discourse of “de-animalization” (Hamilton & McCabe 2016; Harfeld 

et al. 2016) and a logic of sacrifice. And these solutions are, indeed, engaged and tried 

                                                           
36 Indeed, this is a theme that both Arluke and Birke have also pursued elsewhere (Solot & Arluke 1997; 
Arluke & Hafferty 1996; Birke 1994; Arluke 1988). 
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on. Yet none of them manages to settle anything for Louise, Kristian, Jack and the 

others. This, I suggest, is at least partly because legitimizing forms of practice that may 

be considered socially untoward is not the primary concern of these interlocutors. Ra-

ther, they are coming to grips with the perceived responsibilities that spring from in-

habiting a place and a time of decreasing natural vivacity. That is to say, they are at-

tuned not so much to the social legitimacy of their professional endeavors as to a per-

ceived ‘natural’ context – i.e., ours as an era of extinctions: one where it is no longer, 

or should no longer be, an option to forfeit life with impunity.  

For this reason, too, for many of my ‘perpetrator’ interlocutors, culpability is not some-

thing to cushion or suspend, nor are ethical dilemmas something to be resolved. In 

fact, they are sometimes sought and nurtured as my interlocutors engage in a sort of 

(moral) becoming that is crucially scaffolded by the death and suffering of nonhuman 

others (cf. Despret 2004, see also Sharp 2018).37 Of which the drunken demise of the 

reddish ant in Kasted Bog was just one obvious example. This deliberate inhabiting of 

a space of guilt may sound suspiciously like a rehearsal of certain Christian sensibilities. 

Such a connection may not be entirely without merit, but we might also see the con-

sidered refusal of absolution as indicative of what it means to be concerned with bio-

diversity at this much-too-literally vital juncture in Denmark. Such a focus on the eth-

ical constituencies and becomings involved in animal lab practices sees me veer toward 

another and more recent take on the issue, namely that of Donna Haraway (2008). For 

Haraway, we can no longer “pretend to live outside killing” (Haraway 2008:79). That 

does not mean, she writes in When Species Meet, as if commenting straight on my mate-

rial, that we ought to enforce a categorical prohibition on experimental lab practices, 

not even those that cause suffering and death. What it does mean, she urges, is that 

“these practices should never leave their practitioners in moral comfort, sure of their 

righteousness” (Haraway 2008:75). They don’t, as we shall see. The practices under 

scrutiny in this chapter are laced with enthusiasm and guilt, pain and joy. Accordingly, 

any answer to the question of how my interlocutors deal with the amount of death that 

they visit upon objects of genuine reverence would be: apologetically and with some 

difficulty. Exploring the moods and affects that traverse a biologist’s sense of killing 

allows us, then, to see another way in which biodiversity comes to matter, namely eth-

ically. 

Over the course of the chapter, I will not be trying to resolve the incongruities at stake, 

because my interlocutors cannot do so themselves, nor do they necessarily want to. 

Rather, I place under a microscope how these incongruities play out for the biologists 

                                                           
37 To be fair, the subtitle of the cited volume by Birke et al. is “How Scientific Experiments Transform 
Animals and People.” However, possibly due to their confining themselves to the laboratory setting, 
they do not pursue this promise as far as one might have hoped. 
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I came to know. Zooming in on the apology as an utterance, a practice, and perhaps 

even as a trope, I demonstrate how uneasiness persists. Indeed, I argue that the apology 

– the acknowledgement of guilt – is indicative of the way the killing does not terminate 

the relation. And because the kill is never just about the individual, but also about a 

population, a species, and even the natural world as a whole, you have to enter the 

drama. For the love of the living.  

As I demonstrate, care is certainly at stake in all this, but it turns out to be of an “non-

innocent” sort that “cannot be purged from its predicaments” (de la Bellacasa 2017: 

164). Acknowledging that “in ethics everything is pretty messy” (Dancy 1991: 219), I 

approach such matters in a sideways and empirically attuned manner so as to unbox 

the indifference and joy, the enticement and doubts, the care and brutality that find 

expression as my interlocutors witness or execute the death of animals. While this form 

of ethical particularism, to reappropriate an approach from Franz Boas, seeks to honor 

the specificities of my ethnography, I do not mean to signal an unwillingness on my 

part to bespeak issues that transcend the narrow confines of my material. Indeed, one 

might speculate on the relations between what it means to become a biologist who is 

concerned with biodiversity at this vital juncture in Denmark and what it means to be 

a human being in this time of extinctions. 

I begin in the laboratory, offering a sense of the grind that biology students in Aarhus 

are put through as part of their training before finally heading back to the Mols Labor-

atory for an extracurricular kill. Unfolding the cutting open of dogfish, sea squirts, 

hagfish and frogs, not to mention the drowning of yet another ant, I observe some of 

the ways that such encounters are incorporated into ways of relating to the natural 

world more broadly.  

Of gizmos, whatsits and thingummies: de-animalization in biology labs  

As a biologist, certain things are required of you. As I showed in the previous chapter, 

you are expected to know your way around a fair number of species – beetles, ants, 

grasses, orchids – and to want to continue developing your taxonomic capacities. Cut-

ting into flesh is another one of those things, and accordingly, the capacity to do so is 

honed from the very incipience of the biology program, most prominently on the first-

semester course Eukaryotes: zoology. During weekly lectures, biology students would hear 

about the morphologies, anatomies, life cycles and reproductive systems of different 

groups of animals. In corresponding lab sessions, meanwhile, they got the chance to 

sense, in literally hands-on ways, these organisms that, week by week, grew progres-

sively more ‘complex,’ as biologists are wont to call it. In practice, this meant moving 

from polyps and mollusks through crustaceans and arthropods to birds and, ultimately, 
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mammals. This structure of the syllabus allowed for a steady improvement of the dis-

section craft, but also, importantly, permitted the biology students to gradually come 

to grips attitudinally with cutting open beings that, biological complexity aside, grow 

larger and more recognizable and relatable. The series of laboratory sessions were 

wrapped up with the dissection of a small baboon.38 

Towards the end of that same semester, the time had come for us to look closely onto 

and into a shark – a dogfish, to be specific (Squalus acanthias). The students in my lab 

class were looking forward to it with a heady blend of excitement, trepidation, jitters 

and disquiet. The lecturer, a precocious and colorful communicator, had personally 

done much to induce this mood of apprehensive anticipation by talking up this partic-

ular lab session for weeks. The shark brains would apparently be a highlight, easily laid 

bare and eerily similar to that of a human. “It is something only a select few get to do.” 

As Peter Parker’s uncle might have said, however, this extraordinary opportunity 

comes with certain responsibilities: the sharks, as the lecturer frequently reminded us, 

had been ‘sacrificed’ (‘ofret’) specifically for the students to be able to learn from them; 

and although the stock from which our sharks had been extracted was not, we were 

assured, threatened, it was declining. Accordingly, this lab exercise should be ap-

proached with the utmost gravity. “No hangovers, not this time.” 

As we wheeled the specimens into the tube-lit laboratory, the metal carts were creaking 

under the weight of the batch of slowly thawing dogfish. Collectively lab-coated, the 

students all sported pensive facial expressions and tense, pulled-up shoulders. As the 

smell of seawater and biological mush started to consume us, they simply stood there, 

staring at the large animals. “Now it gets serious,” one student said in a tone I could 

not quite place. “This is real biology,” another added with an edgy grin. 

My dissection team received a large, bulky specimen. Technically, I had the freedom 

to roam the entire lab and to jump from one three-person team to the other, but in 

order to properly participate in the goings-on of and conversations around a specific 

dissection situation, it mostly made sense to stick to one team. Like Louise, Emma and 

Anne, I put on a pair of disposable gloves and flipped our shark several times. It was 

heavy, but slick, the scales so fine as to cause no friction at all; a body attuned to a life 

of necessary, constant movement. If the size and name of the dogfish belied its sharky 

nature, its jaws did not, the iconic overbite revealing several rows of razor-sharp teeth.  

                                                           
38 As Lesley Sharp observes, this way of structuring dissection courses is commonplace within biology 
education in a variety of national contexts (Sharp 2018: 252n9). 
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We reminded ourselves that before anything else, we needed to get rid of the poten-

tially poisonous spike behind the dorsal fins. Anne grabbed a large, coarse knife from 

the tool table and plunged it deep into the tissue in front of the spike and started sawing 

backwards. Having performed this not-so-delicate task, we were ready to move closer. 

A scalpel helped us pry loose a single scale to be put under the microscope. The look-

ing glass revealed a layered, smoky surface. What had appeared almost black to the 

naked eye contained countless shades of gray. A rough nipper got us through the jaw 

and allowed a first-row look at the teeth.  “Ferocious,” Emma mused. “Jaws will be so 

much more vivid next time around.” So far, the mood in my team, as in the lab more 

generally, was upbeat. Work on the sharks was hard, physical even, but the overriding 

mood was one of excited curiosity.  

Till then, in other words, the sharks seemed to make few ethical demands on our col-

lective, and little sentimentality was articulated. The students simply got to work, cut-

ting off that spike and nipping off those teeth. Protocols were observed, and a system-

atic, almost mechanical methodology was applied. “You quickly forget that that it was 

an animal,” one of my fellow dissectors observed. Another even likened the procedure 

to something she had always enjoyed as a child: the picking apart of old electronic 

devices to see what was inside. “That’s a funny gizmo (dims). I wonder what that 

whatsit (dingenot) does.” 
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Comparing nonhuman beings to machines is nothing new. René Descartes famously 

considered animals “automata” or complex machines, bereft of independent thought 

and experience. Moreover, there is a raft of recent social scientific literature on the 

systematic use of animals in human industry and science, and much of it forwards a 

narrative that for such endeavors to be sustainable – that is, for practitioners to be able 

to continue practicing - animals need to be converted into something less than animate. 

So, for the meat production industry specifically, social analysts have since the 1960s 

often couched the psychological distancing on the assembly lines in terms of objecti-

fication or, in its Marxist incarnation, exploitative commodification of animals 

(McLoughlin 2019;  Veng 2018; Hamilton & McCabe 2016; Harfeld et al. 2016; Crow-

der 2015; Vialles 1994; Noske 1993; Singer 1976; Harrison 1964).39 Here, animals are 

considered production units, often complete with generic number tags. “The mean-

ingful body becomes mere flesh,” as Haraway describes it (2008: 382). In a similar 

fashion, analyses of human-animal relations in animal experimentation labs call atten-

tion to the ways in which sentient beings here are transformed into abstract analytical 

units; de-individualized, objectified bodies subject to what we may with Foucault 

(1973) call a clinical gaze, whereby living organisms are transformed into intellectually 

digestible bits and parts rather than complex and intrinsically significant wholes (Can-

dea 2013, 2018;  Crist 1999; Knorr Cetina 1999; Good 1994; Lynch 1988; Arluke 1988). 

Such a gaze, it is argued, permits a view of individuals as vehicles for or cases of mech-

anism, pathologies, or particular logics – evolution, say. Notwithstanding important 

differences within this body of literature, they all point to an attitudinal bracketing of 

animals as animate – as animal.  

A symbolic transformation of life into not-life, such de-animalization, whereby “the 

act of killing and the [animal] identity of other species (other than as commodities) are 

erased” (Hamilton & McCabe 2016: 334) indeed does capture important features of 

the biological, disciplinary lab ethos. And it does bespeak some of what was at stake 

for my biologist interlocutors, or what was at stake some of the time. That is, in many 

cases, they really did seem to think of and treat animals under scrutiny as de-animate, 

aggregates of gizmo, whatsits and thingummies, comparable to mechanics.  

The implications – personal and ethico-political – of such de-animalization has 

emerged as a recurring theme with social scientists concerned with lab animal experi-

mentation. For some scholars, whose primary worry is with the well-being of lab prac-

titioners, the emotional detachment provided by the process of de-animalization is 

useful. In fact, Birke and colleagues suggest, this is the modus operandi that budding 

                                                           
39 It should be said, however, that recent scholarship on the topic is beginning to challenge such indis-
criminate depictions (McLoughlin 2022; Crowder 2015). 
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biologists have to adopt in order to be able to thrive and succeed in their professional 

becoming: “they must become desensitized” (Birke et al. 2007: 80, see also Birke 1994; 

Arluke 1988). Others, however, are concerned with the corrosive effect of de-animal-

ization when it comes to figure as a template for ways of relating to the natural world 

in general and animals in particular. To this end, in their examination of animal dissec-

tions in middle school, Dorian Solot and again Arluke admit that the transformation 

of a pig into something generic and de-animate might facilitate the initiation of middle-

schoolers into a scientific community in that it helps enable the rite de passage that is 

dissection. They also worry, however, that such an approach may lead to “a callous 

attitude toward animals, nature and the natural world” (Solot & Arluke 1997:50). For 

a more recent example, consider this scathing assessment offered by Hartmut Rosa: 

University students and sometimes even schoolchildren are in fact systematically taught 
to adopt such a mute, reifying attitude toward animals in classroom experiments, during 
which they learn to resist empathy and fend off the impulses of resonance emanating 

from the eyes and pain reactions of the animals involved (Rosa 2019: 279). 

For Rosa, whose social and cultural critique takes as its point of departure increasingly 

broken connections between dominant iterations of Homo sapiens and its environs, the 

desensitization that facilitates animal experimentation represents exactly the kind of 

unresponsiveness to and existential alienation from the world that he would want to 

thwart. Seeking to recover a “sociology of the good life” (Rosa 2019: 17), Rosa posits 

resonance as a remedy. Taking his cue from the physical phenomenon of resonance, for 

Rosa, entails the experience of being perturbed or touched by something other – a 

beach, music, a friend. Or a shark (ibid.: 173). Rosa is quite clear that resonance expe-

riences cannot be coerced into existence. One can, however, seek to establish “reso-

nant spaces” and thus cultivate modes of being that are receptive or responsive to the 

world, susceptible to “mutual oscillatory adjustments” (ibid.: 172, 165). And as the 

quote above demonstrates, the “mute, reifying attitude toward animals in classroom 

experiments” represents the exact opposite of this and thus effectively prevents valued 

forms of resonance between student and animal to emerge.  

Evidently, Rosa’s remarks pertain directly to the larger theme of this chapter, namely 

how it is that certain modes of imparting suffering and forfeiting life figure in the ways 

that biodiversity comes to matter to biologists. As such, I share some of his concern 

for the significance of emotional divestment. In fact, ideas such as those of Rosa were 

part of what motivated my zooming in on biologists killing in and outside laboratories 

in the first place. However, my ethnographic material demands of me that I posit a 

few significant caveats to the dismissive and potentially totalizing discourse on animal 

experimentation and what I have here called de-animalization. First, several of my in-

terlocutors, as we shall see momentarily, explicitly objected to what they saw as an 
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institutionalized induction of reifying and objectivizing gazes. Second, not infre-

quently, de-animalization simply failed to put a lid on the emergence of the animal as 

a sensate being. Shortly, I will return to how the latter was the case as Emma, Louise, 

Anne and I prepared to open up the shark. Before that, however, meet Kristian, a slim, 

older-than-average biology freshman with smart eyes and a short, but unbridled beard.  

“That toy is a toad”: willed re-animalization and cultivating responsivity  

Ever since the beginning of our freshman zoology course, Kristian had been looking 

forward to working with animals large enough to see and handle without the mediating 

presence of a magnifier. A dropout from the psychology program, he reasoned that 

they would be easier to relate to – heart, liver, kidney. “There’s something with the 

eyes,” he had said, flashing one of his disarming smiles. Toads, then, would be a wel-

come appearance on the animal assembly line that was constitutive of the course. Or 

so he and I both thought. As he grabbed a specimen from a white plastic bucket during 

one of our weekly dissection classes, however, his face distorted into a grimace. He 

poked the toad with a latexed index finger to feel it out and let out a demonstratively 

loud sigh. The toad had been fixed in formalin and so was all rubbery to the touch. 

Moreover, it had been injected with two indicator fluids – one blue, one red – to make 

the circulatory system visible. The result was undeniably pedagogical as far as anatomy 

is concerned. That is, the circulatory system really was easy to map out, blue veins and 

red arteries. It also, however, left us with a bucket of grotesque, almost luminescent 

toads.  

Kristian put it more concretely: “It feels like a mix of parchment and plastic, a piece 

of toy. I've completely lost the feeling that this has ever been alive.” In so doing, he 

articulated what he saw as an institutionally sanctioned de-animalization. An un-toad-

ing of the toads, if you will. For some – perhaps some of Arnold Arluke’s student 

interlocutors – this might be a welcome, or at least an enabling, framing of the situa-

tion. But Kristian was unimpressed: “This is not cool at all. That toy is a toad, dammit” 

(det stykke legetøj er for helvede en tudse). I knew Kristian to be difficult to placate, and he 

was known affectionately among his peers as something of a grumbler. Still, the 

strength of his reaction to the toad took the entire dissection team by surprise. When 

I pressed him on the matter, his response was both erudite and reflexive. Holding the 

toad in a right-handed pincer grip, almost as if disgusted, Kristian shoved the toad in 

my face, as if to indicate the obviousness of it all: 

I want to be confronted with the fact that my learning feeds from the lifeblood of other 
creatures. I want to have to deal with that. For me, that has to be the minimum require-
ment (minimumskravet) of a biologist. And now I feel bad about not being confronted 
with that. I don’t think that’s fair on us. I know from experience that objectification 
facilitates killing, but I did not expect to find that here. 
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The specific experience to which Kristian referred was, I knew, from his time in the 

army. He often brought up this part of his background. While there would be the 

occasional jibe about the robot-like discipline, he mostly spoke of his time in the army 

glowingly. On this occasion, however, the reference contained a critical edge, infusing 

this specific human-toad encounter with pronounced ethical and political content: 

“Objectification facilitates killing.” Kristian’s truck seemed to be with what he saw as 

an institutionally administered ethos of objectification of life; one that he had previ-

ously found – and probably expected – in the army, but “did not expect to find” in the 

biology program.  

The way he saw it, his becoming a biologist would inevitably leave a trail of death in 

his wake, and there should be no sugarcoating of that fact. That blue-and-red ‘toy’ was 

a toad, and as a morally upright person he had to – or wanted to have to – face up to 

the fact of that matter. The biology program may have sought to offer him moral and 

emotional solace, a means of detached carelessness through the presentation of a ‘toy,’ 

but he refused to accept the invitation and almost seemed affronted on behalf of the 

student collective that they were given the invitation in the first place. “I don’t think 

that’s fair on us.” 

You might wonder what the batrachian fuss is all about. After all, the toads were long 

dead, and they would have been so, whether they had been fixed in formaldehyde and 

stuffed with indicator fluids or not. Kristian knew this very well, of course. Acceding 

to the circumstance that his “learning feeds from the lifeblood of other creatures,” we 

might say that Kristian had accepted that, as a budding biologist, he could not live 

“outside killing,” in Haraway’s terms (2008: 79). And he would agree with her that it is 

a mistake – a murderously dangerous one – to pretend to do so. That being the case, 

his project seems to one of learning to forfeit life responsively. This disposition to “kill 

well” (Ginn 2014: 538) recalls the veterinarians studied by John Law, who were tasked 

with the mass culling of cattle during the 2001 UK foot and mouth epidemic. Like 

these veterinarians, Kristian “would not want to be the kind of person who was indif-

ferent to killing, who didn’t care that this caused suffering” (Law 2010: 64). And like 

them, he therefore aimed to nurture “the capacity, the propensity, to experience the 

possible suffering of an animal” (ibid.). Or, to return to Hartmut Rosa, we might say 

that Kristian aspires to be touched by the toad, to resonate with it. To Kristian, this is 

what it would mean to be exacting a “good death” (cf. Law 2010: 61). And in obfus-

cating the toad-ness of the toad, the biology program did him a disservice, denied him 

the opportunity to practice and cultivate responsivity to the mortality of the toad and, 

by extension, the natural world more generally. Presented with what looks and feels 

like a toy, Kristian feels robbed of the chance to cultivate the character trait of taking 
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responsibility for one’s actions.40 The absence of this seems to him deadly serious. 

Kristian wanted to feel the pang of guilt for, as I shall unfold more fully later in this 

chapter, only by feeling and acknowledging guilt is he able to proceed with doing what 

he does, which remains – appearances notwithstanding – killing and forfeiting of life. 

Reflecting specifically on laboratory animal experimentation, Haraway admonishes us 

that “human beings must learn to kill responsibly” (2008: 81). And if she is right in 

arguing that “we cannot nurture living until we get better at facing killing” (ibid.), Kris-

tian has a point. What Kristian was groping for, and what Haraway helps us articulate, 

is a professional ethos that cultivates a responsible, responsive, and perhaps even re-

spons-able (to apply Haraway’s fashionable term) approach to the suffering entailed in 

biology practice, which, in turn, can be seen as an expression of care – an approach 

that would hold the condition of possibility for dissections, and the instrumentalized 

violence and death that precede them, to feature as potential for care-full earthly rela-

tions. I argue that what we see is, ultimately, a kind of willed re-animalization of the 

institutionally sanctioned de-animalized toad. Perhaps what we see is also a re-attachment 

to the toad and, by extension, the live world more generally. Plasticity indeed. 

If de-animalization is a way of draining the shark or the toad of vitality and (moral) 

significance, the notion of sacrifice purports to do the exact opposite. For this reason, 

it is no surprise that the sacrificial logic regularly appeared in both institutional dis-

course and biology practice. In the next sections, I display how sacrifice as a trope is 

tried on, as it were, among my interlocutors, only to eventually fail to meet the ethical 

challenges of real laboratory encounters.   

Killing in the name of: laboratory logics of sacrifice 

Anne’s lab coat was stark white, still unsullied. Trying to slice through the slimy epi-

dermis of a hagfish with a pair of surgical scissors, she did display remarkably steady 

hands. I was wearing a lab coat too. Anthropology has taught me that dress not only 

serves to signal whatever one seeks to signal, but that it also conditions our inhabiting 

                                                           
40 Kristian’s desire to confront the high costs of his training smacks of a drive toward what a virtue 
ethicist might refer to as an individualized form of excellence, professional or ethical. This, in turn, 
recalls the power asymmetries and anthropocentrisms identified toward the end of the previous chapter. 
For on whose account is a good kill really good? In terms of morally valuable kinds of deaths, one might 
want to ask: cui bono? On the face of it, the answer seems to be Kristian at the expense of the toad. In 
framing the question in such mutually exclusive terms, however, we risk setting up what Bourdieu might 
have called a false dilemma, of the sort that virtue ethics is exactly at pains to challenge. That is to say, 
while it is arguably true that the telos of a virtue ethicist is to cultivate individual excellence, the process 
by which she pursues such telos in practice always implicates others in ways that are, at least potentially, 
mutually beneficial. By that same token, Kristian’s primary telos might well be to develop a responsible 
and responsive character, but in pursuing this, he is obliged to practice such responsivities. To this end, 
killing responsibly and responsively might be embedded in a larger endeavor to habituate a more care-
full relation to the (natural) world at large. 
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the world (Mahmood 2001; Miller 1994), a sort of technique onto the body, to appro-

priate Mauss’s classic phrase (1973). Consequently, I thought, or hoped, that lab attire 

would transform my experience of lab dissections into something less awkward. And 

the lab coat – this “almost universal signifier of science” as biologist Maura Flannery 

has called it (Flannery 1999: 381) - did, perhaps absurdly, make me feel that I belonged 

in the lab, even though it never quite succeeded in putting me at ease with much of 

what transpired there, particularly vivisections. I was not alone with my disquietude.  

This particular hagfish, of course, was long dead, posited in a decrepit, grey metal tray 

in a tube-lit lower-floor laboratory at the Department of Bioscience in Aarhus. The 

bottom of the tray was covered by a brown cork mat to allow for the fixing of skin 

which, in turn, permits an unobstructed view of whatever hides on the inside. “I’m in,” 

Anne said with a victorious smile. “Then we go down and around, right?”  

 

Having double-checked the dissection manual, I nodded before adding “at any rate, it 

can’t get any worse than last time around.” The comment, meant as a gentle jest at our 

mutual expense, turned out to provoke a string of reflections on the part of my lab 

group. I was referring to the preceding dissection, which – for Anne, Louise, Emma, 

and me – turned out rather badly. We were tasked with skinning and vivisecting sea 

squirts. The trick, we had been told, lay in administering the right dose of anesthesia. 

Too little, and the sea squirt would retract, leaving it impossible to inspect the corded, 

transparent heart. Too much, and the heart stops beating altogether, making it difficult 

to find your way around the tiny animal, much less the even smaller organ. Done cor-

rectly, an accurate incision and a careful unpeeling would reveal a bright, orange crea-

ture with a heart still beating fiercely.  
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For most of us, however, what was supposed to be like ‘opening a candy bag’ was 

difficult; we had to yank hard to ‘unzip’ the ‘jacket.’ In our group, in fact, our heavy-

handed treatment of the squirt occasioned a completely wrecked specimen – an orange 

blob, prompting us to ask for a spare squirt to work with. My allusion to our previous 

misstep sat particularly badly with Louise. By way of a polite reprimand, she told me 

that this really wasn’t something to make fun of:  

I already feel quite iffy about cutting open animals, so having to start all over because 
of our mistake felt a bit … wasteful. But ‘you have learned something and so everything 
is well and good’ [mockingly impersonating an imaginary lecturer, shaking her index 
finger demonstratively]. Excuse the gallows humor, but this is how I cope. But honestly, 
though, we ought to apologize. For all of this. 

Minutes of awkward silence ensued. Having slipped seamlessly out of the conversa-

tion, Anne was still craning over the hagfish. The water in the tray was now dotted 

with droplets of whitish slime, giving it all a decidedly greasy look. I felt sheepish for 

having evidently – if inadvertently – hit a nerve. Somewhat abruptly, Louise told us 

that she cooked her first vegan pie the day before. Maybe, she wondered, her veganism 

is what makes her feel a little tense about all this ‘cutting open’ business. Indeed, at a 

later point during this same exchange, Louise revealed to us that this part of the biology 

program left her unable to talk about her daily life with her two small children: “They 

would despise me, and understandably so.” 

Simply observing Louise inside the lab, though, you would not know about this inter-

nal strife. Never one to shirk her duties, she often volunteered to be the one perform-

ing incisions. Doing so, she confessed while studiously trying to make sense of the 

hagfish anatomy, was not easy, but it was a decision she had made about learning as 

much as possible. “I believe that what I am taught here will enable me to do a lot of 

good when I’m done at uni.” Having lost interest in the insides of the hagfish, Emma 

offered her ten cents: “The way I see it, we owe it to them to do well. Now that we are 
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in this situation, I’d better show some respect by gaining something from it. To make 

their deaths count.” 

Couching the laboratory activities this way, Louise and Emma seemed to reproduce 

the discourse of many of their lecturers who repeatedly prefaced dissection sessions 

with reminders that animals had had to die for the students to learn their trade, occa-

sionally even using the very word sacrifice (ofre). Accordingly, students were expected 

to show appreciation of such offerings by learning as much as humanly possible about 

the animal on offer. No hangovers, recall. Although it remained implicit what good 

exactly one would be able to do as a certified dissectionist – or what was meant by 

making deaths count – Louise told me on more than one occasion that she really 

wanted to work with rehabilitating ecological systems and relations. In my view, she 

embedded her growing knowledge of animal anatomy in an endeavor to become a 

biologist with the capacity to care in a significant way; for hagfish, yes, but also for the 

natural world more broadly. To this end, the sea squirt, the hagfish, and – as we shall 

soon see – the dogfish are figured as what may be called a “sacrificial life” (see van 

Dooren 2014: 114), i.e., a life given for the good of others. Thus inscribed, the vivisec-

tion of the sea squirt – and the ‘spare’ one – is posited as a cultivation of the capacity 

to care for species, for certain ecologies, for the living world. 

The trope of sacrifice appears widely in the relatively scarce ethnographic studies of 

lab animal experimentation (Svendsen 2022; Sharp 2018;  Birke 1994; Arluke 1988). 

Anthropologist Mette Svendsen does observe how her Danish lab scientist interlocu-

tors shunned the term sacrifice, and that they favored “euthanizing” or “putting 

down”, when speaking of the pigs that would have to die at the Newborn Pig Facility 

to facilitate forms of medical progress. She also notes, however, that the practices and 

deliberations of her interlocutors were deeply suffused with “the logic of sacrifice” 

(Svendsen 2022: 63). Moreover, based on a large and ambitious project on the ‘culture 

of animal experimentation,’ Arluke argues that the persistent presence of animals in-

side of science labs is sustained by a disciplinary, agreed-upon transformation of the 

animal at stake into a sacrificial object, something to surrender in search of some 

greater good. He even goes so far as to call the operative sacrificial narrative inside of 

‘animal labs’ a paramount reality.41 One that permits, Arluke argues, a meaningful fram-

ing of the entire setup, in which animals can come to figure as martyrs of a righteous 

cause. Made  ‘sacred’ out of the otherwise ‘profane’ in Hubert and Mauss’s classic 

                                                           
41 For other social scientists focusing on the ‘sacrifice’ as it pertains to the death of laboratory animals, 
see Lynch 1988; Lynch & Woolgar 1990; Regan 1986. For critical commentary on the trope-like status 
of this ‘sacrifice’, see Sharp 2018 and Haraway 2008.  
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rendition (1964), lab animals, then, are sacrificed in the interest of a so-called higher 

good such as scientific progress or public health.  

As we have seen, much of what goes on inside the biologists’ labs – and the institu-

tional discourse that framed such goings-on – could, similarly, be read through the 

analytical lens of sacrifice, however philosophically beleaguered the concept might 

be.42 The sacrificial discourse emerged most clearly with someone like Louise; some-

one who, for personal and political reasons, was critical of, or even against, dissections. 

Her line of reasoning, however, was heard repeatedly among most of my interlocutors. 

In effect: they forfeit life in the service of some good.  

It is, I think, worth recalling Louise’s tone of voice as she mockingly impersonated an 

imaginary teacher. To my mind, this indicated that the institutionally backed sacrificial 

logic ultimately does not provide sufficient cover for the “cutting open” of animals 

inside the lab. Moreover, the assertion that, honestly, “we ought to apologize” suggests 

a response in an entirely different register, where justifications, as Haraway writes, “do 

not obviate the obligations of care and sharing pain” and therefore do not “leave their 

practitioners in moral comfort, sure of their righteousness” (Haraway 2008: 70,75). 

There is more to be said about apologizing, and I will return to that in the last part of 

this chapter. But let me first unfold a situation in which the sacrificial frame proved 

incapable of containing the ethicalities of the lab encounters. The shark’s tale contin-

ues. 

Fetal attractions: moral breakdowns and death out of place   

Upon outer inspection, my dissection team had established that our specimen was a 

female shark, and her belly was bulging. “I don’t know what to hope for,” Louise said, 

her face a tight knot. Did I want to make the incision, Anne asked me. Eventually, 

Louise stepped up to the task, working her way through the delicate, white shark un-

derbelly. Anne, Emma, and I were all on tenterhooks. As Louise cut her way down to 

the bottom of the abdominal cavity, four dark-grey fetuses appeared amid an embar-

rassment of yellow-pink eggs the size of golf balls. Ours was one of three female sharks 

with babies inside. The lab was stirring at the realization. 

                                                           
42 What I mean is that the sacrifice is one of the logical aporias that Derrida seemed to delight in exposing 
(Derrida 1992; see also Nancy & Livingston 1991). However, as endless ethnographic accounts from 
around the world reveal, sacrifice remains operational both as trope and as practice (Mayblin & Course 
2014). After all, as Maya Mayblin and Magnus Course observe in the introduction to a recent issue 
dedicated fully to contemporary iterations of sacrifice, the notion that “something (or someone) new 
can be created through the irreversible giving up of something else, most prominently, a life” (Mayblin 
& Course 2014: 309) remains essential to many people’s view of themselves, as well as their relations 
with the world at large (ibid.: 307). 
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While some of my lab mates clearly enjoyed this tense and scientifically extraordinary 

moment and found the exercise cool, enjoyable even (see also Arluke & Hafferty 1996), 

most were less enthused. A good number of them had already voiced their qualms at 

having these sharks at their scientific disposal in the first place. “Cool, and not cool,” 

(fedt og ikke fedt) as one of them put it. Yet seeing these unborn sharks side by side in a 

now fully open belly took such misgivings to a whole new level; they baulked at the 

notion that this had been done in the name of scientific training. The reasons for such 

reservations evaded clear articulation, but being inside the lab, they were easy to feel.  

In my own team, Emma’s handling of the fetuses stuck out. She tenderly scooped 

them up one by one and, as if holding a newborn human being whose neck is still too 

weak to hold the weight of its head, she made sure to support the full length of the 

baby sharks at all times.  
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“It is a boy,” she said of the first baby shark, having had a quick peak at the protruding 

claspers. Trying to lighten the mood, Anne encouraged me to cut the imaginary um-

bilical cord. Such humorous attempts did nothing to soothe Emma. She was transfixed, 

the baby sharks glued to her hands. “How could we do such a thing?” Other biology 

students chimed in. Two of them left the lab prematurely and another one spent the 

best part of an hour with a baby shark in her hand, repeating a refrain of: “Fuck, this 

makes me feel bad.” 

Shortly after, I found my team shuddering outside in the November cold, crouching 

under the partial cover of a brick arch of a basement entrance to the laboratory corri-

dor. They somehow seemed taut and uncharacteristically opaque. As I distributed 

some much-needed coffee, we started talking about what had just transpired in the lab. 

I was surprised to see all of them puffing on cigarettes. Louise and Emma normally 

did not smoke. “That was intense,” Emma opened. Louise struck an explicitly re-

morseful note: “They were babies. Babies! What does that make us?” Even Anne, usu-

ally a model of composure, agreed. “It just didn’t feel right. It makes no sense to me. 

And it really makes me think long and hard about how we can continue doing what 

we do in there.” 

Having experienced first-hand the delivery of a baby daughter only months earlier, I 

freely admit – and explicitly admitted – that the ‘delivery’ of the shark fetuses had been 

unnerving. Engrossed in a monstrous exercise of midwifery, I found the whole thing 

personally disturbing. As an ethnographer, however, the moment seemed ripe for the 

kind of  ‘mutual induction’ that, in Vangkilde and Sausdal’s terms, is central for pre-

venting ‘overthinking’ on the part of the anthropologist (Vangkilde & Sausdal 2016). 

To this end, I might have been tempted to think of the situation as one of sudden 

resonance; something of the sort that Kristian called for when he decried the plastic 

feel of the toad in front of him. Emma’s immediate response to the fetuses – ‘how 

could we do such a thing?’ – and Anne’s subsequent arrest of the meaning of this part 

of the biology practice, however, directed me toward another stream of anthropologi-

cal thought, namely Jarrett Zigon’s much-quoted “moral breakdown” (2007). These 

breakdowns are, Zigon writes, moments that “shake one out” of the taken-for-granted 

morality of everyday activities and provoke the need “to consciously consider or reason 

about what one must do” (Zigon 2007: 133). They are instances of intensified ethical 

self-reflection, where our familiar involvements with the world are somehow breached 

or destabilized, enabling reassessments and transformations of our engagements with 

and views on the world (Throop 2014:78). The self-scrutiny of Louise and Emma – 

‘what does that make us?’ and ‘how could we do such a thing?’ – as well as Anne’s 

injunction to ‘think long and hard’ about the part of biology practice that entails animal 
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experimentation suggest that the appearance of the shark fetuses came to constitute 

just such a moral breakdown, by virtue of which their ordinary biology practice of 

dissection was cast in a new and dreadful light that rendered them, as biologists, hor-

ror-able. 

It seems reasonable to assume, as Zigon did, that one cannot stay in a condition of 

heightened self-reflection indefinitely and that, in order to stay sane, one must recover 

a modicum of “unreflective moral dispositions of everydayness” (Zigon 2007:139). 

Much less convincing, at least to me, is Zigon’s notion that the ethical demand of the 

breakdown is a “return” or a “stepping back into” the “unreflective moral dispositions 

of everydayness” (ibid.) that prevailed prior to the breakdown. My problem with this 

idea is a general one, but it also pertains to the specificities of our encounter with the 

baby sharks. For Louise, Emma and Anne, the fetal encounter may have brought about 

discomfort and even dread, but this circumstance did not engender a desire to go back 

to a time in which lab experimentation could be done less reflexively and less consci-

entiously. In fact, it forced the question ‘how can we continue doing what we do in 

there?’ What they sought was a way forward, another way of justifying what they had 

come to see as a horror-able biology practice. The fetal encounter, then, not only 

forced them to rethink the subjects of dissection, the sharks, but also the dissecting 

subject (see also Arluke and Hafferty 1996: 223): ‘what does that make us?’ In this, it 

constituted a moment of what Viciane Despret (2004) has termed anthropo-zoo-genesis, 

an encounter that constructs human and animal through mutual implication.43 Perhaps 

this was the kind of mutual transformation that Kristian called so loudly for. 

Now, it is one thing, however, to argue that something is the case – that the appearance 

of the shark fetuses constituted a moral breakdown that enabled and even demanded 

a reevaluation of certain aspects of one’s engagements with the world. It is quite an-

other to explain how or why it is the case. How and why did the unexpected appearance 

of the shark fetuses change the complexity of the lab session as much as it did? How 

and why did the legitimacy of our entire undertaking present itself with such urgency 

at the sight of the shark fetuses? I have no way of exhaustively and authoritatively 

explaining the causalities at stake. But allow me to present a partial reason that seems 

plausible, at least to me: the death of the adult sharks were sanctioned institutionally. 

That is, we had an assignment, complete with a dissection guide, and that assignment 

was to get a better grasp of dogfish anatomy. Accordingly, the deaths of the adult 

sharks were legitimized, or at least made comprehensible, through the sacrificial appeal 

to scientific progress and the fashioning of future care-full biologists. The fetuses, 

                                                           
43 This is not to claim, of course, that such constitutive agencies are evenly distributed. To my mind, 
however, there is no doubt that animals who suffer and die at the hands of my interlocutors play a 
crucial role in their being and becoming biologists.  
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however, were a different kettle of fish. Our task was not to scrutinize eggs or fetuses. 

For this reason, their passing was, as Mary Douglas might have had it, death out of 

place. ‘They were babies… Babies.’   

At the time, I had a strong intuition that for the biology students, the dissection of 

dogfish was a stand-out moment. The lasting significance of that lab session, however, 

only dawned on me a full eight months later as I teamed up with many of the same 

biology students – among them Emma, Louise, Anne and Kristian – on the laboratory 

grounds in Mols for the field course on arthropods of which I spoke so much in the 

previous chapter. Over the course of that one week, the dogfish and the fetuses ap-

peared again and again – at lunch, during evening searches for glow worms and, inev-

itably, as we put down large quantities of insects to observe them through microscopes. 

That fetal encounter had made a lasting impact on them, leaving them unable to ignore 

the ethical dimensions of biology practice in general and dissection in particular. As 

we shall see, as we now – finally – turn to the field, this did not necessarily ruin the 

idea of becoming a biologist. Indeed, as Jack will go on to propose, such ethicality 

might be significant in its own right.   

The apology: of guilt and the love of the living  

The laboratory grounds in Mols is an altogether pleasurable place in July. Almost any 

walk inside the perimeters features an overwhelming number of flowers in bloom, and 

the air is buzzing with insects and birds. For this reason, July in Mols is also high season 

for amateur entomologists and field biologists of various sorts - first-year biology stu-

dents very much included. To this end, an enormous quantity of ants, beetles, hover-

flies, grasshoppers and bees are caught and put in a freezer or, more commonly, 

drowned in surgical alcohol to enable subsequent microscope scrutiny. However pleas-

urable, then, July is a hazardous month if you are an insect. A break in the organized 

arthropod course activities proved a case in point. 

I had joined Jack and Erik – both teaching assistants on the summer course – as they 

decided to treat themselves to the floral and faunal rarities of a nearby raised bog. The 

bog was no more than 500 meters away from the laboratory buildings, but we never 

made it that far. Walking down a picturesque gravel road, Erik and Jack soon got en-

gaged in their trademark rubber-boot explorations, turning over this large rock and 

that big branch in their search for something of interest. And it did not take long to 

make such a hit: the majestic blood-red ant (Formica Sanguinea). Jack pulled out one of 

those phials that he always seemed to carry around. Like Erik back in Kasted Bog, 

Jack’s lips moved as he closed the lid. On the way back to the laboratory buildings, I 

inquired into the episode. Like Erik, he had apologized to the ant. I knew that many, 
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if not most, of my interlocutors struggled with this part of biology practice. Killing, 

that is. Still, I found it puzzling that Jack would apologize for something he did – and 

did very frequently – with wide-open eyes. Jack himself was unapologetic about his 

apology: “I always do that. Also when I am in the lab.” 

Now, Jack frequently referred to James Cameron’s epic movie Avatar, and he often 

represented it as a display of exemplary relations among living beings.  For this reason, 

I reckon, Jack’s apology immediately brought the movie to my mind. Among the hu-

manoid Na’vis, indigenous to Avatar’s Pandora, only necessary kills are tolerated. How-

ever, even such ‘necessary’ kills are prefaced with a prayer, one that has been translated 

as follows: “I see you, Brother, and thank you” (Yuen 2014:234). The theme of thanks-

giving pertains directly to the Jack-ant dyad just described.44 In giving thanks to sen-

tient beings who are killed, one expresses the idea – known also from ethnographies 

on Arctic hunting practices in particular (Willerslev 2007: 128;  Sharp 1991; Rasmussen 

1929)45 – that these beings are handing themselves over, or yielding their physical ex-

istences in a gesture of volition. Here, agency is firmly on the side of the animal, and 

thus gratitude is the appropriate Na’vi/human response. Back at Mols, Jack did not 

give thanks. On the contrary, as he fingernailed the ant into the lethal liquid, he issued 

an apology. Undskyld. What was the meaning of this? Who did he apologize to? For 

what? And to what end?  

Now, the Danish word undskyld that I here translate as apology consists of two parts – 

und and skyld. The latter is probably derived from the German Schuld and literally means 

fault, blame, or – as an emotional response – guilt. This indicates that in saying undskyld, 

one is first of all acknowledging that there is fault and, secondly, that one is responsible 

for that fault. One is, hence, blameworthy or guilty (skyldig).46 This is important, I think, 

as it puts the agentive onus on Jack. Apologizing, that is, Jack acknowledges that the 

ant does not give itself up willingly, and he establishes himself as the cause of an ulti-

mately deadly action. In so doing, he takes responsibility for what he has done. To 

Jack, his apology was admissive of wrongdoing and, with it, expressive of a certain 

kind of deferential sensitivity. Indeed, to Jack, his apology extended beyond the indi-

vidual ant that prompted the moving lips and gravitated toward a rather more planetary 

register. Taking a break in a sunny spot next to the gravel road, he elaborated:  
 

                                                           
44 The significance of the ‘I see you’ locution as well as the expression of cross-species kinship sign-
posted by the ‘Brother’ address really merits similar attention, but that is for another occasion. 
45 For a nuanced elaboration on the theme of animals giving themselves up for human consumption, 
see Willerslev 2004: 645-6. 
46 This aligns well with other and generic explications of the essence of apologies. Philosopher Matthew 
Kramer puts it appositely: “An apology accepts responsibility for a certain state of affairs or chain of 
events, and admits that that state of affairs or chain of events is wrong. It admits, in other words, that 
one’s treatment of somebody else has fallen short of minimally acceptable standards” (Kramer 2005: 
329). 
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I guess I am also apologizing to all the other ants of this world. And perhaps to nature 
more generally. I mean, who am I to go out there and just take life for no other reason 
than … well, for no good reason at all? Nature is hurting (nature har ondt), and here I am 
going about my nasty business.  

In a set of meditations on the nature of the apology from 2009, Nayanika Mookherjee, 

Nigel Rapport, Ghassan Hage and others compiled a list of questions that we might 

ask to better understand what apologies are all about. Among them are the following: 

“What is an apology? What is its function? What does it do? Specifically, what does an 

apology do for those who apologize?” (Mookherjee et al. 2009: 348, emphasis original). 

With this list, Mookherjee and associates reveal an interest in the pragmatics of the 

apology, i.e., what it does, or affords, and not just what it is. To continue our etymo-

logical attention, Und – the first part of undskyld - is the Danish equivalent of the Ger-

man prefix ent- and the English un- (and indeed the Greek apo-). Und, then, designates 

a removal of something from the object in question. In saying und-skyld one is, etymo-

logically speaking, expressing an aspiration toward un-faulting or un-guilting. For-

giveness perhaps? To Jack, this is a ludicrous suggestion. Indeed, when I asked him, 

he was adamant that his apologizing has nothing to do with forgiveness. How could it 

ever be? Who, he asked, is ever going to forgive him for killing the ant?47 That Jack’s 

apologies were not, indeed could not be, a matter of forgiveness or un-guilting, did not 

make them pointless. Indeed, to his mind, they served a very important purpose: they 

counteracted what he called “paralysis” (lammelse) and allowed him to put what he 

termed his “rampant empathetic apparatus” (vilde empatisystem) to one side for a while. 

Through this admission of blame – recognizing that “the ant was an ant, that it was 

alive and that I killed it” – he allows himself to disregard his compassion provisionally, 

thereby making room for more unbridled curiosity. 

During our entire walk, Erik had been conspicuously quiet. And on our way back to 

the laboratory I, too, had said very little, occupied with the implications of Jack’s 

words. Jack seemed to sense some tension, for as we re-entered the Mols Laboratory 

driveway, he made a sudden stop. “I have a feeling that I am not being very clear.” He 

then stood there, quiet, for several minutes with the phial in one hand and a butterfly 

net in the other, his gaze inscrutable.  

I believe that instead of thinking that we should have empathy and that we therefore 
should not even touch them [other living beings] and that we should not do any harm 
to any individuals ... I think again that [on this path] we detach ourselves from the world, 
and then I think the jump is much shorter to where we sit safely outside of nature and 
perhaps remove empathy altogether so that we end up exploiting nature and doing 

                                                           
47 In a strange, roundabout way, Jack came very close to formulating one of the great insights of Jacques 
Derrida about forgiveness: “Must one not maintain that an act of forgiveness worthy of its name … 
must forgive the unforgivable, and without condition?” (Derrida 2001:39). In such a view, Jack would 
have been right to ask forgiveness of the ant. 
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whatever we want. I prefer to engage nature. The deeper you enter into this world, the 
more amazing it becomes, and I do engage with it rather than withdraw. 

Saying this, Jack seems to appreciate that his apologizing, to an uncharitable observer, 

might sound like a selfish pretext for doing whatever he wants. Nothing could be fur-

ther from Jack’s truth. Engaging ants – violently, murderously – is part of an earnest 

way of getting to know and connecting with the living world. And his apology is an 

attempt to be or become sensitive to the significance of his actions, regardless of any 

absolution. To Jack, this is the exact opposite of the detached de-animalization that I 

spoke of earlier. In fact, he sees the reverent ‘hands-off’ approach that to others may 

constitute the pinnacle of respect for alterity – an idea Jack associates with his previous 

partner and “other humanists” – as an insidious driver of detachment of a different 

and potentially dangerous order. That is, any claims to the categorical inviolability of 

an individual human, rat, or ant may inadvertently make it unapproachable. From such 

a perspective, the dumping of ants in surgical alcohol is, or can be, a relational proce-

dure. If it is detachment, it is of an engaging and relationally significant kind. As we 

shall see in the next chapter, such forms of detached engagement do more than model 

individual encounters with blood-red ants. Indeed, it comes to feature as an attractive 

approach to nature more generally, embodied above all else in the management para-

digm of rewilding.  

Conclusions 

It has been observed that we live in “An Age of Apology” and that apologizing “has 

become a significant speech act in current times.” (Mookherjee et al. 2009: 346-347; 

see also Schirrer et al. 2019). It has also been noted that we live in a “time of extinc-

tions” (Rose & Van Dooren 2011), in which species are dying off at almost unprece-

dented rates, thanks in no small part to the industry and endeavors of (certain) human 

beings. No wonder we feel a need to apologize. This chapter has revolved around the 

ethical implications of apologies as they pertain to the darker parts of biology practice: 

nonhuman death and suffering. 

None of my interlocutors ever considered their implication in the death of other beings 

a reason to stop their biological training or practices. Apologies or ethical compunc-

tions aside, they simply cared too much. For a great many, however, realizing the vio-

lence of the particular kind of care that they practiced did present them with genuine 

ethical difficulties. When Louise related how she had decided to partake in dissections 

to refine or diversify her means of caring for the living world, she did so in spite of 

herself, carrying the full weight of the violence she visited upon others. To me, cases 

like hers – or like those of Jack and Kristian – read like exercises in what Haraway 

(2008) calls ‘staying with the trouble.’ Or perhaps more accurately a desire to stay with 
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troubles of a time and place where care and hope, as van Dooren writes, are “saturated 

with, perhaps even grounded in, unavoidable and ongoing practices of violence” (van 

Dooren 2014: 92). 

At the heart of the practice and posture of ‘staying with the trouble’ is the ability to 

eschew a totalizing sacrificial logic where species can be considered killable in the name 

of a scientific training that may – possibly, perhaps – one day yield results for the 

species involved and beyond. Refusing to buy into this sacrificial logic in any straight-

forward manner, as we saw Louise, Emma, Jack and others do, is one way of admitting 

– and sometimes insisting – that these individuals do make ethical claims on them. So 

that when they do kill or cause suffering, the decision to do so never leaves them 

comfortable and complacent. To the contrary, such practices are realized in a mode of 

apology. The emergence of such ethicalities present yet another way in which the nat-

ural world comes to matter and, as I shall also demonstrate in chapter 5, another im-

portant element in my biologist interlocutors’ quest for – and way of questing for – a 

Biocene.  
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3  Wild, willingly: rewilding and the decentering of the human  

 

LET ME INTRODUCE SARA PROPERLY. When I first came to know her in 2018, 

she was an undergraduate, diligent and highly conscientious with the duties of her bi-

ology education. She would nevertheless jump at the chance to get comfortable in her 

Fjällräven pants and high-quality rubber boots. So much so that, as of 2021, she had 

been a driving force of Kulten for years. Like Jack, Erik, Jonas and all the other rubber-

boot protagonists of this thesis, Sara possessed an impressive inventory of knowledge 

about the natural world in general – plants, fungi, birds, and insects – but where she 

really excelled was in butterflies and moths, Lepidoptera. Over the course of 2020 and 

2021, her qualities as a biology polymath were on full display, as she researched and 

compiled a master’s thesis on the ways that the newly reemerged wolves in Denmark 

influence the activities and habitats of foxes. Speaking of foxes, a specimen found by 

a roadside by Sara and her partner, today sporting a mischievous grin from a high shelf 

in her apartment living room, keeps vigil over a space lush with vegetation. And while 

some visitors might find such unbridled growth a bit much, Sara’s leopard gecko, Mrs. 

Jensen, clearly enjoyed it as she made her daily laps around the place.  

Also like the other thesis protagonists, Sara wholeheartedly supported the recent 

movement toward wilder nature in Denmark, and she gladly and frequently elaborated 

on the virtues of rewilding as an approach to nature management. Sara was not always 

like that. Sure, she professed to having always been something of a nature geek and, as 

a child, spent an inordinate amount of time outdoors, much of it on Anholt, a tiny 

island off the Jutland east coast. Here, her father often took her out to hunt mush-

rooms, collect juniper for home-made schnapps, or catch butterflies for his personal 

collection. At that point in her life, young Sara saw herself as a future veterinarian and, 

as she said with a forbearing smile as we enjoyed a long autumn walk in the Moesgaard 

forests south of Aarhus in 2018, dreamed of marrying a farmer. It was something about 

living in the countryside with lots of animals in her life. How her dreams had changed. 

At one point during that walk, we passed a weather-beaten tree, whose trunk twisted 

into an archway worthy of Narnia. Sara pointed out the many holes from wood-boring 

beetles and lamented that this dead tree would probably be removed soon. Although, 

as she admitted, that would have felt more than appropriate to her just a few years ago: 
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“I remember being sick and tired with our neighbor’s not cutting his grass and keeping 

a half-dead birch tree in her garden.” She flashed that forbearing smile again.  

After her teenage years – during which nature was put on the back burner, as her 

friends found her interest in butterflies and other critters weird, disgusting even – na-

ture slowly crept back on Sara. It was a different nature, though; one that took on an 

entirely different meaning to her. When we first became acquainted, Sara still thought 

highly of her father’s skills and dedication as a naturalist. To this end, she liked to refer 

to him as an honorary biologist. However, over the course of her educational becom-

ing, it became increasingly evident to Sara that their views on nature – what it is, what 

it is for – were growing apart. To hear her say it, her father approached nature primarily 

in accordance with a principle of anthropocentric use-value: “He knows the edibles, 

he knows the funny ones, and he knows the toxic ones. But he does not care about all 

the others, because they are of no use to him.” And this is where schisms began to 

appear. To Sara, nature should not be perceived (primarily) as a pantry of herbs, mush-

rooms, and other edibles. She still joins her father on the occasional mushroom trip, 

but it is no longer only a matter of collecting a hatful of wild delicacies. Why not look 

at the mushroom as an instantiation of life, interesting in its own right? Why does it 

crop up here? And what does it do for the ecosystem of which it is part? Of course, 

Sara maintained, we can value nature for its yields, but on its own, this seems to Sara 

an impoverished perspective. Why not appreciate it for what it is?48 In a word, it slowly 

but surely dawned on Sara that the living world has intrinsic value. And the question Sara 

asks herself as it pertains to the living world has evolved from “what can I use it for?” 

to “what can I do to help it flourish – to become as wild and autonomous as possible?” 

While Sara’s views must have matured gradually, she pinpointed a decisive moment in 

what she referred to as her “conversion”: during the second semester of her biology 

studies, she attended her first keying event; the same kind of event with which I began 

my opening chapter. Here, Sara came to associate with several central figures at the 

Museum of Natural History in Aarhus. Initiation commenced. Since then, she has 

rarely looked back. She now insists on the intrinsic value of the natural world. She 

appreciates the spontaneously dynamic, the undomesticated, the vivacious – the wild, 

in a word – and has become a pronounced advocate for rewilding. And while this creed 

provides Sara with both professional direction and community, it also puts the Danish 

landscapes in an entirely different light. Indeed, she cannot help being critically dis-

posed toward the ‘natural’ state of affairs in Denmark. The bright yellow rapeseed 

fields that for many of us – including Sara’s former self – epitomize Danish spring and 

                                                           
48 Sara’s original Danish phrase was well put: “Vi kan sagtens værdisætte naturen, men vi kan også bare 
værdsætte den” (we can easily put values onto nature, but we can also just value it). 
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vivacity, now seem to her a tomb, devoid of life. Similarly, she has only snorts of deri-

sion left for most Danish deciduous forests. As expressions of monocultural homog-

enization, they are no longer places of simple enjoyment, but something akin to “dead 

pillar halls” or “plantations.”  By contrast, there are few things she loves better than 

“ugly trees,” as she calls them, gnarly, old things that twist, bend, and bear the marks 

of animal and fungal disturbances of a dynamic ecology. Generally, then, Sara sees 

natural impoverishment everywhere. Yet she also sees potential. If only we were willing 

to unleash the wild. Having become associated with the people and ideas swirling 

around the Museum of Natural History in Aarhus, Sara soon secured a job there, where 

she was tasked with vernacularizing nature to a wider public, and in particular to the 

youngest visitors. This was her chance to proselytize. To agitate for a wilder world.  

In 2021, Sara and her partner – also a biologist – moved to a small town half an hour’s 

drive from Aarhus. The house is close to the rewilded Mols Laboratory, and Sara hap-

pily admitted such accessibility was an important factor in their decision to move. Just 

as importantly, however, the house features a large garden on a slope facing south, 

meaning the extra warmth and longer hours of light would foster a busier ecosystem. 

The prospects for a wild place, she informed me, are tantalizing.  

--- Ꝋ --- 

This chapter tackles head-on the pursuit of a Biocene among my interlocutors, and it 

does so through a focus on rewilding as it is articulated and received in Denmark from 

the perspective of my interlocutors. Sara’s curve is illuminating, I think. Her groping 

for ways to make the natural world ‘flourish’ and become ‘as wild as possible’ reflects 

a general inclination among my interlocutors away from the domesticated and useful 

– the plantations – and toward the non-yielding, the wild and intrinsically valuable. As 

we shall see, Sara’s trajectory is also – and not incidentally – intertwined with a wider, 

though not uncontested, movement toward wilder nature, evident in both popular and 

political discourse and current and projected nature management. Of this movement, 

the broadly mandated government decision to establish 15 so-called nature national 

parks is the most recent and most tangible expression. 

To understand this change, I first put Sara’s story into the context of a more general 

turn toward wilder nature among biologists in Aarhus, epitomized by their enthusiasm 

about and support for the Rewilding Mols project. I then further embed this develop-

ment within a wider context, where the movement’s advocates count both scientists 

and activists. This perspective exposes some of the ways in which rewilding can be and 

is opposed on both practical and moral grounds. While rewilding, then, may involve 

proportionally little management in the mold of conservation – less practical attention 
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to so-called invasive species, less consideration of the maintenance of particular kinds 

of nature – it requires a whole new level of attention to human beings. I suggest that 

this is at least partly because rewilding – not least at the Mols Laboratory – entails an 

important decentering of the human, whose aesthetic and ethical affordances are an 

important part of what makes it so appealing to my interlocutors. To deploy Geertz’ 

classic distinction (Geertz 1973: 93), we might even say that rewilding provides both a 

model of and a model for this decentering. That is to say, rewilding as envisioned by my 

interlocutors both necessitates and encourages a stepping back among human beings; 

a making (more) space for something that is not Homo sapiens, nor “of our making,” to 

quote William Cronon (Cronon 1995: 88). As we shall see, my interlocutors do not so 

much make ontological claims as they present what they see as a better, fairer and 

ultimately more rewarding cosmography, where we humans surrender our self-pro-

claimed place at the center of the world in order for nature to flourish, wildly. 

The apotheosis of the wild among my interlocutors recalls the American wilderness 

debates and, in particular, the influential analysis offered by Cronon, for whom the 

advocacy of wild nature articulates the return of “an original garden” and “a place 

outside time,” the pursuit of which is “entirely a creation of the culture that holds it 

dear” (Cronon 1995: 79). Cronon’s critique is as provocative as it is persuasive but, as 

we shall see, his insights do not transfer readily to a place like the Mols Laboratory, 

primarily because rewilding here never was about specific kinds of landscapes, much 

less specific endangered species. Rewilding, my interlocutors would say, is about per-

mitting and sometimes actively enabling certain processes and dynamics that, in a place 

as systematically utilized and therefore homogenized as Denmark, are largely absent. 

Such processes and dynamics are likely to benefit biodiversity broadly, but they are – 

importantly – open-ended and non-teleological. As I show, the Rewilding Mols project 

seeks to replace a fixed idea of an eternal wilderness with processes that are open-

ended and non-teleological. It is, as I unfold momentarily, a ‘wild experiment.’ 

Wild experiments 

It is no coincidence that Sara was ‘converted’ through her association with the Museum 

of Natural History in Aarhus, for the museum exerted a strong influence on the stu-

dent body, particularly the rubber-boot biologists whom I got to know so well. The 

museum may formally be an independent research and educational institution, but its 

location right across the street from Biohuset, and the enrollment of both museum 

personnel and facilities – not least the field laboratory of which I spoke much in chap-

ter 1 – within the biology curriculum makes it seem an integrated part of the infra-

structure of biology training and, to a lesser extent, research. Indeed, in my experience, 
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the spirit of the museum was central to the general vibe and discursive frames of the 

biology program.  

For years, the museum has sported a reputation as a creative and committed champion 

of primarily Danish nature, whose advocacy stretches from exhibitions and lectures to 

colorful forms of public outreach. Embodying this, Morten D.D. Hansen, the museum 

director whom we met in the Mols Laboratory grounds in chapter 1, has become some-

thing of a celebrity biologist through participation in various TV shows, in which he 

tirelessly and often theatrically celebrates the wonders of wild nature in Denmark. In 

2016, the museum initiated a commitment to wild nature at its field laboratory in Mols, 

an hour’s drive outside of Aarhus, releasing 12 feral Exmoor ponies and 13 Galloway 

cattle onto the 1.2km² laboratory grounds. Since then, the Museum of Natural History 

in Aarhus has been a public champion of the ascending nature management approach 

known as rewilding. Indeed, the vociferous nature of this commitment was one of the 

things that drew me to Aarhus specifically. Something new was afoot, I sensed. As 

Dolly Jørgensen (2015) observes, rewilding can refer to a great many things. In Den-

mark, and in Europe more generally, rewilding usually features a combination of re-

moval of manmade features such as dikes, fences, and drainage apparatus (i.e. “pro-

ductive land abandonment,” Jørgensen 2015: 484-5) and the (re-)introduction of large 

grazers and browsers, which may or may not have been previously extirpated from the 

area, to support the redevelopment of so-called natural ecological processes that, in 

turn, create more, and better, habitats for other forms of life (Ejrnæs et al. 2017; Sven-

ning et al. 2016, Svenning et al. 2019; Vera 2000). 

Such mechanisms are central to the practical implementation of rewilding at the Mols 

Laboratory, too. Consider this abridged version of the official description of the Re-

wilding Mols initiative, nicked from the laboratory website: 

Welcome to a wild experiment with nature….  We have removed all the existing small 
fences, i.e., artificial boundaries between woods and open land, and replaced them with 
a single fence around the whole area. Galloway cattle and Exmoor ponies now roam 
freely inside the enclosure all year round, and they behave as wild animals. This means 
that all year round they have to live on plants, bushes and trees. This so-called rewilding 
project aims at securing biodiversity, or the many rare plants and small animals that live 
in these areas. (Naturhistorisk Museum Aarhus n.d.). 

The Exmoors and Galloways seemed to hit the ground running – or roaming – and 

they became star attractions of a nature reserve already popular with visitors. The no-

reins approach permitted intervention-free mating among horses and cattle49 and, un-

surprisingly, their numbers increased dramatically within a relatively short time frame. 

                                                           
49 Albeit with the reservation that if the number of animals within the enclosure exceed the sustenance 
capacity, animals will be taken out, lest the laboratory collide with the Danish Animal Welfare Act. As 
it reads on the laboratory website “We will be the ‘wolf’ that reduces the population.” 
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In 2020, the herd totaled 77, leading to a sharp increase in pressure on available grazing 

within the area. However, on the other hand this extra grazing stimulated an unprece-

dented blooming of a variety of plants and flowers that, in turn, saw an influx of insect 

and bird life. I can personally confirm that in spring and summer, the place teems with 

life. 

As you can imagine, such cascading effects of the presence of large, feral herbivores at 

the Mols Lab is an undisputed cause for celebration to biologists. For one thing, the 

shift to a hands-off approach to nature management relieves specific custodians from 

the labor-intensive practice of micro-management. No more fighting broom or eagle 

fern. At least as importantly, what is done – or, more accurately, what is not done – 

seems to be working: the landscape increasingly takes on the kind of dynamicity and 

heterogeneity that biologists so cherish. Now, I say that it works, but this is a difficult 

claim to make with certainty, for despite the fact that extensive training and research 

is conducted almost constantly, no exhaustive biodiversity net balance for the area has 

been published. Talking to various biologists working off the laboratory grounds, I 

have been able to gather that since the inauguration of Rewilding Mols, several species 

have in fact disappeared from the areas – among them such treasured butterflies as 

mazarine blue (Cyaniris semiargus), Amanda’s blue (Polyommatus amandus), and the purple-

edged copper (Lycaena hippothoe) – but that many other kinds of life have flourished. 

Predatory birds soar above the area in increasing numbers and northern lapwing 

(Vanellus vanellus), common snipe (Gallinago gallinago), and grey partridge (Perdix perdix) 

have returned after years or decades of absence. Among arthropods, silver-spotted 

skipper (Hesperia comma), ladybird spider (Eresus sandaliatus), and hornet robberfly (Asi-

lus crabroniformis) populations have increased markedly. And the fast-spreading broom 

is held in check, while the numbers of common lousewort (Pedicularis sylvatica), maiden 

pink (Dianthus deltoides), and the otherwise rare crested cow-wheat (Melampyrum cris-

tatum) have exploded. Biodiversity seems to be on the ascendency. 

Moreover, it is impossible to ascertain the degree to which such observed changes can 

be attributed to and explained by the dynamics of rewilding. The laboratory is small 

and so is subjected not only to larger-scale climatic changes, but also to the manage-

ment of the adjacent areas – their nitrogen emissions, for example. Among biologists 

involved at the laboratory, however, there is clear consensus that the combination of 

non-intervention on the part of humans (apart from the initial and very large interven-

tions) and the introduction of free-roaming, large herbivores has had a massively pos-

itive effect on the diversity and flourishing of plant, animal, and fungal life in the area 

– and in their view, then, rewilding is a promising approach to the natural world mov-

ing forward – but I have yet to see compelling evidence that backs up this consensus. 
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Lest I be misunderstood: I see no reason to doubt the trained and embedded reports 

of people whose daily work lives (and not infrequently private lives, too) are immersed 

at Mols Lab, but it is an interesting fact that the laboratory – one whose proximity to 

the Department of Bioscience in Aarhus must make it one of the best-researched nat-

ural reserves in the country – cannot muster any clear-cut net results in terms of bio-

diversity. The wildness of the experiment – and of the laboratory – seems to evade 

clear-cut causal inferences. The measures are too many, the parameters too moving, 

the setup of the experiment too unruly. Anna Tsing describes a ‘catachresis’ as a figure 

of speech in which “words are misused from their conventional usages” and put to-

gether in novel and, with luck, edifying ways (Tsing 2015: 2). Indeed, she proposes that 

catachresis may be what is needed to attend to “the contradictions and dilemmas of 

the Anthropocene, that is, the time of the big human mess” (Tsing 2015:2) Perhaps 

we might see the Mols Laboratory for Rewilding as catachrestic in just this sense.  

If rewilding cannot be judged on its ability to deliver on the scale of biodiversity alone 

– mostly because the jury is still out, and may remain so for a very long time – where 

might its attractions lie? To the biologists, certainly, but also potentially to others? 

From management to movement 

Rewilding is sometimes portrayed as no more – and no less – than the latest off-shoot 

in a series of practiced paradigms within nature conservation (Fraser 2009: 13). And 

there is little doubt that among my interlocutors, the reintroduction of large feral her-

bivores such as wild horses and cattle in Denmark was and is conceived of as a remedy 

for the current biodiversity crisis; a nature management device that mimics so-called 

natural dynamics and disturbances of the past, among which our present fauna and 

flora purportedly evolved, and to which they are therefore adapted evolutionarily. Just 

recall the official description from the Rewilding Mols website: “This so-called re-

wilding project aims at securing biodiversity, or the many rare plants and small animals 

that live in these areas.” 

Officialdom aside, however, among the biologists in Aarhus among whom I worked, 

the idea behind rewilding was to move beyond saving rare species in protected pockets. 

Indeed, such ‘lifebuoy management’ was exactly what they had done for decades. That 

is, ever since the 1960s and 70s, when nature management at Mols really took off 

(Molslaboratoriet 2020: 284), individual custodians had busied themselves with plan-

ning and managing at micro level. They constantly undertook bush clearances, tree 

felling, manual or machine scything, and oversaw intensive grazing of small, fenced-

off slots of land in order to maintain specific nature types (ibid.). During one long walk 

on those laboratory grounds, Morten put his dilemma as museum director succinctly:  
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For many years, I found myself thinking ‘shit, why is the broom spreading so explo-
sively? What can I do? That has to be my responsibility.’ And it was – during that para-
digm. 

Ask him today, and he will tell you that all this work was close to pointless. For one 

thing, the intense, labor-intensive management practices of yesteryear are no longer 

deemed sustainable long-term. For another, increasing numbers of species, even within 

this highly protected and managed area, were extirpated. In other words, what had 

been done was too little or too late, or both. Finally, and most importantly for my 

interlocutors, the persistent human tinkering that characterized previous management 

practices lacked any kind of cohesive and genuinely ecological perspective.  

Rewilding, my interlocutors would claim, is different, though. Grander. It is about cre-

ating large, self-sustaining ecosystems with minimal human involvement. Natural dy-

namicity, spontaneity, self-management. To be clear: this does not mean that managers 

and scientists involved at the laboratory do not care about the plight of the mazarine 

or Amanda’s blue, say. On the contrary, they would often mourn the disappearance of 

personal favorites. Nor does it mean that my interlocutors are unconcerned with the 

total biodiversity contents of areas undergoing rewilding. Indeed, they would fre-

quently claim the ability of rewilding to cater for biodiversity as a whole. That said, to 

my interlocutors, as I unfold in more cosmographic detail later in the chapter, the most 

important reason for applying what environmental philosopher Josef Keulartz calls 

“controlled decontrolling” (Keulartz 2012: 58) within practiced rewilding is that it fa-

cilitates a dynamic, self-managing nature characterized by undirected – or what some 

biologists prefer to call open-ended (Hughes et al. 2012) –  processes of change. The 

unanimous aim is ‘non-human autonomy’ of a given ecology (Prior and Brady 

2017: 35; see also Gammon 2018; Gamborg et al. 2010). Anything less, as a course 

coordinator with the Museum of Natural History told me over an arthropod summer 

course lunch at the Mols Lab in 2019, would be nothing more than a sophisticated 

kind of “designer nature.”50 The goal, he held, “has to be to give nature the possibility 

to be wild and creative. To allow for that ingenuity and resourcefulness.” 

Such tantalizing visions of a wilder nature have been able to capture the public imagi-

nation and made rewilding ripe for appropriation into larger, international environ-

mental movements (Jørgensen 2015; Fraser 2009). To this end, influential environ-

mentalist and Earth First! instigator Dave Foreman published Rewilding North America 

in 2004, and journalist and activist writer George Monbiot issued Feral: Searching for 

Enchantment on the Frontiers of Rewilding in 2013; a book whose message he paraded in 

                                                           
50 This same employee claimed to understand how this preoccupation with the wild may be difficult for 
outsiders to understand given that they, at Mols Lab, had been “so far ahead of the curve” (så langt foran) 
that they had bypassed biodiversity as a telos to go straight for wilder nature (which, in turn, should be 
positive for biodiversity, but the weighing of the matter matters). 
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countless appearances and talks around the world (Jørgensen 2015: 486). As of 2022, 

his 2013 TED talk on the subject of rewilding had garnered more than 1.200.000 views. 

Most recently, knighted naturalist and beloved BBC broadcaster David Attenborough, 

in what he calls his “witness statement” (2020), cast his lot with the rewilding agenda 

in a book and Netflix production under the title A Life on our Planet. Meanwhile, the 

prominent and politically savvy non-profit organization Rewilding Europe, a re-

branded incarnation of the Wild Europe Field Programme, works hard to give “more 

room to wild, spontaneous nature to develop.... Rewilding is about letting nature itself 

decide much more and man decide much less” under the assumption that “Nature 

knows best,” and is “perfectly capable of taking care of itself, if just given the oppor-

tunity and the spaces large enough” (Rewilding Europe n.d.). 

In Denmark, too, rewilding has outgrown its narrow scientific-managerial abode. This 

is not to say that research on the merits of the approach is no longer conducted, for it 

certainly is – not least in Mols, and sometimes even by my student and researcher 

interlocutors. Moreover, such work is pivotal for political choices to be made, such as 

the decision to earmark funds from the Danish national budget for the establishment 

of ‘untouched forests.’ Even more so for the scheduled formation of 15 nature national 

parks across the country, whose modus operandi arguably is modelled on rewilding in 

its Danish iteration (Naturstyrelsen n.d.). But wild(er) nature is also enjoying new-

found public attention and support. One instance of this is a 2021/2022 “United for 

a WILDER Denmark” campaign to inspire Danes in the pursuit for a wilder natural 

world. As part of the campaign, municipalities (92 out of 98) are competing to be 

crowned Denmark’s wildest municipality based on its commitment to the cause. “And 

EVERYONE can help to make sure we have WILDER and more exciting nature,” 

the campaign description reads (Ministry of Environment n.d.). Another is the bal-

looning popularity of Willingly Wild (Vild med Vilje), an association or ‘movement’ that 

welcomes everyone – companies, public institutions, private individuals – who seeks 

to make nature wilder, richer and more diverse. In 2022, material expressions carrying 

the characteristic logo of the association – carrier bags, key rings, wooden signs, are 

visible all over the country, and the official Facebook group of the association counts 

more than 25.000 members.  

In short, in Denmark, rewilding – and the more general turn toward appreciating wild, 

autonomous nature – is growing into a social or, perhaps more accurately, nature-cul-

tural movement. So much so that biodiversity and wild(er) nature came to feature as a 

substantial theme in the Danish general elections in 2019. In a country as thoroughly 

domesticated as Denmark, in a country in which natural processes and self-willed na-

ture has long been pressurized and fragmented for the sake of production of different 
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sorts, in a country whose nature protection fails to heed both expert recommendations 

(Crist et al. 2021; IPBES 2019; Wilson 2016) and political agreements, these develop-

ments are unequivocally good news to biodiversity-oriented biologists such as my in-

terlocutors. And despite the generally bleak prospects for biodiversity in Denmark and 

beyond, this offers a glimmer of hope. It also, as I unfold more fully in chapter 5, 

inspires Sara, Jack, Jonas, Erik, Morten and most of my other rubber-boot interlocu-

tors to further fuel and direct this trend.  

However, for every biologist silver lining there is a cloud, and various critiques of re-

wilding – some pragmatic, some principal or conceptual – are beginning to emerge. 

Isn’t rewilding really just another handheld and ultimately anthropocentric manage-

ment strategy? Can we credibly call the feral animals introduced as functional substi-

tutes for extinct large herbivores – animals who are kept behind fences in 1.2km² en-

closures – wild?51  How could they be when they are behind fences? And what of those 

large herbivores themselves? How do they feel about a life with more freedom of ex-

pression, yes, but also less food (in the winter) and no central heating? Finally, what 

about human access? Where do the hunters, the horseback riders, the dog-walkers go 

if bison, moose, and wild boar begin to (re)populate their prehistoric hunting grounds? 

In order to contextualize these questions, I take a detour to the Netherlands, arguably 

the practical and conceptual ground zero of contemporary European rewilding initia-

tives. 

Of horses and men 

Denmark has been late in adopting rewilding as a way of managing or developing na-

ture. This is perhaps not so surprising. Small, fertile, and extensively cultivated, Den-

mark does not boast the sparsely populated mountain ranges of Northern Scandinavia, 

the old-growth forests of Poland and Belarus or the vast ranges of the US that permit-

ted the perhaps best-known and best-studied rewilding measure of our time: the intro-

duction of wolves to the Yellowstone National Park. In Denmark, rewilding would 

invariably meddle with other societal activities and likely cause conflicts of interest to 

arise.  

Or so one might think. North of Amsterdam, in a country to whom Denmark often 

likens itself, Oostvaardersplassen (OVP) has become an unlikely icon of European 

wildness. This state-owned polder – part of the largest artificial island in the world and 

constituting some of the most lucrative agricultural acreage in Europe (Lorimer 2015: 

97) – is located in the Dutch suburbs, bisected by roads and rails, and earmarked for 

                                                           
51 Indeed, during a workshop with the advisory board on Enchanted Ecologies in Scandinavia, a US 
board member could not help laughing when he heard of the miniscule frames for rewilding in Den-
mark. 
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industrial development in the 1960s. For a range of reasons, such construction work 

never materialized, and by the 1980s the management of OVP was taken over by the 

Dutch conservation authority under the direction of Frans Vera (ibid.) – a controver-

sial, yet undeniably pivotal figure in the blossoming of rewilding as science and activity. 

Vera and his colleagues turned OVP into a 56km² nature reserve where naturally oc-

curring wildlife – and birdlife in particular – was to be supplemented by the introduc-

tion of large herbivores such as deer and hardy breeds of cattle and horses (Lorimer 

2015: 98). Vera hoped the movements and grazing of such de-domesticated wildlife, 

and the eventual presence of carcasses, would generate novel ecological processes and 

thus natural sites full of unpredictability and unprecedented events (Vera 2000). There 

was, as social geographer Jamie Lorimer writes, to be “minimal human management 

of this ‘Serengeti behind the dikes’” (Lorimer 2015: 98). 

For my interlocutors, Frans Vera is a foundational figure, and many of them had been 

as eager to see and meet him, when he was booked to give a keynote address at the 

2018 edition of The People’s Festival of Nature in Denmark, as I would have been to 

see and meet Claude Lévi-Strauss. Moreover, OVP was often spoken of as a shining 

light, if not an example to emulate, in Denmark. Accordingly, several of my interlocu-

tors had made their rewilding haj to the Netherlands to see with their own eyes how 

rewilding could be implemented, and what the concomitant predation, grazing, suc-

cession, dispersion, and decomposition meant and afforded, ecologically speaking. 

However, while my biologist interlocutors have almost unanimously been impressed 

with the boldness of OVP, there is no denying the heated debates it has sparked, both 

inside and outside the Netherlands. Conservationists – and partisan naturalists – were 

concerned about the pressures imposed by the large herbivores on extant populations 

of rare species (Lorimer 2015: 100). They put their finger on the dilemma of effectively 

giving up on certain kinds of living beings in the pursuit of something else. Meanwhile, 

farmers in adjacent areas worried over potential shifts in subsidies that might effec-

tively force them to abandon farming and their land (ibid.). They saw in rewilding and 

the purported emancipation of the natural world an effective pitting of Homo sapiens 

against the rest of the living world. The most noise, however, was from the camp of 

animal welfarists, who contested the wild status of the formerly domesticated cattle 

and horses, which go hungry and occasionally die from starvation (Lorimer & Driessen 

2014: 6). This has come to a head several times during particularly harsh winters, when 

die-offs are numerous and carcasses litter the area (Barkham 2018). This is not Seren-

geti, they point out, arguing that these animals in OVP, de-domesticated or not, remain 

the property of the conservationists, who therefore have a responsibility to care for 

them regardless of the experimental setup (Lorimer 2015: 99-100; Lorimer & Driessen 

2014).  
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This latter critique is prominent in the increasingly heated Danish debate, too, and 

Rewilding Mols has been at the center of much of the attention. For without the com-

fort of feeding, winters in Mols and elsewhere can be tough on animals who live off 

the fence-limited land. The growth in the Exmoor and Galloway populations accentu-

ated this circumstance, and in 2020, when food scarcity was a practical reality, the la-

boratory personnel culled more than half the horses and cattle proactively after finding 

them too skinny to comply with the Danish Animal Welfare Act. This large-scale cull-

ing – most of them were turned into food for lions in the nearby Ree Safari Park – 

polarized the debate. Indeed, several news outlets took to writing about the contro-

versy as a ‘horse war’ (Alvi 2021; Ask 2021). Admittedly, the lines were and are drawn 

sharply. Supporters of rewilding in general and Rewilding Mols in particular speak of 

an emancipation of nature, the horses and cattle in particular. They speak of seasonal 

fluctuations in weight and natural die-off. They speak of meaningful lives (and deaths), 

and of the possibility of expressing so-called natural behavior such as herd conduct 

and mating. And they compare the lives of these animals to those in conventional 

animal husbandry, and sometimes industrial livestock farming. The animal welfarist 

position is equally entrenched. They accuse Rewilding Mols of using the animals as 

‘biodiversity machines’ and of treating them accordingly, by letting them starve. They 

see the animals as domesticated and therefore charge lab personnel with animal cruelty 

and portray the entire setup as a ‘state-sanctioned animal holocaust.’ For these reasons, 

animal welfare activists at both Mols and OVP have been caught feeding the horses 

by throwing hay over the fences. Moreover, myriad reports to police about breaches 

of the animal welfare act have been filed – as many as 50 in one single day in April 

2021. 

Intriguing as a whole, it is particularly interesting, I think, to observe that little of the 

popular critique levelled at rewilding in Denmark addresses its ability to deliver on 

biodiversity or on the flourishing of ecosystems. Rather, more often than not they 

revolve around issues that reflect (perfectly sensible) human agendas and sensitivities. 

As I explore more fully momentarily, my interlocutors are painfully aware of this cir-

cumstance. They know that championing the cause of biodiversity in general and re-

wilding in particular turns out to be less a matter of the survival of this orchid or that 

butterfly and more about people. To this end, Morten wittily remarked to me that, 

while he no longer spent any time managing nature, he was now exceedingly busy 

managing human beings. To this end, he joked that “making Denmark wilder is a job 

for an anthropologist,” and exemplified his new chores by telling me how he often had 

to tell “well-meaning horse people” that if they offered a horse so much as a single 

carrot, he would shoot it. In the view of my interlocutors, the main obstacle for re-

wilding going forward – and hence for biodiversity more broadly – is that it challenges 
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lived and deeply ingrained human ways of looking at themselves, the world at large, 

and their place in it: “It is,” as Morten put it, “not a matter of our views on nature. 

This is about our view of the world, our view of life.” To approach what is meant by 

such intimations, I now turn to focus on how wild nature is engaged by my rubber-

boot interlocutors, and how such engagements proffer ways of relating to the natural 

world that bespeaks epistemology and affect as well as ethics.    

‘Setting the scene and nothing more’  

In the Protocol for Regard as Management (Molslaboratoriet 2020), employees at the Mols 

Laboratory offer a programmatic statement on the activities conducted in – and prior 

to the establishment of – the Rewilding Mols project. You will remember how nature 

management in what Morten called the old paradigm involved endless bush clearances, 

tree felling, scything, and tailoring grazing regimes. With Rewilding Mols, all of that 

have been abandoned. As the Protocol puts it: “We do not cultivate the land, we do not 

clear the vegetation, we do not cut down the trees and we do not drain the wetlands.” 

In short: “We do not fight, stimulate, preserve, or control.” (Molslaboratoriet 2020: 

285, 288). This begs a question: what do the laboratory employees – most of them 

biologists – do? The protocol provides an answer: “We are simply there.” During one 

of our many talks, Morten supported this claim: “We have set the scene,” he said, “and 

we intend to do nothing more whatsoever. As in: nothing at all!”  

While such descriptions make it sound like a job as a custodian at the Mols Laboratory 

is wonderfully laid back, this is simply not the case, as any visitor might attest to. In-

deed, whenever I was at the laboratory grounds – which was often, though admittedly 

mostly in spring and summer – the activity on the grounds would be breakneck. Biol-

ogy students and researchers at all levels would be out there, performing investigations 

small and large. Rubber-boot biologists would be out combing south-facing slopes for 

ground-nesting bees, and sieving forest streams for caddisflies. Importantly, managers 

such as Morten were out surveying the grounds, noting changes and observing the 

developments in corresponding test plots. The claims to non-intervention, then, must 

be read in a specific way. There were plenty of observations, examinations, and exper-

imentations – some of which seemed to me rather intervening – but no one had any 

pre-made plans for the area, no one was steering or guiding the place with a specific 

purpose in mind. Later during that walk, Morten reiterated: “We don’t interfere. At all! 

That’s the entire philosophy out here. The goal has to be to give nature the possibility 

to be wild and creative.”  

At first blush, then, it would seem as if the Mols Laboratory had undergone a trans-

formation from a site of nature conservation to one of scientific experimentation. 
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There is something more, however. With this last quote, Morten hinted at the way that 

care within their rewilding efforts is embodied in the deliberate abstention from action, 

a submission to the vitality and dynamics of the living world. In this, Morten’s render-

ing recalls Matei Candea’s work among behavioral ecologists in the Kalahari Meerkat 

Project in South Africa. Here, Candea identifies the refinement of a certain kind of 

patience among his (human) interlocutors, by which he refers not to any simple and 

negative passivity, but to a voluntary and active cultivation of inaction (Candea 2010: 

249). For Candea’s biologist interlocutors, patience was employed in order to allow for 

an alleged properly scientific stance, mobilizing the perhaps dominant, modernist iter-

ation of detachment as an epistemological posture, closely related to the scientific (or 

scientistic) ideal of objectivity, automatic procedures, and methods of quantification 

(Candea et al. 2015: 3; Galison & Daston 2007). And certainly, for some of my inter-

locutors too, this was a significant part of their living out of the ideal of detachment. 

In fact, this kind of detachment is arguably what permits the publication of red lists 

and other forms of scientific output that quantify both our catalogue of the living and 

its currently imperiled condition – the kind of thinking so decried by Ingold (2000: 

217).  

As human geographer Franklin Ginn observes, however, detachment comes in many 

shapes and sizes (Ginn 2014). Through a focus on slugs in domestic gardening in Brit-

ain, Ginn specifically argues that detachment does not have to be the disinterested 

objectification and emotional divestment often associated with science and sometimes 

blamed for ‘environmental disenchantment.’ On the contrary, detachment can be in-

volved, even an “enabling constituent of more-than-human ethics” (Ginn 2014: 532; 

see also Candea 2010), but in ways that do not necessarily bridge or dissolve differences 

in forms of ‘gathering together’ or entangled relationality. Rather, through acknowl-

edging and appreciating difference and Otherness – human lives aren’t that ‘sluggy’ 

after all – we may find the space for a generous, if detached, conviviality (ibid.: 540). 

So, instead of simply killing off these “domestic monsters” (ibid.: 533) with pellets or 

a heavy boot, Ginn’s gardener interlocutors try to accommodate the slugs by allowing 

them in certain parts of the garden while keeping them out of other parts.  

With such a version of detachment in mind, the self-imposed withdrawal of biologists 

such as Morten aims at turning the balance between management and self-manage-

ment on its head, allowing ‘the wild’ to flourish freely without a particular endpoint in 

mind. What Morten prescribes is a reshuffled earthly geography or topology, in which 

human beings collectively surrender some of the spaces claimed for one or other an-

thropocentric activity – both literally and figuratively speaking – so that nonhuman 

Otherness can flourish, even to the possible detriment of (certain) human beings. Here, 
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detachment figures as an ethical or political doing (cf. de la Bellacasa 2017). As we shall 

see, such dislocations both implicate ways of experiencing the natural world and of 

contemplating one’s proper place in that world.  

Revolutionaries 

Showering a colleague and myself with exalted experiences in the natural world during 

one long walk at the Mols Laboratory grounds, Morten circled the issue of transfor-

mational experiences several times. He reminisced about his first trip to see migrating 

birds years back. It had made a lasting impression on him; been truly life-changing. To 

Morten, what makes birdwatching so special is that it allows him to simply witness the 

unfolding of the world with no personal share in it, no exterior purpose: “All that 

mattered was to see them [the migrating birds].” They should not be tended or hunted, 

they should just be looked at; just  “inhaled,” in one of his favorite terms (see Hansen 

2018). As we took a break on the large trunk of a fallen tree, he waxed particularly 

poetic about a specific trip to Georgia in Eastern Europe, where he and a group of 

fellow birdwatchers encountered a veritable surge of migrating European honey buz-

zards (Pernis apivorus) on their way from Russia to tropical Africa. There were hundreds 

of thousands, Morten claimed. And they just did their thing, oblivious to the presence 

of the electrified audience, indifferent to their reasons for being there. “This phenom-

enon, it has been running like clockwork for hundreds of thousands of years. We were 

witnessing the rhythm of life. We were witnessing a heartbeat.”  

Such incidents touch Morten on several registers. What he finds most compelling, 

however, is that the spectacle of surges of migrating birds unfolds entirely without his 

intervention. All he had to do, indeed all he could do, was behold the magnificence of 

a natural phenomenon that seem utterly impervious to the toils of humanity. It knocks 

me off my perch, he said, “reminds me that I am completely superfluous to a world 

that is much, much bigger than me.” And rewilded nature such as that at Mols Lab 

affords something of the same sort. Morten revealed as much during our walk. At one 

point, we made a stop in small forest glade, whose floor was littered with grass- and 

moss-covered anthills – excellent to sleep on, he assured us – and whose edges could 

be seen, even by an untrained eye such as mine, to feature an unusual diversity of trees 

and shrubs, both dead and alive. This, he confided, was his favorite part of the entire 

laboratory grounds, perhaps in the world. Wild, uncontained, unplanned. Out of no-

where, he opened his arms and initiated a booming monologue from which I quote 

here: 

This really is it. Nature is allowed to run its course, and I am simply a witness. We need 
to let go of our all-too-human agendas and urges. If I ask the question: ‘What is the 
point of it all,’ the answer certainly isn’t that it is about me – I am not the gravitational 
center of the universe. On the contrary, it is about what I can do for the world.  
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Morten is a notoriously dramatic character whose testimonies often smack of the per-

formative. What he expresses here, however, resonates powerfully with swathes of 

conversations I had with other interlocutors. Consider the words of Rasmus Ejrnæs, 

another prominent Aarhus biodiversity-oriented biologist and rewilding champion, as 

he reflected on making space, physically and mentally, for something other than hu-

manity during a three-hour conversation in Copenhagen: “It is about taking up so little 

space that there is room for something bigger.” 

They both articulate a position of witnessing, or detachment, in which letting go of 

one’s ‘agendas and urges’ figures centrally. Other interlocutors, including Sara, would 

speak of it as a matter of shedding any kind of ‘utility thinking’ (nyttetænkning). The 

living world, they would say, should not have to matter to our GDP, our health, our 

happiness. Whether we benefit from it in one way or the other should not pertain to 

its flourishing, and it should be allowed to run its course, wildly. After all, as Morten 

reminded us, we are not “the gravitational center of the universe,” and it behooves us 

not to pretend that we are. That certainly does not mean, of course, that we cannot 

find it interesting, scientifically or otherwise. Nor does it mean that we cannot find the 

natural world beautiful or pleasing. Inhale all you like; Morten does that as often as he 

can. It does mean, however, that any pleasure or happiness we may derive from it is 

secondary; a bonus, if you will. Nature is not – should not be – simply a repository of 

timber, foods, medicine for human beings to devour. The biodiverse world is entitled 

to exist regardless of whether we can use it for anything or not, whether we like it or 

not. And rewilding is the closest we get, my interlocutors would say, to a material 

manifestation of this view.  

The witnessing disposition of which Morten speaks, and the denial or renunciation of 

any purposive ‘self’ that Morten, Rasmus, and others prescribe, call to mind entire 

schools of thought with backgrounds and agendas ranging from the openly religious 

or mystical to the more strictly philosophical, but which nevertheless congregate 

around the importance of renouncing or bracketing self-absorbed, presumptuous per-

spectives and selves. Philosopher Iris Murdoch (Murdoch 2001) is one such thinker 

who identifies the many ways that our dear selves often come to inhibit meaningful 

and ethical perceptions of and relations to the world around us. To this end, Murdoch 

urges us to work hard to get rid of what she calls our “fat, relentless ego” through a 

process that she terms ‘unselfing’ (Murdoch 2001). We undergo or cultivate unselfing, 

she writes, when we turn away from ourselves and thus wake up to the realization of 

an otherness. Such an outward orientation reveals that there is more to the world than 

one’s own selfish concerns. Interestingly, Murdoch sees the natural world as the site 
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par excellence for the initiation of this process. Consider a famous passage from The 

Sovereignty of the Good: 

I am looking out of my window in an anxious and resentful state of mind, oblivious of 
my surroundings, brooding perhaps on some damage done to my prestige. Then sud-
denly I observe a hovering kestrel. In a moment everything is altered. The brooding self 
with its hurt vanity has disappeared. There is nothing now but kestrel. And when I 
return to thinking of the other matter it seems less important. And of course this is 
something which we may also do deliberately: give attention to nature in order to clear 
our minds of selfish care (Murdoch 2001: 82).  

Reading this might lead you to the belief that unselfing is easy, readily available. Just 

look out of your window. Murdoch believes it is available, but that the process is often 

far from straightforward, sitting awkwardly, as it does, with our ingrained habits. Im-

agine the difficulty of the endeavor on a social scale: collective unselfing, de-anthropo-

centrism perhaps. During the aforementioned walk at the laboratory grounds, Morten 

expressed awareness of the difficulty implied in his vision for a wilder natural world, 

in Mols and elsewhere. He articulated – as he and my other interlocutors frequently 

did when they spoke of Danish views on nature – that, at heart, Danes were a cultivat-

ing bunch, habituated into serving their own profitable ends:  

We are shepherds or farmers of the Lord. There are forest farmers, there are game 
farmers, there are nature farmers, but at the end of the day there really is a gardener in 
all of us, isn't there? 

To their minds, however, this has to change. For the love of the living, we must stop 

wanting to be at the helm everywhere, all the time. We must defy that pain and let 

nature be autonomous and self-willed; creative and wild. We must satisfy ourselves 

with a position of witnessing that curbs our desire to be useful and fulfill anthropo-

centric needs, agendas and desires. This is how we will permit other kinds of life to 

flourish. It is, as Morten said in characteristically grandiose terms, “a revolutionary 

struggle for freedom; we are fighting for nature.” Indeed, for the allocation of (rela-

tively) large tracts of land to cater almost exclusively to so-called natural processes – 

free of human intervention, and where nature is the priority – a new cosmography must 

be proposed and pursued. In the fifth and final chapter, I will unpack how the ethics 

of witnessing is not restricted to a willingness to see beyond human gain and embrace 

a radical openness to others. It also implies, as Deborah Bird Rose and Thom van 

Dooren  put it, a willingness “to stand as witness and actively to bear witness (Rose & 

Van Dooren 2017: 125, original emphases). But let me stay for now with this theme 

of a novel, voluntary form of abstention from intervention – human withdrawal. 

Wild, not wilderness 

I say this cosmography is new, but to some, it will sound eerily familiar. Indeed, the 

animating ideas behind a nature management model that favors ‘land sparing over land 
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sharing’ may recall the US wilderness debates (Nelson & Callicott 2008; Callicott & 

Nelson 1998). Moreover, ‘the wild’ that my interlocutors love and champion insinuates 

dualisms that have been problematized relentlessly within environmental scholarship 

of the last several decades. Environmental historian William Cronon’s arguments on 

these matters remain influential and relevant. In his seminal 1995 essay The Trouble with 

Wilderness, Cronon contests the idea of wilderness or nature beyond the reach of the 

human. He challenges the notion of a nature ‘untrammeled by Man,’ and not only on 

the grounds that such nature is a perennial cultural construct, supported by a problem-

atically dualist metaphysics (1995: 80-81).52 More importantly, Cronon worries that the 

idea of unspoiled nature “distances us too much from the very things it teaches us to 

value” (Cronon 1995:87). The idea of wilderness, that is, seems to posit an almost 

unbridgeable gap between the human and the rest of the live world, a dangerous con-

ception in that it may leave nature so remote as to be outside the scope of our respon-

sibilities.  

My interlocutors are not particularly familiar with Cronon’s work – I know, because I 

asked – and few are acquainted with the wilderness debates of the US. However, we 

often spoke of the nature of nature, as it were; what wild really signifies, the constitu-

ents of wildness. To my mind, there is no doubt that my rewilding-championing inter-

locutors did occasionally fall prey to a kind of reification of wild nature that has more 

to do with “our own unexamined longings and desires” (Cronon 1995: 70) than any 

inherent qualities of the natural world. To this end, many of them would, whatever 

Darwin might have thought, frequently articulate ‘real nature’ and human beings as 

mutually exclusive. Jonas, for one, admitted he “drew the line sharply” – nature here, 

culture there. During one of our many conversations, he contrasted Manhattan – con-

touring high-rises in the air – to the most remote regions of Siberia and the inaccessible 

Foja Mountains of Papua New Guinea, before adding how Papua is the place in the 

world he most desperately wants to see.  

Jonas immediately recanted, though, highlighting the omnipresence of human beings 

and their effects. What we have, he pointed out, is an infinity of grey zones, prompting 

him to suggest a continuum between places as built-up as Manhattan and as unspoilt 

as the Foja Mountains. However, the ubiquity of human beings, as Jonas and many 

other interlocutors pointed out, is no reason not to pursue a wilder world; one less 

shackled by human activity. And this gives me reason to think of my interlocutors’ 

                                                           
52 Cronon is careful to say he does not think an encounter with a non-human world is an entirely human 
invention. Nor does he deny that entities “not of our making” recall a world, a creation, far greater than 
our own that potentially puts our own lives in perspective in significant ways (ibid.: 88). However, he 
rebels against the tendency of appeals to a wild or rewilded nature that categorically circumvent a Homo 
sapiens, who, apparently then, is non-nature or nature-no-more. 
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advocacy for rewilding as something different from the pursuit of wilderness, differ-

ently attuned to the biodiversity perils of what they themselves called the Anthropo-

cene. To this end, it can be seen as a novel way of questing the Biocene.53 The very 

term of the proposed nature management approach is indicative, I think. Rewilding is 

a pursuit of a wild(er) world, of wildness. Not wilderness. This is not just semantics. 

As environmental philosopher Robert Chapman suggests, quoting the US Wilderness 

Act of 1964, wilderness is defined by negation: it is where “earth and its community 

of life is untrammeled by man” (Chapman 2006: 466). Wildness, by contrast, is a prop-

erty far more slippery, one that entails “unbounded, limitless life with incalculable po-

tential for ‘creative’ complexity” (2006: 468). Wildness in the sense suggested here is 

not too far from what Niels Bubandt and Anna Tsing (2018) recently called ‘feral dy-

namics.’  However, feral dynamics denotes “anthropogenic landscapes set in motion 

not just by the intentions of human engineers but also by the cascading effects of 

more-than-human negotiations” (Bubandt & Tsing 2018: 1); that is, a more or less 

accidental confluence of sociality, capital, geology, and “weedy ecology” (ibid.: 6). 

Wildness, by contrast, is something strived for. By decentering the human and thus 

actively reducing the imprints of the Anthropos, rewilding deliberately seeks to unleash 

processes, the results of which we do not fully know (Gammon 2018: 340). After all, 

Rewilding Mols was offered as an experiment. 

It is true that dogs on a leash and mountain bikers are welcome inside the rewilded 

Mols Laboratory grounds, but it is also true that horseback riding and outdoor campers 

are not. In Mols, this has always been the case, but such restrictions also constitute the 

template for the 15 nature national parks that will in all probability dot the Danish 

country map within the foreseeable future – restrictions never applied in Danish na-

tional parks before. Moreover, rewilding – both at Mols and in future national parks – 

demands a jettisoning of a host of commercial activities, such as forestry, beekeeping 

and meat production, within its remit. And so, rewilding as a means of making space 

for the wild does entail a rather literal provincializing of Homo sapiens, or some of its 

activities. It is, in essence, land sparing and not land sharing. However much that is the 

case, for my interlocutors, rewilding is not a thoughtless return to an essentialized and 

idealized nature. Rather, it is a measured tool that seeks to reintroduce certain pro-

cesses and dynamics inhibited by a range of narrowly purposive human activity. It 

represents a deliberate “anthropocircumferentialism,” to employ Ingold’s wonderfully 

tongue-twisting term  (Ingold 2000: 218). And to my interlocutors, this is about time. 

They would frequently forward the idea that maybe, just maybe, we have reached a 

                                                           
53 Indeed, an argument could be made along these lines that rewilding is a quintessentially Anthropocene 
phenomenon. 
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point where an enforcement of the nature-culture dualism – however analytically sus-

pect – is no longer malign, but morally important or even necessary, because it might 

help delimit the sphere of human action (see Katz 2002). Perhaps particularly so in a 

place like Denmark – a country of forest farmers, game farmers, and even nature farm-

ers, to evoke Morten’s crass portrayal – where the anthropocentrism is painfully obvi-

ous. In this account, rewilding makes a virtue of what Cronon sees as a vice. It offers 

an important tool in my interlocutors’ quest for a way of thinking and an architecture 

of life, where the bios and not the Anthropos is made the fulcrum of everything we do, 

or do not do.  

Conclusions 

William Cronon is famously concerned about such parceling out of restricted zones. 

He worries that it ‘distances us too much from the very things it teaches us to value.’ 

However real and intellectually astute his worry, this does not apply to my interlocu-

tors. In the account of my interlocutors, being put on the sideline – becoming a witness 

– does not necessarily equate estrangement. Sara’s ceasing to look at mushrooms as 

either delicacy or poison – her stopping the valuation of nature based on her own 

needs – generally offered an opportunity to, as she put it, “marvel and rejoice at the 

unimaginable richness and grandeur that is in nature.” To quote another of Morten’s 

bird-induced revelations: “Let go of those petty needs and desires, let go of that urge 

to control, intervene. Allow yourself to just be. Inhale! Then you’ll know that you are 

part of a very, very big story.” Indeed, in the absence of the mediating presence of 

profit-minded interests such as agriculture or forestry, rewilding affords, at least if you 

ask my interlocutors, a much more direct and intense connection with the living world. 

The smell of the tawny miner bee, the sight of moths at a wall light, the thunder of 

migrating ospreys. That is to say, detachment in the sense described in this chapter 

turns out, perhaps counterintuitively, to be one means by which one can connect or 

attach oneself to the world in a more generous, fuller, and ultimately more satisfactory 

way.  

To this end, what my interlocutors display and seek to promulgate through a distribu-

tion of wild(er) nature is perhaps a version of what Danish historian of ideas Finn 

Arler, in a magisterial work on biodiversity, calls “disinterested interest” (Arler 2009: 

161: 167), a form of interest that can be as engaged and passionate as you like, but 

cannot be “conditioned by efforts to achieve self-interest, including the desire to 

achieve subjective pleasure” (ibid.: 164)  For in that case, the interest would be deriv-

ative and not disinterested. To stay with the idiom deployed earlier in the chapter, it is 

a detached form of engagement. Detached engagement.  
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The following chapter provides a series of ethnographic examples of such disinterested 

interest and displays the often-overwhelming affects entailed. In the fifth and final 

chapter, I explore some of the ways in which my interlocutors seek to advance, to a 

public and political audience, an appreciation of – or disinterested interest in – a 

wild(er) and more biodiverse world. 

Afterthoughts  

It is interesting to remind myself that up until 2021, Rewilding Mols transpired in rel-

ative peace and quiet. It is true that the area was always well-visited with recreational 

types and tourists of all sorts; in the summer, the area would be replete with hiking 

boots and mountain bikes. Moreover, naturalists of many shapes and sizes flocked to 

the place for a chance to lay eyes on the charismatic ladybird spider (Eresus sandaliatus), 

the rare crested cow-wheat (Melampyrum cristatum) and the many, many other forms of 

life that inhabit the laboratory grounds. In summer, as I mentioned in chapter 1, the 

presence of first-year biology students was sizeable. The 2016 addition of the Exmoors 

brought an element of thrill to the place – some X-factor. Particularly early on, when 

the population of ponies was modest, one could even get a safari-like feel – will I see 

the wild horses? To this end, the laboratory grounds became a popular family outing, 

and the number of visitors swelled (as it still does). Yet, despite this level of activity, 

very little noise emanated from the area. Rewilding Mols pleased the crowd – myself 

very much included – and it sustained a scientific interest in the possible gains from 

rewilding as an approach to nature management.  

As mentioned earlier, these early honeymoon years saw the populations of both horses 

and cattle increase quite drastically, and in spring 2020 – after a rough winter – a size-

able number of the animals had to be culled, as their body condition scores did not 

comply with Danish animal welfare regulations. Predictably, this drew the ire of con-

cerned animal welfarists. Was this really necessary, they asked. Could we not have sup-

plied these horses with something with which to supplement their otherwise natural 

diet? Moreover, would it not relieve suffering to proactively administer parasite treat-

ment? And tend to their hooves?  

The debate came to a head later that year, when the news broke that the Danish gov-

ernment had approved a plan to establish 15 nature national parks across the country 

based on the principles guiding Rewilding Mols. This proposed scaling and geographical 

distribution of rewilding principles had skeptics and adversaries sharpening their 

blades and mobilizing a battery of objections, ranging from matters of restricted public 

access to nature, to fear for the proposed grazers – in some cases moose and bison – 

and, most vocally, animal welfare. Are we condemning perfectly good herbivores to 
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seasonal cycles of suffering and unnecessarily short lives for the sake of biodiversity; 

that is, for the love of some of the living? Is it not our duty – legally or morally – to take 

care of the animals? 

While I personally find many of these reservations sensible on their own terms, the 

protagonists of this thesis are less charitably inclined. On a good day, they see re-

sistance to rewilding and a wilder nature more generally as an inability to loosen the 

reins, an inability to give up on a deeply ingrained culture of ‘forest farming, game 

farming and nature farming’ – of cultivating and controlling to cater for human needs. 

On a bad day, they view it as a spoiled unwillingness to give up on the privileges and 

power that such anthropocentrism provides. Several of my interlocutors are interpel-

lated in this public dispute. Consequently, Morten and Rasmus Ejrnæs have become 

public enemies number 1 and 2 to this camp; they have been targets of online abuse 

and even death threats. The prize for being a revolutionary? I personally care about 

Morten, Rasmus, Sara and my other rewilding-supportive interlocutors, and I hope 

they stay safe and sane through these tumultuous times. The anthropologist in me, 

however, cannot help being drawn to all these goings-on. For whatever way it ends, 

the process of establishing wild(er) nature reserves – and the attendant discussions – 

will shine an interesting light on the way Danes – biologists, politicians, citizens – en-

vision their duties and responsibilities toward the natural world. And their place in it, 

or outside of it.  
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4  ‘What a wonderful world!’: enchantment and its predispositions 

 

ENCHANTMENT IS HARD WORK. And so, in the afternoon on November 27, 

2018, I found myself biking hard down Vestre Ringgade in Aarhus alongside four bi-

ologists. We were picking up a car, and time was of the essence. About five minutes 

earlier, I had been couched in a semi-private corner in Biohuset, enjoying the enter-

taining company of bee-enthusiast Jack and ant-devotee Erik. They were supposed to 

be studying for an exam in the much-dreaded math course calculus, but as was often 

the case, they ended up battling each other with weird animal videos from YouTube. 

Suddenly, news broke that an unidentified whale had strayed into nearby Mariager 

Fjord, a rarity in Denmark. “We have to, right?” Jack asked with a mischievous grin. 

He knew that he really shouldn’t – calculus is time-consuming to say the least – but 

the pull of the natural world was difficult to resist. To get there, we would need a car, 

and so the two of them involved everyone and his dog in the search for a vehicle. After 

a matter of minutes, we dashed to our bikes and made for Åbyhøj, an unremarkable 

Aarhus residential area, in the declining November sun.  

This spontaneous, all-devouring determination among my biologist interlocutors to 

witness first-hand a particular expression of the living world was something I had come 

to cherish. The almost frenzied drive seemed to me to epitomize what it means to be 

a rubber-boot biologist. You hear about a bird, you see an insect, you are told of a 

whale, and off you go. Everything else will have to wait. There is more than a little 

Turneresque flow to it; you act with “total involvement,” and a momentary “self-for-

getfulness” ensues (Turner 1974:88). This flow, I confess, is highly contagious, the 

thrill of the chase often conspiring to supersede other tasks and duties.  

Speaking of contagion, the 45-minute drive to Hobro was one exercise in infectious 

exuberance. On my right, Jack seemed to have forgotten his conversational tone of 

voice back in Biohuset, as he loudly and repeatedly complained that he did not have 

enough battery left on his phone to be able to livestream the anticipated whale experi-

ence. On my left, Erik – whose fresh-faced kindness and impossible patience with the 

vagaries of anthropological research had me take an instant liking to him – simply 

confessed that he was “this close” to wetting himself out of pure excitement. In the 
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front, Jan was squealing with delight and made sure to provide a constant nature-re-

lated soundtrack to our venture. The Pointer Sisters should have made the playlist.   

As we reached our destination in Hobro, we were told by some passers-by that the 

whale was ‘doing laps’ inside the harbor. That raised a few eyebrows among us. Was it 

disoriented or sick? Awkward silence. Any somberness dissipated as we reached the 

harbor. There were people everywhere. Young couples casually enjoying a beer from 

the dockside, middle-aged people walking their dogs, children doing what children do. 

And then there was the throng of oversized camera lenses turned toward the deep 

blue. A proper spectacle, the blue-grey giant made laps around the harbor as if to please 

the audience, frequently emerged to draw breath or blow out water mere meters from 

the edge of the dockside. People were clearly having a ball in the declining fall sun, 

none so more than my biologist companions, who ran up and down the dockside to 

follow the movements of the whale, taking turns observing just how ‘crazy,’ ‘unbeliev-

able,’ and ‘moving’ it all was. Jack was quick to pull out his phone, and he managed to 

livestream our first 35 minutes in Hobro to the Facebook community Live from the 

Field. His voiceover constantly cracked from what he called ecstasy.  

Two weeks later, I found myself back in Hobro. The public autopsy of the whale was 

the occasion for “our farewells,” as Erik put it. Even dead, the whale – a youthful sei 

(Balaenoptera borealis), it turned out – was a sight to behold; an eight-meter slab of glit-

tering ocean-ness. Jack folded his hands in front of him, soaking it all up in silence. It 

was weird, Erik mumbled, to think that we had seen this same animal circling about 

so recently. Slowly but surely, my biologist companions began perusing the whale. 

There were no signs of struggle or injury. Microplastics perhaps? 

The dockside gradually filled up: locals, schoolchildren, biologists, and local and na-

tional media outlets all wanted a piece of the action. And that is what they got. Impres-

sively coordinated, the assembled dissection team set to work with a set of tools that 

would seem at home in the timber industry. Between the four of us, we had clocked a 

good number of hours dissecting everything from sea squirts and hagfish through rats 

and dogfish to goats, crested porcupines and baboons. We were therefore familiar with 

what was going on, but also appreciated that this was “something else,” as Jack phrased 

it. Blubber and meat came off in large chunks to reveal inner organs of enormous 

dimensions; the heart well above 25 kilos, the liver a solid 45 kilos, the tongue a mighty 

70 kilos. “Awesome,” Erik said, as we looked at the whale from the perch we had just 

climbed to for a better view of the gory proceedings. “Fucking awesome.” Public spec-

tacle that it was, various body parts were circulated among the audience for some gen-

tle squeezing. Erik, too, wanted to get his hands bloody, and he and the other biologists 

got in among the children in the front row.  
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On our way back to the car, hours later, Jack asked me if I had watched Avatar, James 

Cameron’s 2009 epic movie. He told me he had had a revelation of sorts after rewatch-

ing the movie the day before with some friends: “No matter what they conjure up, in 

The Lord of the Rings, Harry P[otter]… however radiant those worlds, they just don’t 

measure up to the magic of the world we inhabit. What a wonderful world.”54  Unso-

licited, he jolted himself into action, and in one smooth movement jumped, spun 

around and extended his arms towards the now mostly meatless carcass. “That is one 

fantastic beast!” 

I was no stranger to the joy and wonder that suffused my interlocutors’ encounters 

with the natural world. Still, the timing of Jack’s remarks struck me as a little odd. How 

did Jack get from the autopsy of a dead whale to the luminescent world of Avatar’s 

Pandora? What kind of groundwork – curricular and extracurricular – does it take to 

find something like a sei carcass that remarkable?  

--- Ꝋ --- 

In this chapter, I explore some of the many experiences and articulations of the fan-

tastic, the magical, the wondrous, the marvelous with which I was confronted over the 

course of my fieldwork.55 They were a consistently striking feature of my time in the 

field, and for that reason alone, they warrant descriptive attention. Empirically, the 

chapter moves outside of labs and classrooms. As we shall see, this does not mean the 

discipline of biology is not mobilized, but it does mean that the thesis takes a turn away 

from how biology is taught and soaked up and toward what my interlocutors do when 

they are not on campus. The chapter builds on the decentering of the human ex-

pounded in the preceding one, and it asks how such decentering translates into expe-

riences and affects in encountering the natural world biocene-ly. The next and finale 

chapter goes into detail with how such high-powered and treasured affects feature in 

concerted engagements with that natural world.  

I think of these affects as something like enchantment; “the spark of excitation leaping 

across the gap between man and the world” (Parsons 1969: 85), in philosopher How-

ard Parson’s almost vulgar terms.56 The chapter asks when and how enchantment ap-

pears for this group of rubber-boot biologists and what it might look like. This focus 

                                                           
54 Interlocutors of a more morbid bend would claim in a similar fashion that no horror movie could 
ever live up to the brutality of the natural world.   
55 It is true that wonder, marvel, magic, and enchantment rest on distinct etymological grounds. To that 
end, a more technical distinction could be made. My interlocutors, however, seemed to use the terms 
interchangeably, hinting at the clustered nature of their phenomenologies. To indicate my position in 
the debate, I stick mainly to enchantment and wonder. 
56 As part of the project Enchanted Ecologies in Scandinavia, enchantment was one of several analytical jump-
ing-off points, and to begin with, I was enthusiastic about the perspective offered by the term; the 
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might seem to you odd. After all, in his 1918 lectures on science as a vocation  (Weber 

1991a), Max Weber famously argued that the (natural) sciences leach the world of 

“pneuma” and proffer the “disenchantment of the world” (Weber 1991: 155). Indeed, 

in his famous Protestant Ethic, Weber predicted, along those same lines, a time of “Spe-

cialists without spirit” (Weber 2005: 124), and this view continues to resonate in the 

literature on the matter (Gibson 2009: 9; Bennett 2001: 60; Griffin 1988: 1). Specifi-

cally, Darwin’s theory of evolution, as historian of science Robert Richards observes, 

has often been seen by both supporters and detractors as substituting a “bare gray 

framework” for the “enchanting colors of a multidimensional universe” that purpor-

tedly used to prevail (Richards 2011: 185).  

Recent critical engagements with Weber’s verdict acknowledge the significance of  dis-

enchantment as trope – as discourse – but highlight how the process is inevitably in-

complete once the magnifier is strong enough (Taylor 2011; Felski 2008; Bennett 2001, 

Berger 1999). They gravitate toward a never-quite-disenchanted world; one that re-

mains “sprinkled” with “everyday marvels” and “the power to “enchant”” (Bennett 

2001: 3-4). Indeed, a recent school of thought even points to the natural sciences as 

particularly fertile sites for the appearance of enchantment (Richards 2011; Levine 

2006, 2011; Taylor 2007, 2011). Pertinently, the philosopher Charles Taylor (2011) ex-

plicitly addresses Weber’s portrayal: 

Do we not now experience wonder at the vast yet intricate universe and the manifold 

forms of life, at the very spectacle of the evolution of higher forms out of lower ones? 

… a part of the very change which is held to have disenchanted the world, here that bit 

of modern science which we call the theory of evolution, has in fact given us further, 

deeper cause to wonder at the universe (Taylor 2011: 295). 

My material has me agree, broadly speaking. As I show in this chapter, it is true that 

the scientific curriculum to which my interlocutors were confronted did occasionally 

cause something like disenchantment to appear, threatening to alienate them from the 

natural world they cared so deeply for and wanted to understand better. However, as 

I touched upon briefly in chapter 1 and proceed to demonstrate momentarily, for my 

                                                           
history it evoked. As several of my colleagues on the project also realized, however, enchantment – 
fortryllelse, in Danish – was not very easy to operationalize ethnographically, as the term just had an 
awkward feel to it. Indeed, whenever I brought fortryllelse into a conversation, the reception was luke-
warm. “Rather old-fashioned,” one interlocutor commented, while others were explicitly critical: “Too 
mystic” or ”it smacks of religion.” For this reason, enchantment slipped out of the ethnographic vocab-
ulary, while the jury was still out on its analytical traction. Over the course of fieldwork, I noticed how 
my interlocutors, rather oddly, started using the term as part of both internal conversations and external 
communication and dissemination (formidling). While I certainly cannot claim sole responsibility for this 
development – indeed, two interlocutors of mine had already featured in a Danish anthology about 
enchantment with nature (Gjerris & Rubow 2018b), and so fortryllelse was well within their catalog of 
thought before my field interventions – it is a curious reminder of the mutuality and recursivity of 
ethnography, by which we generate or acquire knowledge in and not only about the world (Hastrup 
2003: 10). 
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core group of rubber-boot interlocutors, such instances were easily crowded out by a 

wealth of encounters with the natural world that evidently featured wonder, marvel, 

and astonishment – all those affiliates of enchantment.   

This is indicative of how Weber’s broad-stroke diagnostic/prognostic ambitions fail 

to observe a distinction that is as important as it is evident, namely that between science 

and the scientist. Even if we were to concur with Weber that science proffers disen-

chantment and ennui, scientists are not (necessarily) disenchanted through and 

through. They are - indeed, they have to be - more than the science of which they 

partake. This is perhaps particularly true for practitioners such as my interlocutors who 

spend so much time and energy on rubber-boot activities that do not strictly belong 

inside the perimeters of their scientific enterprise. 

Positing a science-scientist distinction, I do not mean to imply that biology as science 

plays no role in the pursuit and experience of enchantment among my interlocutors. 

During the initial phase of my biology apprenticeship, I did entertain the hypothesis 

that enchantment occurred despite biology training and learning. However, it slowly 

dawned on me that for most of my rubber-boot interlocutors, both theoretical explan-

atory models of biology (i.e., evolutionary theory) and the perspectives and approaches 

of field-oriented naturalism served as rich sources of wonder and enchantment. As 

one lecturer told a lecture hall full of first-year biology students during my early days 

in the field: “Knowing something of how the world works… there is a fantastic world 

out there”. Which, in turn, permitted a transformation of the biological profession into 

something like a Weberian vocation or calling.  

The fifth and final chapter, then, will focus on how the biology enterprise approaches 

the realm of politics and thus, ultimately, come to attend to what Weber, quoting Tol-

stoi, calls the “only question important to us,” namely, what shall we do and how shall 

we live? (Weber 1991a: 143). In Weberian terms, this happens when the “trained re-

lentlessness on viewing the realities of life” is coupled with a growing and solicited 

“ability to face such realities and to measure up to them inwardly” (Weber 1991b: 126-

127). However, we will get to that in due course.  

Over the course of this chapter, I discuss a variety of ways in which enchantment 

manifests. Certain such manifestations sprang spontaneously from encounters with the 

natural world that were nevertheless actively pursued – not least a giant sei making laps 

in a harbor. These were cases that exposed exhilaration, vivacity and, sometimes, rev-

erence. Accordingly, they resemble a naturalist form of enchantment that we know 

from romanticist luminaries such as Wordsworth and Schiller or, more contempora-
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neously, David Attenborough. Others, I argue – and this is where part of my contri-

bution lies – were less immediate and more provoked; cajoled by the particular skills, 

knowledge, and sensibilities promulgated by the discipline of biology, exactly those 

which, in a Weberian view, would be a source of disenchantment. This appeared in 

lecture halls and laboratories, too, but it was most evident during rubber-boot explo-

rations. Jack’s finding a sei carcass ‘fantastic’ enough to bear comparison with James 

Cameron’s Pandora is one example. An encounter with a minotaur beetle, as we shall 

soon see, is another. No doubt, the affects engendered by such experiences may feel 

similarly sudden, like a “shot in the arm, a fleeting return to childlike excitement about 

life,” in Jane Bennett’s terms (2001: 5). But, as I observed earlier, susceptibility to such 

affects must be enabled. To this end, the professionally cultivated attention to the mi-

nute features and adaptations of this blade of grass or that kind of beetle – not to 

mention their names, cf. chapter 2 – prompts a particular appreciation of the intricate 

and diverse natural world. It constitutes a way of making one receptive to that ‘shot in 

the arm.’ This predisposition toward enchantment, as I call it, is not free. It is hard work. 

Moreover, as we saw from the ride to Hobro and again on the dockside, experiences 

of wonder in a community of like-minded people can be amplified socially. This one 

stabilized into a mood with a temporal extent, about which I shall have more to say in 

the fifth and final chapter.  

Too much science, too little nature?  

As I started to attend zoological lectures and laboratory exercises, I was so in the thrall 

of the Weberian narrative that I half expected to be confronted with biological inven-

tories of properties and functions of this and that animal, plant, or fungus – a curricular 

scientific ethos and embodied “living out the story of disenchantment of the world” 

(Bennett 2001:56). And to be sure, my initial impressions conformed to such a reading. 

Indeed, my fieldnotes from the early lectures, laboratory exercises and biological field 

trips are chock-full of my expressions of frustration and disillusion with the way in 

which the beautiful and vibrant horseshoe crab, shelf fungus, or orchid are described 

and examined as simple aggregates of functional mechanics.  

On one such occasion, a batch of biology neophytes and I had spent a good 15 minutes 

behind the shared microscopes taking turns marveling at the beauty and geometrical 

perfection of a demosponge aragonite skeleton. Next, the lecturer blew up a powerfully 

magnified cross-section on a smartboard for everyone to see. And the geometry really 

was something to behold. He began our examination of the cross-section, quoting 

none other than Aristotle: “Nature does nothing in vain.” He proceeded to edify us 

with a series of facts on the evolutionary lineage of the demosponge, as well as its 

morphology, anatomy, digestion, life cycle, cellular composition and reproduction. At 
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the time, it seemed to me an effective way of quelling any affective responses to the 

subject matter of the day.  

In all fairness, there were notable exceptions to this pedagogical strategy, but the edu-

cational format was much like the one used the week before, and the week before that. 

That is to say, by and large this was how different groups of organisms were presented. 

This obviously taught us something important about the organisms at hand, but the 

Comtean focus on bite-sized analysis left the demosponge, and the cnidarians before 

that, totally devoid of vitality and élan. And it left me with the sense that biology – the 

science of life – rendered everything decidedly mechanistic and utterly disenchanted. 

Now, it is perhaps not entirely surprising that an anthropologist would feel that way 

about a natural scientific approach steeped in Aristotelian teleology and Darwinian 

thinking. And these observations would be both self-absorbed and trivial if they were 

mine alone. They were not, however. Interestingly, discussing such matters with inter-

locutors, several of them – both biology students and established scholars – would 

share my concern that love of nature seemed to emerge and remain in spite of, not because 

of professional biological training. On one occasion, Rasmus Ejrnæs and I took to dis-

cussing, collaboratively, the relative merits and drawbacks of the scientific conceptual-

ization of the world. And Rasmus – the public champion of the biodiversity and re-

wilding agenda, whom we also met in the previous chapters – opened up on the am-

bivalence he frequently experiences as he tries to juggle a scientific approach and his 

obvious and contagious love for the living world. The trouble started as soon as he 

started his own biology training:  

Most of it [biology training] is about understanding nature on a mechanistic level, right? 
So, all of that… description of nature, which could easily be full of enchantment, is 
reduced to form and function. That is, a form is present in the world because it has a 
function…. It is what gives it its raison d'être. And that is also what makes it possible 
for you as a biologist to understand it. The color blue cannot be understood if it does 
not have some purpose. So the color is yellow, it's nice when it attracts an insect, and 
we can then understand why the flower is yellow, right? But otherwise we cannot com-
prehend it, and we have no language for it or any idea of it. I thought that was incredibly 
boring! 

In this quote, Rasmus does little to elaborate on any experience of enchantment. He 

does say that descriptions of nature could be full of it, by which he seems to imply that 

nature, whatever it is taken to mean, would merit such wondrous descriptions. How-

ever, within the discipline, any impulse to offer just that is subsumed by or quenched 

in the disciplinary striving for the cause of the flower’s yellowness. Indeed, Rasmus 

goes as far as to say that biologists have no way of talking about properties and behav-

ior in non-teleological, non-evolutionary terms. That is, if a given quality does not help 

propagate the species, it is nonsensical, biologically speaking.  
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To Rasmus, this mechanized view of nature – something he first experienced as a 

student and later as a researcher-teacher – is impoverished, “incredibly boring” and 

occasionally “alienating”. To his mind, however, there is a legitimate reason for this 

disciplinary ethos: it offers powerful explanatory models and cause-and-effect connec-

tions that may support a deeper understanding of ecological interrelations – which, in 

turn, may help furnish future modes and measures of nature management. And so, 

although the “biological method,” as he called it, may have caused him a lamentable 

“loss of innocence” in his relation to the live world, it also provided an opportunity 

for “the brain to strike up a companionship with the heart when you move about in 

nature,” enabling him to suggest targeted biodiversity interventions in everything from 

large nature reserves to private gardens (cf. Ejrnæs 2016).  

Another interlocutor of mine put his finger squarely on this same tension, as we had 

one of several conversations on a deserted beach north of Aarhus in October 2019. 

By his own admission, William has been a nature geek (naturtosse) for quite some years. 

His interest in nature was piqued when he did what many other Danes do after they 

graduate from high school: pick up a backpack and travel. Here, he met the natural 

world at its most spectacular and just could not get enough, and so when he got home, 

he enrolled in an outdoor guiding educational program in Norway. Although he en-

joyed this experience immensely, he started getting the feeling that it really was not his 

thing. He was taught how to master the outdoors – to make a fire, to build a shelter – 

and to teach others to do the same, but he never felt he was taught anything about 

nature in its own right. Enter biology. This was an altogether different world and a 

welcome addition to his inventory of engagements with nature. Suddenly, a forest was 

no longer just “a green surface,” a neat background, divided at a maximum into trees, 

shrubs, flowers. Increasingly, he started to see “a multitude of details and differences.” 

And whereas previously he had appreciated nature only for its evident aesthetic and 

experiential qualities – a massive mountain (excellent for mountaineering), a rushing 

river (great for rafting) – he began to recognize what he called “the quality of nature,” 

its contents in terms of biodiversity. However, all was not well at university either: 

I think it gets so theoretical and disconnected from nature. In many ways, I think there 
is too much science and too little nature in natural science. Nature somehow becomes 
very decoupled from … well, nature.  

To hear William say it, he was taught to treat the natural world as an object of remote 

scrutiny. An object that could be “observed and managed. Optimized.” All this created 

a feeling of remoteness inside him. So far, so disenchanted. William’s own response to 

the university-based disconnect – his way of administering his specialist background – 

was almost immediate. Upon graduation in 2015, he and a fellow biology graduate 

established an association, Natur Retur, with the declared goal of administering local 
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‘nature experiences’ to the broader public. To this end, William and a group of dedi-

cated hosts – many of whom are biology students – arrange hikes, winter bathing, 

mushroom trips, bonfire evenings, night walks in the forest, and a biannual week-long 

folk high school with an intense focus on ‘nature education’ (naturdannelse),57 all with 

the intended goal of getting people out there, creating connection, generating love and 

veneration. “It’s about getting out and being in it,” he told me. “Then you find that 

resonance, then you hit the depth in a different way.” In the next and final chapter, I 

will attend in greater analytical detail to such attempts at nature education. Here it 

suffices to say that it was William’s dissatisfaction with the mechanical, disenchanted, 

natural science perspective adopted at the biology program that drove him to initiate 

and disseminate other ways of relating to the living world.  

Had my conversation with William stopped right there, his story would have aligned 

nicely with the disenchantment script of which Weber is the perhaps most influential 

proponent (Lyons 2014; Bennett 2001). It did not, though, and it would be rather dis-

ingenuous to end the account here. We remain on the beach for a little while longer.   

Darwin strikes back: relocating depth and meaning  

Back in 2019, William had suggested that we meet at that exact beach spot, next to a 

public bath house north of Aarhus. Under reconstruction at the time, the bath house 

was closed, and the beach was therefore empty. It was all for the better, William 

opined. He wanted to feel nature now that we were going to talk about it. And beaches 

have a special place in William’s heart:  

It has become the soundtrack to my life somehow, and it somehow affects my emo-
tional life. It gives my life contrast, and it makes my life dynamic. Because the sea is 
different every single day, I think, and it gives me a new feeling every single day. I'm 
totally taken with the sea when it's completely calm - it can be something very special - 
but I'm just as besotted with it when it's a raging storm. Maybe there is nothing better 
than when a storm is full on.  

Also, it just so happens that William met his partner at that particular beach spot some 

seven years ago. She was sitting right out there on those rocks, he said, pointing from 

where we sat and rubbing his hands in the November cool. ”It was pretty magical.” 

At one point, and for no particular reason, our conversation turned toward the theory 

of evolution. Although I never planned for it, this almost invariably happened during 

dialogues with biologists. It was as if Darwin’s presence haunted our every word. Wil-

liam admitted that initially he was somewhat skeptical of the way in which evolution 

was broadcast in the biology program. It was certainly not, he assured me several times, 

                                                           
57 Often compared to the German concept of bildung, the Danish term dannelse is complex and politically 
loaded. The choice to translate the term as education is therefore not entirely just, but a fuller elucidation 
of naturdannelse will be for another time and place.     
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that he did not believe in evolution – not by any stretch. But he was bothered with the 

way in which evolution tended to be seen as a catch-all answer to anything concerning 

the living world, from behavior through social organization to personal emotions. 

Cupping his hands, he underlined the perceived narrowness of this outlook. With time, 

however, evolution began to take on a different and increasingly positive significance 

for him. “Consider the perspective it offers,” he said, his arms now wide open: 

It's mental [det er sygt]. And it actually permits some of the depth I see when I see species 
and see nature. Some of the depth I read into it is, after all, millions of years of evolution 
that have preceded it. Completely mental. That one blade of grass right there, it stands 
here because... This gives some depth and some meaning to almost every single indi-
vidual that stands there. That any one individual has managed is completely mental. 
How random is it? What are the odds that this has happened, or what are the odds that 
I'm here - it's completely mental - in this space, at this time, and on this planet? 

Maria, another biologist interlocutor – one with a year of philosophy training under 

her belt – struck an equally deep note, as our otherwise unusually structured conver-

sation in Biohuset took a detour around evolution. To begin with, she told me, she 

had found the intense disciplinary reliance on evolution as a “theory of everything” 

that even purported to address “the meaning of life” both reductive and provocative. 

She found a notion, popularized within sociobiology (see Wilson 1975) and espoused 

by several lecturers, that even morality could be explained by reference to species’ 

propagation, particularly disturbing. To this end, she openly revolted against it. She 

confessed to me, however, that she had recently begun perspectivizing her own exist-

ence in the light of the evolutionary processes that preceded it. “Think of the improb-

ability of our existence today,” she offered. “So many random things that have had to 

happen in the past for us – for anything – to be here today. It’s pretty wild to think 

about.” Indeed, she admitted that given this improbability, one could be forgiven for 

considering an element of “divine interference.” 

What is articulated in both of these accounts is that grand scientific narratives such as 

evolution may well be a potential source of de-mystification in that they render every-

thing alive – including everything we do and think – as part of a single, progressive 

principle or mechanism: propagation. It does not have to be that way, however. In-

deed, both William and Maria exhibit a kind of wonder or amazement in the face of 

what sociologist James Gibson terms an “evolutionary epic” (Gibson 2009: 11) un-

folding over “millions of years” and “so many random things.”  To this end, William, 

Maria and most of my other interlocutors manage or perhaps decide to give Darwin’s 

theoretical apparatus – what cultural studies scholar Lauren Greyson calls “the story 

that science has to tell” (Greyson 2019: 61, emphasis original) and thus a placeholder 
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for scientific thinking in general – a spin, whereby evolution becomes a source of an 

almost reverent attitude to their own existences, and those of others.58  

In Dark Green Religion (2010), Bron Taylor identifies four types of “green spirituality,” 

two of which, he claims, are not at all uncommon among scientists: ‘naturalistic ani-

mism’ and ‘Gaian naturalism’. These spiritual postures, Taylor writes, both typically 

subscribe to a science-based, evolutionary cosmology of common ancestry that reveals 

the cosmic insignificance of human beings and a concomitant feeling of humility (Tay-

lor 2010: 13). While neither Maria nor William rely on the religious language and met-

aphors of the sacred that Taylor associates with these forms of science-based spiritu-

alities, they do communicate what Taylor refers to as “awe and wonder when facing 

the complexity and mysteries of life and the universe.” Moreover, like most of my 

other interlocutors, they articulate a sense of “wonder, appreciation, and reverence” 

(Taylor 2010: 16, 23) as they contemplate and encounter the world. I suspect Bron 

Taylor would think of my interlocutors as slightly spiritual. 

Their marveling does indeed hint at the perceived miracle of existence – ‘it’s pretty 

wild’; ‘it’s completely mental’. But for Maria, William and the host of other interlocu-

tors with whom I spoke of evolution, however, any miraculous-ness is not, as the word 

otherwise suggests, ascribed to the supernatural or to divine providence. Rather, and 

as the evocation of odds and probability also implies, their miracle is a statistical one. 

“What are the odds,” as William asked, “that this has happened… at this time, and on 

this planet?” This distinction between a supernatural and a statistical miracle recalls 

similar ones made hundreds of years ago. As the historian of science Lorraine Daston 

observes, medievals typically differentiated between preternatural ‘marvels’ – phenom-

ena that may be extraordinary but can or could be explained by a concatenation of 

natural causes – and ‘miracles’ that require omnipotent divine intervention (Daston 

1991). However, both of these kinds of phenomena, Daston notes, were subsumed 

under the overarching category of wonders. And, pertinently for present purposes, 

preternatural and supernatural wonders often evoke the same astonishment and sense 

of wonder (Daston 1991: 99). For Maria and William, the weight and presence of (nat-

ural) history really is a source of wonder. 

In the previous chapters, I let readers in on the various ways in which, as the Danish 

historian of ideas Finn Arler writes, the joy of encountering the living world is aug-

mented by sustained inquiry (Arler 2009: 160). William and Maria both emphasize how 

they gradually came to see evolution as a source of wonder and enchantment. This kind 

                                                           
58 Keeping in mind the very end of On the Origin of the Species, in which Darwin waxes lyrical over the 
ways in which the most simple organisms have evolved into “endless forms most beautiful and most 
wonderful” (Darwin 2009[1859]: 455-456), I do not think he would mind.   
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of wonder is clearly, then, a cultivated or learned one, as opposed to the shock and 

awe of a thunderstorm, a volcanic eruption, or even a mesmeric sunset. It is the kind 

of wonder that is cultivated during a biology program. To this end, I suggest that we 

perceive of biological training and practice as affording of wonder and enchantment; 

a disposition that may or may not be activated.  

All of this is not to say that understanding cannot be flattening and disenchanting – of 

course it can. But it also possesses the ability to augment and make experience more 

wondrous. Understanding, like the experience of wonder itself, can itself alter habits 

and forms of attention in such a way that wonder begets wonder, and knowledge in-

tensifies encounters with the world (see also Greyson 2019). Evolutionary thinking 

certainly has William and Maria contemplate the nigh-impossibility, and therefore 

wondrousness, of their own existence – their existence as an ontological wonder. But 

more to the point, the deep time perspective also has them perceive of other lives out 

there – ‘that one blade of grass’ among all the others – in new and more profound 

ways. As William said, this “gives some depth and some meaning to almost every single 

individual that stands there.” The kind of wonder elicited, then, is what I want to single 

out as ‘other-regarding.’ As Rachel Carson also writes in The Sense of Wonder, wonder is 

a “recognition of something beyond the boundaries of human existence” (Carson 

1998: 100). I shall return to the potentially other-regarding nature of enchantment – 

and the ethical implications hereof – in the next and final chapter, so let us let that 

ferment for a while.  

Now, many of my interlocutors certainly were absorbed in getting the names of organ-

isms right and were much taken with the evolutionary histories and ecological interac-

tions of living organisms.59 None of this book-learning and laboratory scrutiny, how-

ever, exhausted the biologists’ experiences of and fascination with the living world. 

Indeed, my rubber-boot interlocutors actively, and almost obsessively, sought out af-

fective encounters with expressions of the diversity of life. Sometimes this would hap-

pen within the remit of the biology curriculum, such as when student interlocutors 

picked their electives based on the amount of time scheduled for field work. More 

frequently, it would transpire outside the curriculum, where interlocutors would seek 

out what several of them called their ‘nature fix’ in an area of their choice clad in rubber 

boots. And perhaps the affects of such live encounters are more immediately recog-

nizable as something akin to enchantment, what with the exhilaration, the surprise, the 

screeching, the adrenaline. As we shall see, however, even here, curricular knowledge 

                                                           
59 See Hundeide 2013 for a similar exposition of “enthusiasm of natural history” and the value hereof 
among ornithologists in Norway. 
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and relentless, extracurricular naturalist exercise serve as predispositions toward en-

chantment. Indeed, the ability of my interlocutors to provoke or, perhaps more accu-

rately, activate such experiences never stopped amazing me during my time in Aarhus, 

and my catalogue of wonder-full field days is therefore substantial. For the reader to 

appreciate the significance of such field encounters, allow me to unfold a curated few 

here. 

On demand: active pursuits of enchantment 

Recall, if you will, the whale encounter described at the beginning of this chapter. Not 

only did the mere thought of meeting a whale have Jack, Jan and Erik screeching, 

singing, and brought to the brink of wetting themselves. Upon seeing the whale – in 

my view an embodiment of a wild, autonomous natural world – they displayed an 

ecstatic infatuation that I cannot help but think of as a form of enchantment. 

I approach enchantment first and foremost as an affective response and therefore con-

cern myself with its experienced anatomy. To this end, I engage the political philoso-

pher Jane Bennett, whose 2001 Enchantment of Modern Life has become a reference for 

social scientific explorations of contemporary forms of enchantment. Bennett’s 

“quasi-pagan model of enchantment” (Bennett 2001: 12) is one of “minor experi-

ences” that lives “amid the familiar and the everyday“ (Bennett 2001:4). Starting from 

the assumption that the world has become neither inert nor devoid of surprise, Bennett 

endeavors to show how both art, philosophy, technological artifice, and even bureau-

cratic forms may provoke a “state of wonder”; a “condition of exhilaration” that ef-

fects “a mood of fullness, plenitude, or liveliness, a sense of having had one’s nerves 

or circulation or concentration powers tuned up or recharged — a shot in the arm, a 

fleeting return to childlike excitement about life” (Bennett 2001: 5). Bennett does not 

look for enchantment in the natural world. For my interlocutors, however, the lion’s 

share of their moments of amazement and wonder and, perhaps most notably, their 

‘return to childlike excitement about life’ happened outdoors, in the field. A beetle will 

serve as the first illustration.  

I met him a during a weekend field trip to northwestern Jutland in early October 2018 

under the aegis of Kulten, the student-run rubber-boot organization I have had cause 

to mention several times already. This trip was formally dedicated to attempting to see 

one of the very few wolves who had recently re-appeared after a 200-year hiatus, but 

there was no way that my fellow field trippers would pass up the chance to get to know 

better a far-off and therefore rarely visited area. Accordingly, we spent most of the 

arrival day rubber-boot exploring nearby forests, meadows and, not least, the emblem-
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atic northwestern heaths. Eyes alternately locked on the ground and the sky, and mov-

ing at an excruciatingly slow pace, we came face to face with a profusion of colorful 

mushrooms, shiny beetles and soaring predatory birds, each of which caused overjoyed 

exclamations and a glut of photographs.  

One such exclamation was louder and more high-pitched than the rest. When I caught 

up with the rest of the group, Sara’s eyes were visibly moist. She and Erik had hap-

pened upon a characteristically ‘tridented’ male specimen of the rare minotaur beetle 

(Typhaeus typhoeus) in one of the innumerable crevices that crisscrossed the heath. Sara 

was squatting on the ground, unmoved by her increasingly muddy and wet Fjällräven 

pants. Holding the stout, glossy-black dung beetle tenderly in the palm of her hand for 

everyone to see, she pointed out the three bull-like horns. “That is how you can tell 

that it is a male.” The female has two blunted tips. Lover of beetles that he is, Jonas 

added that the minotaur is a dung-roller (møgtriller): adults drag dung back to their nests 

for their larvae to feast on.  

 

Returning the beetle gently to the crack from where she had snatched it – its recogniz-

ability coupled with its rarity saving it from an alcoholic doom – Sara wiped a tear from 

her eyes, chuckling apologetically. A little embarrassed with herself, she explained that 

the experience of unexpectedly chancing upon this rare iteration of life had made her 

feel utterly “beside” herself and “unable to contain” herself. The rest of the group were 

even less restrained, literally bouncing around and laughing irrepressibly at our luck. 

“This is nature,” one of them announced, “the gift that never stops giving.” By almost 

all accounts, this was, in Bennett’s terms, a “minor experience” that nevertheless pro-

duced a collective “state of wonder,” a “condition of exhilaration” that effects “a mood 
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of fullness, plenitude, or liveliness.” And it certainly functioned as “a fleeting return to 

childlike excitement about life” (Bennet 2001: 5, 12).  

As we got back to our shelter late in the afternoon, feet hurting and eyes sore from 

hours of attention to life small and large, the September sun was setting in an explosion 

of colors. Preparing creamy chanterelles over the bonfire to a soundtrack of red deer 

bellowing their in-heat calls, we all agreed that what we were experiencing was some-

thing truly magical. The world, Jack opined, really is magical. “A fantasy world that just 

happens to be real.” 

Now, there is no doubt that this particular field day was something rather special. Glo-

rious weather, heath land strutting its autumn splendor, and the (anticipated) presence 

of minotaur beetles and wolves were all ingredients of a heady experiential brew. That 

having been said, the moods in or by which we encountered the natural world over 

that particular weekend, and the emotional registers involved during such encounters 

were ones that I became exceedingly familiar with over the course of fieldwork. 

Whether we undertook a leisurely walk in a suburban forest, went looking for lichen 

or bats in the University Park, or went full hermit beetle hunting in an ancient tree 

some 45 minutes south of Aarhus, my interlocutors would always chance upon some-

thing to spark loud enthusiasm and joy.  

The phrase ‘chance upon’ flags the felicity involved in our meeting the minotaur beetle. 

And it is, of course, true that we could not ever know with any certainty what we would 

meet on any given day. To this end, wonder or enchantment is inevitably something 

that erupts – something that “hits us,” as Bennett puts it (Bennett 2001: 4). Indeed, 

the element of surprise, that box-of-chocolates property of the natural world, was 

highly appreciated among my interlocutors. However, rendering our encounter with 

the minotaur beetle – and others like that – a matter of fortune would be borderline 

disingenuous, dismissive of all the factors that make the encounter a practical proba-

bility.  

Firstly, our very presence on that remote heath rested on 1) a collective willingness to 

entertain a September weekend in a cold shelter, and 2) a familiarity with the prevalence 

and distribution of this very specific beetle, a tutored naturalist proficiency. Moreover, 

locating the minotaur beetle entailed an exercise in place-specific rubber-boot practice; 

that is, keeping one’s eyes on the ground, diving into ditches, crannies and other prom-

ising habitats – and having the stamina to keep doing this for hours on end. Finally, 

the emotional encounter hinged crucially on the ability to recognize the minotaur bee-

tle as a minotaur beetle. Personally, I had no sense of the importance of our discovery 

until mayhem broke out (and even then, I was as busy looking at biologist celebrations 
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as I was with checking out minotaur horns). The biologists, by contrast, quickly knew; 

their attention to detail and naturalist capacities enabled them to pick it out from the 

crowd, as it were. And so, while the affects at play in many ways do correspond to the 

enchantment of someone like Bennett, still, syllabus activities and, perhaps more im-

portantly, extra-curricular engagements constituted a receptivity to what Bennett calls 

“the marvelous specificity of things” (Bennett 2001: 4) and thus functioned as im-

portant primers for wonder of this sort. Indeed, one might say that such enchantments 

are achieved, more than that they are simply experienced. And while this does perhaps 

render surprises a little less, well, surprising, they retain their power to affect and trans-

form.   

Very early the next morning, we found ourselves perched on a small hilltop on the 

heath, craning into telescopes, wrapped in sleeping bags or whatever else would keep 

us warm for what was bound to be a long wait. Wolves are elusive, particularly in Den-

mark where there are precious few of them; a scantiness that is exacerbated by the 

conspicuous disappearance of wolves in an area known for its antagonistic view on 

wolves. Heavy-eyed from an evening of beetle-related celebrations and a night of bon-

fire smoke, we did our best to stay afloat and vigilant.  
 

 

When, against the odds, we succeeded in spotting a young adult male engaged in some 

sort of interaction with a daring raven, the mood turned from sedate to ecstatic. Qui-

etly, of course, so as to not scare the wolf away. Struggling to focus the ‘scopes – part 

cold hands, part uncontainable excitement – we took turns peering through the over-

sized lenses and proudly broadcasting this first-ever livestreaming of a wolf in Den-

mark onto the Facebook page Live from the Field. When away from the ‘scopes, the 

biologists screamed silently into the light blue October sky, walked around the hilltop 

restlessly, or cupped their hands in introverted gratitude. Trying to articulate this, I 

recognize the impossible task of capturing the condensed atmosphere in writing (cf. 
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Vannini & Vannini 2020), but by any account, this was a moment of untrammeled joy. 

In the following chapter, I elaborate on the tendency among my interlocutors to broad-

cast not only encounters with minotaur beetles and wolves, but also their excitement 

in the face of such encounters. Here, I remain on the hilltop a little while longer. 

Sara, who would later graduate with a thesis on wolves, found herself paralyzed by the 

immensity of the situation. That was how she described it, once recovered. The bodily 

sensation brought about by seeing the wolf was of such magnitude, she said, that “for 

only the second time in my life, I felt alive.” When I asked her to elaborate on this, 

“her greatest nature experience” a full year later, the visceral intensity stood out, the 

situation seemingly still fresh in her mind. Despite the obvious positivity of the en-

counter with the wolf, Sara’s only point of reference was that one time, when she and 

her partner saw someone getting run down by a car right in front of them: 

It was breathlessness. Adrenaline. Everything else disappeared in the moment. Time 
stood still. I was outside of time and place and almost experienced myself from the 
outside. My life became small and insignificant in the face of the wild, powerful world. 

Sara’s description of the bodily sensations sparked by the not-particularly-close en-

counter with a wolf in Denmark has more than a fleeting semblance with Bennett’s 

enchantment. There was wonder and ecstasy, yes, and her mentioning adrenaline re-

calls Bennett’s “shot in the arm … a sense of having one’s nerves or circulation or 

concentration powers tuned up or recharged” (Bennett 2001:5). Equally, however, the 

encounter was immobilizing, transfixing, and spellbinding. Sara really seems, as Ben-

nett puts it, to have experienced “this odd combination of somatic effects” where she 

felt “caught up and carried away” at one at the same time (Bennett 2001: 5). Such 

encounters caused an enormous emotional stir, whose wakes are often substantial and 

die hard.   

One element of the natural world that for my interlocutors seemed particularly per-

missive and consistently deliverable of such marvelous encounters was that of bird life. 

In a recent turn away from an exclusive focus on the human, a cluster of anthropolo-

gists have written specifically about human-bird relations. This has shed important new 

light on the appropriation of birds for competitive stratification among a variety of 

‘birders’ (Madsen 2021; Liep 2001), how birds may serve as common ground and thus 

a methodological resource in ethnographic field work (Rothstein 2006), and the ways 

in which birds occasionally display and configure social and classed conflicts (Faubion 

& Durbin n.d.). With the notable exceptions of Cecilie Rubow (2022) and Michael 

Hundeide (2013), however, few have made the profoundly affective dimension of birds 

on human beings and the reverberations hereof a sustained object of study.  
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Fortunately, my interlocutors were very forthcoming on this matter. Indeed, I was re-

peatedly and by various people told about the thrill and magic of birdwatching in gen-

eral and of migrating birds in particular. Jonas, whose love of beetles (particularly wee-

vils) has singled him out thus far, is also a devout birder: he has passed innumerable 

school breaks chasing migrating birds. He has spent months during gap years banding 

migrating birds at Danish and Swedish bird observatories, and he regularly picks his 

holiday destination based on the birds he might see. Morten D.D. Hansen, who fea-

tured often in the previous chapter, even wrote an essay – an ode, I would say – on 

the emotional magnetism of birdwatching (Hansen 2018). During a walk in the Mols 

Laboratory grounds, a colleague and I asked him to elaborate in a less formalized way 

on his relation to birds, and from then on there was just no stopping him. He relayed 

how the blackbird inaugurates his year – i.e., the biological year. He told us how the “life-

affirmation” of migrating barn swallows had helped him recover from a divorce. If 

they can cross a frothy Mediterranean with no land in sight, he could damn well get 

back on his horse. Large migrations, though, beat everything. They are “unfathomable 

miracles”; his “oxygen.” His very first migration is still etched in his memory: 

It must have been March 29, 1988. It had been cold for a few weeks, and then the mild 
weather arrived that morning. We got up at half past five, and it was a really muggy, 
warm, foggy morning. There was something in the air, really, you could just feel, okay. 
We were all insanely excited. We woke up stupid early in the morning – it was just ding-
ding-ding [his hands imitating antennas catching a signal] – and we were all raring to go. 
But it was still dark. Then, at half past five, while we were eating our oats, the trip leader 
says: "Boys, listen to this." And there were sounds everywhere, in the middle of the 
night. He said: "That is dunnock [Prunella modularis] and that is song thrush [Turdus phil-
omelos], and when they sound like that, it's going to be an insane day." And then we 
witnessed an enormous train of birds. I mean, birds coming from all over Europe and 
Africa passed through Skagen. Fuck, it was transformative. It was at that moment that 
I realized that bird migration has perspective, and the world is bigger than me. It was 
undeniably the moment. It was truly a defining moment.  

As Morten told us his origins story, we found ourselves seated on a large, dead beech 

trunk in a small glade. A rain shower engulfed us but, sporting a dreamy smile, Morten 

seemed not to notice at all. He quickly moved on to yet another migration experience, 

this time a tremendous surge of migrating European honey buzzards (Pernis apivorus) 

in Georgia that he witnessed with a group of fellow birders. “We were witnessing the 

rhythm of life. We were witnessing a heartbeat.” Even recalling the situation got 

Morten all excited. As he wrapped up the story and readied himself to move along, he 

showed me his arm as if I were able to look through the layers of clothing: “Yup, 
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shivers. I can make shivers on command. I just have to think about that moment. 

That's enchantment.”60 

Conclusions 

The descriptions on offer in this chapter serve as ethnographically grounded challenges 

or even correctives to the persuasive Weberian rendition of the natural sciences as 

drivers of disenchantment and tedium. Rather more accurately, they express a distinc-

tion between science and the scientist to show 1) that specific mechanistic and reduc-

tive underpinnings of the biological science sometimes do threaten to estrange my 

rubber-boot interlocutors, 2) that such underpinnings may, in the hands of the right 

people, be reappropriated to elicit wonder in their own right and, 3) that my interloc-

utors often actively pursue enchantment, mainly through steadfast and eager rubber-

boot explorations of the natural world. In which case, field scientificity is deployed to 

great and wonder-full effect. Among my interlocutors, then, enchanted moments, 

moods and encounters are ultimately alive and well. 

This circumstance, in turn, helps to explain yet another way in which biodiversity 

comes to matter to my interlocutors – namely, among other things, through enchanting 

forms of affect. And it stands to reason that such affective mattering might prompt a 

concerted quest for a Biocene. Right? For a very long time, the answer of my interloc-

utors did not seem to be in the affirmative. Now, it is difficult to show something that 

was not there, so you will have to take my word for it, but to a surprisingly large extent, 

the enchantment with whales, wolves and minotaurs did not lead to ethics or politics 

that regard those rare creatures. As Cecilie Rubow has noted through her work on and 

with Danish beaches, sometimes, enchantment is a dead end (Rubow 2022). In this 

sense, the enchanted moments and moods may be what James Faubion has called the 

‘anethical’ (Faubion 2011); not unethical, but simply without ethics. It just is. 

If it is true, then, that any enchantment-ethics connection is conditional and that re-

sponsibility is something that has to be taken, the fifth and final chapter explores con-

ditions conducive to the development of response-ability among my interlocutors – 

conducive to a transformation of the biological profession into a Weberian vocation 

or calling. As I show, an ever-deepening sense of ecological crisis is crucial, as my 

interlocutors’ infatuation with the living meet grief and concern to coalesce into con-

certed interventions. 

                                                           
60 Analytically convenient, this evocation of enchantment was not entirely unsolicited, as Morten’s nar-
rative had been prefaced by an explication of our research interests and membership in the collective 
research project titled Enchanted Ecologies in Scandinavia. We had, in other words, presented enchantment 
as a concept that was meaningful in the context of the conversation.  
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5  Promoting biodiversity: desperate times and loving measures 

  
 

VISIBLY DETERIORATING, the oak was still a sight to behold: the trunk immense, 

the furrowed bark inches thick. Just one King’s Oak out of a number scattered across 

Denmark, this one was estimated to be somewhere between 600 and 1000 years old. 

As we arrived after a 30-minute southward drive from Aarhus, we spent a minute pay-

ing tribute to the grand old being. What had really drawn us on that ashen November 

day in 2020, however, was not just the tree itself. Erik, Jack and I were on the look-

out for larvae of the locally rare hermit beetle, and a tree this old and dilapidated is a 

particular and particularly rich habitat. Jack, former street performer that he is, some-

how managed to climb the unaccommodating trunk, and so approached it from the 

top. Meanwhile, Erik lay prostrate on the damp earth, shoveling wood dust at the foot 

of the trunk for subsequent examination. They clearly enjoyed the treasure hunt and 

frequently let out squeals of joy as they encountered something interesting; a tiny leg 

that may have belonged to a now disintegrated hermit, say. We were, in other words, 

exploring the constituents of a promising habitat in an exercise that was dependent on 

a studied form of expertise, including on how best to approach it, and marked by a 

form of dogged playfulness that had by now become familiar. 

Hours later, we were about ready to leave the King behind. Facing him from the muddy 

driveway, we were struck with his solitude. A few measly beech trees did sprout around 

him but, as Jack remarked, these “sticks” would be “like babies” to the old King. He 

is, as Jack put it, “dying alone.” Aerial photos reveal that this King’s Oak used to lord 

over a grove of equally old oaks between various agricultural lands. Those other oaks, 

however, were razed some 60 years ago. While this, we figured, must make driving the 

adjacent highway seem safer, it also leaves organisms that depend on old and battered 

oak – the hermit beetle included – in a difficult spot. Such denizens – tiny and incon-

spicuous – do not migrate far, and therefore will have nowhere to turn once the King 

is no more. “Entire populations [of insects] will have nowhere to go,” Erik anticipated. 

“Just the thought of it makes me so sad.” With that, he forked a mud-cake off his boot 

with a stick and got into the car, his face a painful grimace. 

On our way back to Aarhus, the car was unusually quiet. Driving, Jack kept his eyes 

firmly on the road, which should have been a relief, but really wasn’t. Erik, too, seemed 
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strangely muted, and even the customary nature related music – Pocahontas’ Colors of 

the Wind was our fallback track – was absent. Suddenly, Jack turned his head and asked 

me if I had seen David Attenborough’s new film. For many of my interlocutors – 

students and researchers alike – the 95-year-old BBC broadcaster had been an icon, 

his animated baritone figuring as a sort of soundtrack to their own experiences with 

the natural world. I was therefore no longer surprised to hear the name of the natural 

historian cropping up in casual conversation. This evocation, however, was something 

else. Among my interlocutors, Attenborough’s name was ordinarily associated with 

excitement, enthusiasm, and love of nature, but A Life on Our Planet is different. It 

chronicles the changes that the natural world has undergone through the one long life 

of an attentive observer. The film certainly transmits Attenborough’s undying infatua-

tion with the natural world, and it does contain love and hope – nicely packaged in the 

biologist-friendly slogan “we must rewild the world.” But it also depicts destruction, 

decline, and despair almost beyond measure and elicits a profound sense of grief about 

just how much has been lost within the lifetime of one single human being.  

“A hell of a film,” Jack opined. He and his girlfriend had both watched it through a 

shower curtain of tears. “An emotional rollercoaster,” he found it “beautiful and heart-

wrenching,” and it resonated powerfully with his own mixed emotions about nature. 

More than anything, it made him “want to do something,” he said, as we approached 

the outskirts of Aarhus. “It made me want to get my act together. To really make 

something of all the things I learn and know.”  

--- Ꝋ --- 

This final chapter asks what it might mean ‘to do something’ and to get one’s ‘act 

together’ in a context that is perceived to be increasingly poor, not just in old oaks and 

hermit beetles, but in just about everything alive. Emically speaking, what we have is a 

full-blown biodiversity crisis; we are living in and through a ‘time of extinctions’ (Rose 

& Van Dooren 2011). The anguish articulated by Erik and Jack was far from unique 

among my interlocutors; toward the end of my time in the field, an increasing number 

of interlocutors started emphasizing this sentiment. Indeed, they would often compare 

the live precipice down which they were staring to ‘being at a party with no guests’ or 

‘listening to an orchestra without musicians.’ Joyless. Funereal. Aldo Leopold, it would 

seem, was not entirely wrong when, in his A Sand County Almanac, he remarked that  

“[o]ne of the penalties of an ecological education is that one lives alone in a world of 

wounds” (Leopold 1993: 165).  

The kind of weltschmerz described above has recently been made an analytical focus 

of a host of social scientists under the evocative, if opaque, rubric of ecological grief 
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(Comtesse et al. 2021; Kent & Brondo 2020; Sideris 2020; Cunsolo & Landman 2017; 

Cunsolo 2012; Rose 2008), i.e., “the grief felt in relation to experienced or anticipated 

ecological losses, including the loss of species, ecosystems and meaningful landscapes 

due to acute or chronic environmental change” (Cunsolo & Ellis 2018: 275). While 

much of this literature focus on peoples, for whom entire ways of life are eroding due 

to changing ecological configurations, the term also, I think, pertains to the emotions 

harbored by Erik, Jack, and many of my other interlocutors. Lamenting the projected 

disappearance of entire populations of insects with the loss of the King’s Oak, Erik 

fused prophecy and elegy, to paraphrase Timothy Morton (Morton 2010: 254).  

What makes the ecological grief framework particularly pertinent to my analysis is that 

it is essentially forward-facing. As Hannah Comtesse and associates point out in a re-

cent review piece on the topic, ecological grief – like other forms of grief – often en-

courages action rather than paralysis (Comtesse et al. 2021). It can, then, be seen as a 

politically charged stance that produces new communities rather than an individuating, 

isolating emotion (cf. Stanescu 2012). Through such a lens, we come to appreciate not 

only what mourning is or what it responds to, but also what it affects.61 

Building on the insight that grief may power something that enchantment alone, as we 

saw, could not, this chapter centers on how ‘anticipated ecological losses’ pertain to 

the nature-oriented interventions of my interlocutors. The grief-activism intersection 

has attracted the attention of the odd ethnographer before me. However, the sporadic 

research on the topic has generally tended toward radical and spiritually oriented ad-

vocacy groups such as Earth First! and the Earth Liberation Front (Pike 2016, 2017; 

Taylor 1993, 1996).62 Against such commitments, the playful civic engagements of my 

interlocutors are decidedly lighthearted, amicable, non-confrontational. At first glance, 

they might even appear to embody, turning a phrase by Edward Said on its head, “a 

spirit of accommodation, rather than opposition” (see Said 1996: xvii). This does not 

mean, I argue, that the gestures of my interlocutors are shallow and, therefore, should 

not be taken seriously. Indeed, I illustrate that the approach of my interlocutors is 

calibrated to affect as large a part of the Danish public as possible. Moreover, dealing 

with less-than-radical interlocutors allows us to touch upon concerns that are perhaps 

shared more broadly in the Danish politics of nature.  

                                                           
61 For an instantiation of this point within the anthropological record, see the work of Renato Rosaldo, 
particularly his canonical essay Grief and a Headhunter's Rage (1984). 
62 Indeed, grief and mourning are built into the guiding principles of the growing Extinction Rebellion 
(XR) movement. In their handbook, references to the ‘dying planet’ and ‘ecocide’ proliferate (Farell et 
al. 2019), and XR performance art protests often stage funeral processions and enact rituals of grieving 
(Sideris 2020). 
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Taking us from the beating heart of Danish parliamentary politics – Parliament – to 

parks and sidewalks in urban Aarhus, the chapter exhibits how the commitment of 

Jack, Erik and others crystallizes in a variety of creative ways. And it will come as no 

surprise that both classificatory expertise and the affect of enchantment is deployed 

widely. What these diverse activities have in common, is 1) that they grow from and 

respond to a perceived and tremendous crisis of life, 2) that they contain certain edu-

cational or pedagogical elements. By this I mean that most of the concerted efforts of 

my interlocutors share the aim of transmitting and inculcating forms of knowledge 

about and ways of experiencing the natural world. And that these aims are pursued 

through a fomenting of what I refer to as naturalist literacy (cf. Kahn 2010).  

My interlocutors are not just out to transmit what they liked to call ‘wiki-wisdom,’ 

however. They also sought to teach, or perhaps more accurately, to help deliver, some 

of the many wonders of this world to a wider audience. Deploying the term “wonder 

machines” (Greyson 2019: 17), I suggest that my interlocutors mobilize and express 

their own sense of wonder in the face of the natural world, often at risk of caricature, 

with the aim of reenchanting the world. This rendition draws on an emic belief in an 

intersection of aesthetics, ethics and politics, reminiscent of that of Jane Bennett in her 

work on enchantment (2001). It also shows, however, that enchantment is not just a 

potential source of care-full ethics, but that enchantment is a form that care might take. 

That is to say, if enchantment is seen as a source of care, then the stimulation or – to 

stay with the machine analogy – production of enchantment is in itself an expression 

of care. 

What makes the topic of this chapter particularly intriguing, but also frustratingly dif-

ficult to get an analytical handle on, is that the incipient mobilization of which I speak 

in this chapter only emerged toward the end of my extended stay in Aarhus. This 

means not only do certain descriptions on display here grow from intermittent follow-

up visits and after-the-fact conversations with interlocutors, but also that the processes 

I try to shine a light on are still evolving, often in unforeseen twists and turns.  

Earth is calling 

On January 9 2020, I found myself navigating an airport-style security check inside the 

Danish Parliament in Copenhagen before darting into the grandiose common hall (Fæl-

lessalen). Here, I joined some 500 hundred youths assembled for the Youth Conference on 

the Nature Crisis, initiated by the Denmark chapter of the World Wildlife Fund (WWF). 

The place was chock full, and the invited politicians, among them the Minister of En-

vironment, had to settle for folding chairs by the entrance. The room was buzzing with 
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high-spirited chatter and, given the turnout, it was difficult not to be carried away with 

optimism. 

The program kicked off with a short talk by Professor Carsten Rahbek, an internation-

ally renowned biodiversity scholar and an influential voice in matters pertaining to bi-

odiversity in Denmark. Rahbek began by relating how he had taken to that particular 

podium often enough over the years, “to an audience much more grey-specked than 

you,” but that little seems to have come of it. “Perhaps because their future isn’t on 

the line.” He then went on to expound, lucidly and candidly, how “the question of 

biodiversity” was not a question of human survival, but about “what human existence 

is going to be like.” Rich in content or poor? In optimizing produce – something, he 

reminded us, we have been exceedingly good at in Denmark – Homo sapiens has effec-

tively destroyed the habitats of an enormous amount of life. Land clearings with a view 

to meat production alone, he said, account for 60% of the current loss of biodiversity. 

If we continue like that, the world will grow ever drabber, and with alarming speed. 

He closed his eyes and stood still, as if to really let the message sink in. “Is this the best 

we can do?” he finally asked. The session read as a sort of requiem but, given the 

audience, one could also see it as a rallying cry, a rousing of attention to this “most 

underrated crisis of our time,” as Rahbek called it. If that was the case, it worked: 

seated next to one of my interlocutors from Aarhus, I could sense the excitement. 

“This is it,” she said, bouncing in her chair. “Earth is calling, and we are finally ready 

to pick up.” As Rahbek left the stage, I was left wondering who this ‘we’ referred to. 

Was it a generalized, national ‘we.’ i.e., we Danes? Or did she refer to a perceived in-

group of biologists? Neither, in my view, would have been altogether wrong. Certainly, 

biodiversity has enjoyed unprecedented public and political attention in recent years, 

evident in TV shows, media coverage and political decisions. Moreover, biologists, not 

least those working out of Aarhus, do seem to be increasingly ready to participate in 

and dictate the terms of this public debate.63 As one interlocutor put it: “We are now 

ready to stand by our professionalism in public rather than making excuses for our-

selves.” 

After the opening remarks, the crowd was divided into working groups tasked with 

discussing biodiversity as it pertained to distinct themes, such as education and inter-

pretation, research, management, and economy. At the end of the workshop session, 

three proposals from each working group were presented to elected representatives 

across the political spectrum. Each politician was then to highlight two main takeaways 

                                                           
63 A piece of circumstantial evidence from my time in the field seconds this inkling. That is, early on I 
would often, for my own amusement, confront interlocutors with an adapted version of an aphorism 
from Marx: “Biologists have only classified the world, in various ways. The point, however, is to change 
it.” They would, without exception, refute the idea and retreat to a supposedly politically neutral place 
of ‘laying out the facts.’ 
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and forward that to the Minister of Environment, Lea Wermelin, whose response was 

sought on the spot.  

Unfortunately, I had to leave the conference before that final part, and so I did not get 

to see the coming together of youthful engagement and realpolitik. However, Jonas 

and Jack, two of a handful of key interlocutors who had joined the conference, stayed 

the night at my place in Copenhagen after the conference. This gave me the chance to 

get their version of the final goings-on as well as their perspectives on what had tran-

spired during the day. And so, as we enjoyed a beer on my couch, I adopted the trade-

mark, subtly inquisitive mode of the ethnographer who knows his or her interlocutors 

well. They were both visibly tired, but just as visibly excited. I repeatedly had to remind 

them to keep their voices down so as to not wake up my daughter sleeping soundly in 

the adjacent room. It had been a fun and thought-provoking day, they agreed. They 

had been positively surprised by the strong and engaged turnout, even if, as Jonas 

quipped, they found a lot of the participants ignorant of “the biology of it.” They had 

been surprised, too, by the seriousness with which the politicians had treated their 

concerns and proposals. They genuinely seemed to share the participants’ worries. Jo-

nas, however, offered a rather cynical caveat: 

I’m afraid nothing will come of it. They pretend to listen; politicians excel in that. Hell, 
maybe they do listen, but they are being pecked at from every corner of society, and I’m 
not sure they have the nerve to really do something about it.  

Jack took a swig of a beer and suddenly seemed engulfed by Jonas’s gloom: “Species 

are going extinct as we speak, but do they care enough to do something about it?” 

As the evening turned into night, our conversation turned from the contents of the 

conference to what had motivated them to participate in the first place. This was of 

particular interest to me. Indeed, a deep curiosity about the emerging ethico-political 

lives of biologists was part of my initial motivation to undertake this entire project. In 

a world of multiple ecological crises – crises that biologists arguably understand better 

than most – biologists must, I thought, be drawn into the skirmish, right? For many 

of my interlocutors, the answer for a long time seemed to be a resounding no. They 

had seemed content with examining – and enjoying – the natural world as it was. In 

fact, from the very beginning of my time in the field, almost all my interlocutors – Jack 

and Jonas included – consistently claimed to keep any kind of politics at arm’s length: 

biology stuff over here, politics over there. This ‘division of the universe,” to borrow 

a phrase from Matei Candea (2011), resonates strongly with a compartmentalization 

of disciplinary obligations characteristic of what Bruno Latour famously calls the ‘mod-

ern constitution’; that is, “the separation between the scientific power charged with 

representing things [nature] and the political power charged with representing [human] 
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subjects” (Latour 1993: 29). So conceived, biology as a science is concerned with what 

is or – to the great sadness of many of my interlocutors – is no longer. Species are 

going extinct at an unprecedented rate, biologists can (and will) show you that. But it 

is up to others – ethicists or politicians – to decide whether we care enough to try to 

take care of them. 

Yet here they were, having attended a conference all the way across the country at the 

very epicenter of national politics, namely the Danish Parliament. What was going on? 

As usual, Jack was quick to respond: this was one of those times “where you really 

have a chance to make a difference.” After mulling over the issue for some time, Jonas 

offered a subtly different perspective: “The world is burning. Species are disappearing 

right under our noses, and that hurts me like I don’t know what. How could I just sit 

on my hands, quietly? We have to do whatever we can!” 

Emphasizing the ‘chance to make a difference,’ Jack expressed how the youth confer-

ence (and in its prelude and aftermath, but more on that shortly) as an event presented 

an ideal opportunity to engage with biodiversity in a way he found meaningful. He 

spoke as if this was exactly what he had been waiting for all along. Interestingly, this 

idea aligns very well with frequent remarks made to me by other interlocutors who 

claimed to be looking for a way to get involved, but who had done so in ways that 

seemed to be rather passive and to lack any sense of urgency. Indeed, Jonas had been 

one such interlocutor. During a 2018 late fall walk around Årslev Engsø, a favorite 

birder’s spot just outside Aarhus, we spoke of nature politics, including its many faces. 

As we walked, we alternately spoke and scanned the surroundings for signs of great 

white herons (Ardea Alba). Jonas told me how, for years, he had spent an enormous 

amount of time trying to arouse people's interest in nature through engagements in the 

youth branch of Birdlife Denmark and, lately, Kulten. And while he insisted on the 

critical importance of this exercise in nature interpretation, he also confessed that he 

“yearned for” (savnede) a more explicitly political edge. For as he said, “some part of 

me tells me that this is what I should be doing.” He had not found a platform from 

which to commit, however. 

‘I just had to’: of crises and opportunities 

Back on my couch, however, Jonas did not highlight the opportunity offered by the 

Copenhagen event so much as emphasize the subject matter: the biodiversity crisis 

itself. It was as if, for him and Jack both, the worry and pain that comes with realizing 

that ‘species are going extinct as we speak’ engendered a sort of urgency that made it 

feel next to impossible to stay ‘seated on their hands.’ As I show throughout this chap-

ter, they were not alone among my interlocutors with such feelings.  
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In her work on a group of young Scandinavians turning – seemingly anachronistically 

– toward small-scale farming, Sofie Isager Ahl, observes that there is a difference be-

tween knowing about a crisis and waking up to its severity and extent (Ahl 2021). One 

might speculate that something similar is at play among my interlocutors. For they 

have surely known about what is now known as the biodiversity crisis for some time, 

but perhaps they are only now waking up to it in earnest. While the crisis narrative 

seems to be growing in strength and urgency, it is difficult to ascertain the cause of the 

sudden awakening. Perhaps Anna Tsing is simply right in suggesting that “our time is 

ripe for sensing precarity” (Tsing 2015b:20). 

The idea that my interlocutors are waking up to the biodiversity crisis suggests that the 

crisis is not just a descriptive or diagnostic term for our current earthly predicaments. 

It is also prescriptive, in that it indicates the need for effecting meaningful personal 

change. Here, it is perhaps worth reminding ourselves that, etymologically, the concept 

of crisis relates to the ancient Greek term krinein, which means ‘to decide.’ More than 

a catastrophe, a crisis can accordingly be seen as “a moment of decisive interven-

tion…of thorough-going transformation” (Hay 1999: 323). Not unlike ‘events’ – at 

least how they have largely been analyzed in a recent surge of anthropological attention 

to the topic  (Kublitz 2019; Kapferer 2015; Humphrey 2008;  Hoffman & Lubkemann 

2005; Robbins 2004) – crises do not happen just to us, but also in us. They are – or can 

be – generative, permissive of a becoming of novel subjectivities.64  

Now, a reading of my material along these lines might see the (narrative of) the biodi-

versity crisis as subjectivizing – a discursive hailing. And that same reading might see 

my interlocutors’ decisions to get involved as an answer, a bookending of a process of 

interpellation, productive of specifically ecologized or ecologically sensitive subjects, 

who ‘had to hurl themselves into it’ and ’could not just sit on their hands, quietly’ (my 

emphases). Attuned to the movements of discourse, such an analysis would no doubt 

do a good job of explaining the general direction of the incipient commitment of Jack, 

Jonas, and others. However, as I now go on to unpack the many ludic events begotten 

by the original event/crisis – events in which, as Daniel Hoffman and Stephen Lub-

keman write, “creativity is harnessed to the task of effecting and legitimizing the social 

transformations that crises demand” (Hoffman & Lubkemann 2005: 315) – they all 

seem to refute any such account that emphasizes narrow subjective(iz)ation. Indeed, 

                                                           
64 ‘Our’ extinction event is comparatively gradual, its often “dull edges” (Van Dooren 2014: 12) and 
immense scale difficult to observe directly. Consequently, my interlocutors did not wake up one morn-
ing to a radically new world to which they felt compelled to respond. While this does not, I think, 
disqualify an ‘evental’ analytical prism, it does call for a recalibrated understanding of ‘events’; one that 
heeds ‘slow ruptures’ (Krøijer 2019) and accounts for the insidious and anticipatory qualities of its cur-
rent incarnation.  
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as we shall see, it seems that, rather than a “constitutive site of particular forms of 

subjectivity” (Mbembe & Roitman 1995: 323), the biodiversity crisis may more accu-

rately be seen as what Michael Jackson, on the topic of events, calls an opening up of 

“an ethical space in which new directions become possible” (Jackson 2008: 14) - a 

situation that allows people to transform their lives and begin imagining trajectories 

toward an alternative.  

In order to show what this meant in practice, I turn back the clock to the weeks leading 

up to the conference in Copenhagen, and to the emergence of a group of biodiversity 

ambassadors.   

Ambassadors for biodiversity 

Our participation in the Copenhagen Youth Conference on the Nature Crisis in January 

2020 was preceded by two workshops in Aarhus, both organized by Thor Hjarsen of 

the WWF. Hjarsen was eager to attract conference participants with a background in 

biology, and he had enlisted Casper, the ‘fourth dimension’ interlocutor whom we met 

back in chapter 1, to help with recruitment and running the workshops. A long-term 

member of Kulten and a public face of youthful engagement in nature debates due to 

his role as a host at the annual People’s Festival of Nature, Casper quickly managed  to 

assemble a dozen participants, many of whom were in my core group of interlocutors.  

The workshops were held in a large, drab seminar room in the section for Ecoinfor-

matics and Biodiversity at the Department of Biology. On both occasions, the modest, 

rectangular desks had been reshuffled into one large, centralized slab. We half-joked 

that this was our ‘situation room.’ The first workshop evoked the current biodiversity 

crisis as exactly that, featuring a presentation by the distinguished biodiversity scholar 

and rewilding advocate Jens-Christian Svenning, who pulled no punches in describing 

the gravity and extent of our current and largely anthropogenic extinction event. The 

second workshop, only days prior to the conference in Copenhagen, revolved around 

communication strategies, and the kinds of arguments to wield in championing nature 

and biodiversity upon facing a decision-making audience. Would it be tenable to speak 

of the intrinsic value of living organisms when we try to convince others to care for 

and prioritize their flourishing, or are we forced by circumstance to couch arguments 

in idioms of human wellbeing and need?65  

                                                           
65 These were difficult and delicate questions, and emotions ran high. At one point, Jonas reacted 
strongly to the pragmatist view, raised by Casper, that ‘the logic of excel sheets’ is the currency of poli-
ticians and so should be observed. We should, Jonas opined, beware of any form of ‘economizing na-
ture.’ For, as he said: “What about all of those creatures that neither looks good, smells good, or does 
[us] any good? If we start putting nature into a balance sheet, it won’t be very long before some Djøf’er 
starts calculating how much of it we can do without.” 
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The workshops were envisioned as preparation for the Copenhagen youth conference. 

Bookended with casual socializing over WWF-funded pizza, the sessions also served 

to galvanize a collective ethos and engagement among the participants. We became a 

group: those sufficiently concerned to volunteer time and energy to biodiversity. In 

fact, the workshops turned out to occasion the establishment of The Young Biodiver-

sity Ambassadors (TYBA), a loose fellowship of young people – many of them rubber-

boot biologists – who love nature dearly and demand a greater focus on the “huge and 

neglected biodiversity crisis” among politicians and the population at large (Craig et al. 

2021: 191). TYBA would turn out to provide an important framework for many of the 

interventions to which my interlocutors contributed and in which they participated. 

While the intended meaning of the organizational label is unclear, the term ambassador 

is, I think, doubly apposite for what transpired under the aegis of this grassroots or-

ganization. For an ambassador, in Danish and English both, connotes someone who 

promotes a specific cause and someone who speaks or acts on the behalf of another.66  

 

 

Since its 2020 inauguration, TYBA has already executed several interventions on behalf 

of the living world, some more experimental than others. First, soon after the Copen-

hagen conference itself, the ambassadors – including some of my key interlocutors – 

labored to author a manifesto for biodiversity, demanding a legally binding and fully 

                                                           
66 Interestingly, several of my interlocutors have also enlisted as ambassadors in another grassroots or-
ganization, namely the City of Species (Arternes Aarhus in Danish). This initiative, too, is driven by “a 
deep love of all the strange, surprising, ugly and cute creatures that we share our urban habitat with” 
(ROD n.d.) and a desire to voice the political interests of such denizens. The City of Species concept 
originated in Aarhus, but has since spread to several other Danish cities. Each species embassy has its 
own way of understanding and administering its central tasks, but they all subscribe to the idea that 
needs and desires of other species should be taken much more seriously as we furnish the future of our 
cities and our society more generally (Hansen 2021). 

Straight from the horse’s mouth 

In a 2021 contribution to a multidisciplinary volume on Danish nature views, five repre-
sentatives of TYBA – Sofie and Jack among them – described the organization and its 
ambitions in the following way: 

We are The Young Biodiversity Ambassadors (TYBA). We are a group of young 
people who love nature and are passionate about bringing the huge and neglected 
biodiversity crisis to the attention of our politicians and the rest of the population. 
Nature is wondrous and means a lot to us. We are fighting for more space for nature 
in Denmark (and in the rest of the world). Space for the unyielding [det unyttige], where 
all species have the same right to "just be" and do not have to fulfil a function for us 
human beings. Space to be wild and undomesticated. It would be an inconceivable 
loss if the next generations cannot lie in the meadows and enjoy the flapping wings 
of the Amanda’s blue [Polyommatus amandus] or sit in the dunes and follow the small 
flocks of sanderlings [Calidris alba] searching for food among the splashing waves. 
We are fighting for nature, and we are hopeful that we can still turn the tide and 
create the framework for wild species to flourish, so that we and the next generations 
can flourish, too, and continue the stories of the fabulous nature and biodiversity in 
Denmark (Craig et al. 2021, my translation) 
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financed biodiversity agreement (De Unge Biodiversitetsambassadører 2020).67 Pre-

sented directly to the minister of environment over a Zoom connection during the 

COVID19 lockdown, TYBA articulated such biodiversity care-work as our duty in 

light of our indisputable role in shattering the life conditions of so many of our fellow 

earth-beings. To this end, they made demands that decision-makers take responsibility 

and act. Almost simultaneously, TYBA went public with their support for the project 

popularly known as Moesgaard Wild Forest (Moesgaard Vildskov), whose aim is to but-

tress the old, biodiverse forest just south of Aarhus, primarily by adopting many of the 

mechanisms associated with rewilding. Here, several members of TYBA endeavored 

to write feature articles and reader letters in local newspapers and contact the city 

council that had approved of the project in the first place.  

When it came to manifestos and lobbying city councils, engaging in such exercises of 

cut and thrust realpolitik was a quantum leap for people like Jonas, Sara and Jack, for 

whom overt political maneuvering had been anathema. And there is no denying that 

they had moved, their views evolving. That said, many of them never really identified 

with this form of public involvement. Such engagement may be befitting of an ambas-

sador-as-diplomat – but it was not theirs. Indeed, from the very inception of TYBA, I 

noticed a sort of schism between the Copenhagen branch of TYBA – who explicitly 

compared themselves to the politically engaged climate movement The Green Youth 

Movement – and the Aarhus one (complete with a separate Facebook group), who 

sought alternative ways. That is to say, for several of the Aarhus ambassadors, mani-

festo writing, participation in hearings, and so represented a ‘politics as usual,’ to nick 

a phrase from philosopher Thomas Pogge (2010) . One that in Sara´s terms was “tired” 

and to Jack “does not get us anywhere.”68  

For my money, however, any reservations on the part of my interlocutors sprang pri-

marily from the realization that their most telling contribution to the biodiversity cause 

did not lie within the remit of mainstream forms of political engagement. That is to 

say, for the vast majority of my interlocutors, the primary and favored outlet for the 

intimately felt worry and concern, but also veneration of and hope for the future of 

the natural world, was to be found in the practice of naturformidling, usually translated 

as nature interpretation or nature communication. In the following pages I will unfold 

                                                           
67 The manifesto has not been published and is only available to TYBA members on their shared Google 
drive. 
68 It would be premature and possibly plain wrong to agree unconditionally to such gloomy portrayals, 
but their remarks turned out to be prophetic in the case of the Moesgaard Wild Forest, where they had 
been so actively engaged.  Moesgaard Vildskov. Indeed, the idea was shelved after a lengthy consultation 
process in which both supporters and opponents of the initiative were given the opportunity to air their 
perspectives (Aarhus Kommune 2021). 
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some of the ways in which naturformidling appeared among my interlocutors and show 

how, as a form of ecological pedagogy, their formidling is perhaps best understood as a 

form of nature promotion; pro-motion. 

A yellow flower is not just a yellow flower  

TYBA’s inaugural year – 2020 – was also a year in which large swathes of Danish 

society was in a full or partial COVID19-induced lockdown, and where many forms 

of grassroots activities were put into a pandemic hiatus. An organizational infant, 

TYBA was not impervious to these circumstances, and many of their initial ideas and 

plans had to be dropped or postponed (and postponed again in 2021). Indeed, for 

TYBA to be able to gather any kind of momentum, its members needed to be imagi-

native. And it was in this light that a few of my TYBA interlocutors decided to try 

something different, to test and diversify their approach to biodiversity championing. 

One of the ways they did so was by taking up a peculiar form of communicative prac-

tice modelled on initiatives from France and England. That is, they simply went out 

one sunny August day, chalk in hand, and wrote down names of the species they en-

countered in their (urban) neighborhoods where they encountered them: on sidewalks, 

sprouting from house walls, underneath benches. Ground elder (Aegopodium podagraria), 

Canadian horseweed (Conyza canadensis), common mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris). Need-

less to say, my interlocutors were exceedingly well qualified for this, but what was the 

meaning of it? No doubt creative, but I initially failed to see how, if at all, this creativity, 

to reappropriate Hoffman and Lubkeman, was operationalized to achieve the trans-

formation that the supposed biodiversity crisis, from the perspective of my interlocu-

tors, demanded (see Hoffman & Lubkemann 2005: 315). 

At one level, this was communication about the nat-

ural world at its most transparent and basic. By 

chalking down the name of the Norway Maple (Acer 

platanoides) as you pass it with your pram (as one in-

terlocutor did), you allow everyone else to under-

stand that what they see is indeed a Norway Maple. 

Mobilizing the range of taxonomic expertise, partic-

ularly as it pertained to the realm of plants, this was 

an exercise in vernacularizing the living environs – 

in what we might call naturalist literacy, i.e. the abil-

ity to see and know the living world (cf. Kahn 2010). 

A similar public service was exerted later that year 

(and again in 2021), when TYBA launched a digital advent calendar on their public 

Facebook group page. Hidden behind each virtual door was a species of fungus, plant 
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or animal – pictures of them, mind you – complete with a description of the species 

and some natural history fun-facts.  

However, there was more to this than a transmission of self-contained bits of 

knowledge; it was not just an encyclopedic schooling of the public. Indeed, as I was 

told by Philip, a persistent, but always unusually smartly dressed rubber-boot biology 

graduate and self-professed lichen geek, the enterprise had several purposes. After that 

first chalk event, Philip explained that he and his fellow TYBA frontliners in Aarhus 

firstly wanted to expose Aarhus as a vibrant habitat, a “treasure trove of life” (et 

skattekammer af liv) that therefore potentiates biophilic attachments. More importantly, 

he said, the chalk-jotted names, many of them “funny and thought provoking,” call 

attention to the very existence of otherwise negligible forms of life. They are no longer 

just weeds, but “living beings with names.” A yellow flower is not just a yellow flower, 

but a dandelion (Taraxacum officinale), a sow thistle (Sonchus oleraceus), or a bird’s-foot 

trefoil (Lotus comiculatus). And, he added, “once you get the name of a plant, you also 

get involved with the species.” In chapter 1, I demonstrated that for many of my in-

terlocutors, calling a species by its name makes the species ‘manifest’ in ways that pro-

duce as particular kind of ‘presence’ accommodating of previously non-existent rela-

tionalities. In chalking down species names in the most public of spaces, one might say 

that TYBA brought this insight to bear on a larger scale, seeking to enable such rela-

tionalities to flourish outside of the narrow confines of biologist practice. As Philip 

picked up the thread to clarify the reasoning behind what he called “this chalk adven-

ture” – his reasoning, at least – he took it step further: “And once you get involved 

with the species you are surrounded by, you are fascinated, and this supports your 

desire to take care of them and preserve them.”  

Philip’s testimony unfolded at our regular bar in downtown Aarhus during one of my 

return visits in 2020, and in the happy company of his friends and fellow Kulten mem-

bers Jack, Erik, Sara and a few others, his remarks were vented in a decidedly casual 

manner. What was implied or postulated, however, was far from casual. Indeed, Philip 

seemed to connect – connect causally, no less – epistemology, aesthetics and ethics in 

one fell swoop: pay enough attention to a beetle, and you will love it; love it and you 

will take care of it. However audacious this claim, it was no standalone. Indeed, the 

correlation between attention to and care for a given kind of life was frequently artic-

ulated during my time in the field – to the point where it took on an almost trope-like 

character, from the arthropod summer course lecturer who proposed that attention to 

the alluring complexity of ant worlds makes people less likely to disregard these ants 

to the swathes of student interlocutors who would ask how we could expect people to 

care for creatures they know nothing of. The idea was perhaps at its most evident, 
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though, in the widespread use among my interlocutors of the hashtag #everythingnot-

lovedwillbelost and their frequent citing of the following aphorism by the Danish ce-

lebrity biologist Anders Kofoed: “At the end of the day, we only take care of what we 

love. We only love what we understand. We only understand what we have absorbed 

[lært] (Kofoed n.d.).” 

Interesting though this pervasiveness is, it does not in itself make the argument more 

accurate. It does beg the question, though, whether there is any way we might render 

the intuition expressed – namely that we take good care of that which we love – more 

plausible? In The Enchantment of Modern Life (2001), Jane Bennett makes a sustained 

attempt. Indeed, in many ways, Philip – and the love-care trope more generally – evoke 

Bennett’s model of the relation between affects and ethics, which has been a frequent, 

yet often hypogean conversation partner throughout this thesis. Seeking to establish 

“the ethical potential of the mood of enchantment” and how positive affect more gen-

erally may “propel” ethics (Bennett 2001:4), Bennett summons a multitude of powerful 

minds – from Epicurus and Spinoza, through Kant and Schiller to Foucault, Connolly, 

and the Deleuze-Guattari dyad. In so doing, she makes the case that “one must be 

enamored with existence and occasionally even enchanted in the face of it in order to 

be capable of donating some of one’s scarce mortal resources to the service of others” 

(Bennett 2001:4). You have to be invested in something, emotionally and experien-

tially, in order for you to not only care about, but to possibly go that extra mile and care 

for something, to deploy a much-quoted distinction of feminist care scholars Joan 

Tronto and Berenice Fischer (1990). “[Y]ou have to love life,” she claims, “before you 

can care about anything.” (ibid.: 4). 

What I find particularly arresting about Philip’s brief but pointed exposé is that it pro-

poses a filling in of some of Bennett’s rather under-substantiated claims. So, while 

Bennett does speak of a magnanimous sensibility (ibid.: 132), and while she does claim 

that such sensibilities can be fostered, nurtured, cultivated – indeed, that they are edu-

cable (albeit only “to some uncertain degree”) (ibid.: 150) – the finer details of such 

pedagogy are conspicuously elusive. Allow me to indulge in a bit of speculation on 

behalf of Philip and my other interlocutors: perhaps it is difficult to feel ‘connected in 

an affirmative way’ to a world whose constituents you do not know and whose distin-

guishing features you cannot recognize. If this is true, then the reverse would seem to 

hold, namely that it is much easier to feel connected and enchanted by a world whose 

constituents one can recognize. And if this is the case, then TYBA’s initiative to chalk 

down names of various species for everyone to see and know might be seen as an 

example of what Bennett calls a “technique of sensibility-formation” (ibid.: 150), i.e., 
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one step along the way toward a more generous relationship to the rest of the live 

world. 

In Arts of Inclusion, or How to Love a Mushroom (2010), Anna Tsing, asking how “lovers 

of fungi practice arts of inclusion that call to others,” observes how even fleeting ac-

quaintance can make the difference “between preservation and callous disregard” 

(Tsing 2010: 192; see also Van Dooren et al. 2016). Sidewalk chalking would be one 

answer to how ‘lovers of biodiversity’ might ‘call to others’. And so, what may from 

the outside seem a playful, inconsequential or even silly idea could be considered an 

innovative way of seeking to matter or presence various expressions of the living world, 

thereby allowing for care-full relationships between human beings and the rest of the 

natural world. 

Staunch believers in the causal relationship between affect and ethics – between en-

chantment and care – my interlocutors, as I now explore further, went to great lengths 

to share with and instill in others the same kind of enchantment and wonder with the 

natural world that they themselves felt.  

Wonder machines 

“I love critters,” Morten D.D. Hansen told me during one of our many late-night con-

versations on the 2019 arthropod field course at the Mols Lab. The words were spoken 

matter-of-factly. Indeed, he did not even lift his eyes from the microscope through 

which he was surveying one such ‘critter.’ After another 10 minutes of intense micros-

copy on his part, he took his desk chair for a spin and laughed, “I really love them,” 

before adding “and I want others to feel that love.”  

Few people would doubt this love of Morten’s. Besides his long-standing coordination 

and running of the arthropod summer course, Morten frequently conducts public in-

sect safaris at the Mols Lab and elsewhere and gives various talks across the country 

under catchy headers like The Confessions of a Nature Geek.69 Moreover, for years, Morten 

has been a regular feature in radio and TV shows concerned with fostering interest in 

biological diversity in Denmark. In recent years, Morten has participated in a popular 

TV show,70 in which two teams of biologists and nature guides compete to find three 

wild animals - from raccoon dogs, beavers, and golden eagles to inconspicuous leopard 

slugs and raft spiders – as fast as possible. When either of the teams finally locates the 

target animal, it is without exception followed by displays of extraordinary elation, tri-

umph, and gloating. All that loudness and frantic gesticulating is so Morten. In fact, 

                                                           
69 The original Danish title of this popular talk was En Naturnørds Bekendelser. 
70 Remarkably, the show has been so popular that in 2022, it was voted the best entertainment program 
in Denmark (Tvprisen 2022).  
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whenever Morten speaks of nature, however small the audience, he invariably ex-

presses huge gusto and even what might be called exaggerated exhilaration.71 

In the wider public, Morten has become a controversial, even divisive figure because 

of his relentless, unapologetically public and vociferous advocacy for rewilding, which 

goes with a tendency to dismiss detractors of this ruling passion of his as either an-

thropocentric or egocentric. Few people take kindly to such accusations. Within my 

group of rubber-boot interlocutors, things were seen very differently. While few of my 

interlocutors appreciated, much less agreed with his combative demeanor – particularly 

online – they almost all submitted that they found his ability to communicate about 

nature in public, and his animated mode of communication, highly inspirational. Cas-

per even described him as the source of a brand of biology that he called ‘excitement 

biology’ (begejstringbiologi), which he links closely to the biology community in Aarhus.  

Regardless of the accuracy of this piece of historiography, there is no doubting his 

status as a reference point, both in terms of public visibility and his peculiar interpre-

tation of what communication about nature ought to entail. In this respect, he was 

regarded as an exemplar. Indeed, I would hear echoes of Morten when Erik, all starry-

eyed, told me of the wonder of ant worlds: the chemical warfare, the agriculture and 

keeping of livestock, the medicinal achievements, the complex social organization. Or 

when Jack bespoke the tawny miner as “the loveliest little fireball of a cheese pop, one 

of the most beautiful creatures on earth.” I would see reflections of Morten in Jonas’s 

stopping a conversation mid-sentence to direct his binoculars toward what may have 

been a western osprey (Pandion haliaetus), or the frequent reactions to this beetle or that 

plant among my interlocutors, which seemed to me to hover somewhere between the 

overly enthused and the outlandish. Moreover, I would feel Morten’s presence when 

interlocutors appeared in podcasts ready with narratives overflowing with affection for 

the natural world, when they livestreamed the ecstasy of encounters with sei whales or 

wolves, when they posted videos on personal or TYBA Facebook pages broadcasting 

endless enthusiasm for an ‘untouched forest.’ 

Despite difference in outward display – fist pumping, solemn quietude, shouting out 

loud – the expressiveness just described seemed to me to correspond to a template of 

excited, exhilarated or enchanted experiences. To begin with, I found such articulations 

too self-aware, almost trying too hard, even contrived. Indeed, I got the sense that they 

were trying to convince someone – perhaps even themselves. Later, in turned out this 

                                                           
71 The most obvious example of this might just be a Youtube clip gone viral (100.000+ viewers) in 
which Morten pokes about in a cow pie in search of the rare horned dung beetle (Copris Lunaris). His 
reaction to finding the beetle really seems over-the-top. 
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idea of my interlocutors endeavoring to convince someone of the wonders of the nat-

ural world was not so far-fetched.  

During a walk at Mols Lab, Morten admitted to a colleague and me that his commu-

nicative tack, his “enchanted appearance” (fortryllede fremtoning) is part of a larger strat-

egy, developed primarily by what he called “the Aarhus School” and “biodiversity peo-

ple.” The contours of the biodiversity crisis had this group of internationally renowned 

Danish scholars initiate conversations about how to promote concern for biodiversity 

within the Danish public. And so, while the background for his recent public engage-

ment was one of crisis and extinctions, the tenor of their communication, they had 

decided, would have to be full of joy: 

We adopted a deliberate strategy to insist on talking biodiversity and on telling the good 
stories. That is, love not loss. That is our communication strategy: to convey our enthu-
siasm with uncompromising honesty… to convey what it [nature] offers. 

The various expressions of enchantment for the wonders of nature described above 

are, in other words, carefully curated for an audience, whether on- or offline, with a 

view to fostering experiences of how love can be evoked by conducive and flourishing 

habitats. His appearances on TV should be seen in this light, too, he said. Here, Morten 

and his accomplices work hard to convey what the natural world feels like, and what 

it does to them. That is why, he admitted, “we are so, uhm, extreme.” Indeed, describ-

ing his recent Book of Insects (Hansen & Hyldgaard 2022) in a newspaper interview – a 

book of which he spoke frequently during my time in the field – he highlights how the 

book is neither an encyclopedia nor an identification key. Rather, it seeks to express 

his love and enthusiasm for the world of insects in an attempt to spark the same feeling 

in others (Tulinius 2022). The blurb on the back cover of the book summarizes this 

nicely:  

A declaration of love for insects and a longing to reenchant the world. It is a story of 
the wonderful spectacle that takes place right outside your door and right under the sole 
of your shoe. 

None of my other interlocutors spoke of their particular and peculiar mode of com-

municating about nature as a ‘strategy.’ However, Casper, Jan, Erik, Jonas, Sara, and 

Jack would all emphasize the importance of conveying the wonders of the natural 

world. And many would say that this applies both to their private lives – when they 

speak to friends, mothers, and nephews – and in their capacity as professionals. Sara 

even ventured to say that, given the world of today, this is the most important task of 

biologists. Another interlocutor joked that an apposite title for his next TED Talk 

would be Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them. 
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In Vital Reenchantments (2019), Lauren Greyson describes a handful of celebrities within 

the popular science genre - Edward O. Wilson, James Lovelock and Carl Sagan - with 

the term ‘wonder machines’ (Greyson 2019: 17).  She does so to highlight how these 

‘author figures’ both describe personal experiences of wonder and offer sources that 

might occasion such a response in the reader. In so doing, they enable readers – to the 

extent that readers heed the authors’ pleas to engage in “new modes of attentiveness” 

(Greyson 2019: 17) – to experience some of the wonder that they themselves claim to 

experience. In effect, these writers create wonder where there was none before. It may 

be simple, but I find the term helpful to articulate the logic behind my interlocutors’ 

going out of their way to share with others the enchantment and wonder with the 

natural world that they themselves felt: they sought to stimulate, indeed generate, won-

der. They may be seen as machines of wonder and enchantment. 

Interestingly, while we may say that such manufacturing of wonder among my inter-

locutors seems to rest on the emic version of Bennett’s aforementioned notion that 

enchantment feeds ethics, the deliberateness of such manufacturing in fact displays a 

different relationship between the affective and the ethical, namely that enchantment 

is a form that care might take. Put more simply: if, as my interlocutors hold, enchant-

ment and wonder with the natural world leads people to take better care of that natural 

world, then the deliberate production of such enchantment must be seen as an ethical 

doing. Combining the emic understand of an enchantment-ethics connection with the 

insight that as machines, my interlocutors aspire to deliver and foment moments and 

moods of enchantment, it appears as if nature communication of their sort is properly 

regarded as a form of promotion – one specifically tailored to the needs of our time. 

Looking ahead: PlanforNatureNOW 

The Aarhus chalk lines of August 2020 turned out to catch the attention of several 

news outlets, among them the Danish Broadcasting Corporation, who ran a story on 

what was referred to as ‘plant activism’ (Nisgaard 2020; see also Danmarks Naturfred-

ningsforening 2020). Buoyed by this level of public attention, TYBA quickly decided 

to launch a fall edition of what they called a ‘national chalk blitz,’ and this time, they 

actively alerted several local and national media offices. The national chalk-blitz was a 

crossover between a well-established naturalist activity – that of the bio-blitz, in which 

participants seek to collect and identity as many species as possible in a given area 

within a given time frame (typically 24 hours) – and the kind of sidewalk chalking down 

of species’ names that TYBA had done back in August. A nation-wide initiative, TYBA 

encouraged people all over the country, and on every platform available, to join the 

activity. In an attempt to suck in a broad and potentially taxonomically unskilled public, 
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they even circulated guides to the use of the mobile species identification app iNatu-

ralist. Everyone with an interest in advocating for biodiversity was urged to join in. 

My long-term presence in the field had come to an end, so I had to settle for partici-

pation from Copenhagen and following the activities of my Aarhus interlocutors from 

afar. Speaking to interlocutors on the phone and reading the online presentations of 

the upcoming event, I noticed that the articulated purpose of the activity had under-

gone quite a makeover since the August iteration. According to the Facebook event 

description, it is true that TYBA still aspired to “call attention to the biodiversity all 

around us” and to “create fascination for the species of the city.” They wanted to 

“shower the weeds with love,” as Jack put it to me over the phone. This time around, 

however, explicitly political messages were front and center of the enterprise, even if 

party lines were absent. A small sample of the TYBA Facebook advertisements is illu-

minating. “the government is letting nature down again,“ and in so doing, it is “reneg-

ing on its election pledges.” In response, TYBA sought to resist “the government's 

betrayal of nature” and “remind them that nature is in crisis.” After all, as they pointed 

out, “it is our future that is at stake and we do not want to live in a world poor in 

plants, animals and nature”. And so, they demanded “action – and funds. NOW”. 

Accordingly, participants all over the country were encouraged to add, in chalk, the 

hashtag #PlanforNatureNOW (#NaturplanNU) as people jotted down species names. 

What had started as a fun impulse seemed to be morphing or maturing into a form of 

fully-fledged activism. Participants were now “armed with chalk” and ready to “fight 

for nature.” 

Jonas, Jack, Erik, Jan, Philip, Sara, Sigrid, Casper - all my student interlocutors and 

certain researchers – all had a field day, I was later told. Most of them had roamed 

around town, seeking out inconspicuous lichen on wheelie bins, as well as common 

knotgrass (Polygonum aviculare) and broadleaf plantain (Plantago major) on sidewalks. They 

had, in other words, thrown themselves into the treasure hunt, the ‘Pokemon Go’ of 

classifications treated in depth in chapter 1. Others had been busy chalking a large and 

colorful message for local politicians in front of the city hall. Several had been busy 

giving press interviews and bringing news teams along, who were exposed to both 

recognizably wild celebrations over the localization of something as unassuming as 

ground elder and common orchids and straight-faced explanations of the depth of the 

current biodiversity predicament and the need for instant remedial action on the part 

of politicians. As Philip said, looking straight into what seemed to me an intimidatingly 

large lens, “It is super important for us to get politicians to prioritize a nature plan now, 

not later. For every delay, we lose more and more of that which we are fighting for” 

(see Herlevsen 2020).  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/naturplannu?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU_yv2NhRhVgiZJFyCSf309rc_qACXc-B8qbxaXvJJv3cU0NxoB4EQCtui7fwMIEHpzY5VTgZSfJfIs1PH_Vv8aRUfLlmOsILAChiz7fflhAvSOIaEyUSgpL6RcWn-RdC4&__tn__=q
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/naturplannu?__eep__=6&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZU_yv2NhRhVgiZJFyCSf309rc_qACXc-B8qbxaXvJJv3cU0NxoB4EQCtui7fwMIEHpzY5VTgZSfJfIs1PH_Vv8aRUfLlmOsILAChiz7fflhAvSOIaEyUSgpL6RcWn-RdC4&__tn__=q
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Photo credit: Emil Karlebjerg 

On May 22 in 2021, the annual International Day for Biological Diversity, Philip, Jack, 

Jonas, Sara, Jan and the others could be found with oversized pieces of chalk once 

again. The national chalk-blitz in October 2020 had exceeded all expectations in terms 

of public attention, so why not bank on that momentum? This time, though, they 

planned to focus on (some of) the thousands of species on the Danish red list to high-

light not only the wealth of lives that nature has to offer, but also the threats faced by 

such life, along with what we stand to lose by losing them. To this end, the activists 

had occupied Sankt Knuds Torv, a square at one end of the busiest shopping street in 

Aarhus, to begin the laborious process of writing down the long list of potential casu-

alties of the status quo. The massage, this time around, was as loud as it was explicit. 

 

Photo credit: Sofie Amund Kjeldgaard 
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--- Ꝋ --- 

It might seem tempting to try to typologize oneself out the profusion of all these dif-

ferent kinds of biodiversity-related engagements on the part of my interlocutors: there 

is the enthusiastic vernacularizing of nature on Aarhus sidewalks and the exuberant 

communication about nature available on platforms with varying reach. Those can be 

gathered under a heading of ecological pedagogy. Then there is the shriller tone of the 

various awareness-raising appeals, demands literally writ large in the most public of 

interventions possible. These might be considered clear-cut activism. And finally, there 

is the writing of manifestos and showing up at the Danish Parliament, confronting the 

Minister of Environment with demands for legislative changes in favor of biodiversity. 

That would be politics. Moreover, would it not be great, if one could map such distinct 

forms of interventions chronologically on a gradient of political-ness to illustrate the 

upward trajectory of the political commitment among my interlocutors? It would chart 

how they were gradually pulled into political arenas, at first somewhat grudgingly, by a 

crisis whose narrative demands obligation and action.  

I do not underestimate the value of a recognizable narrative arc such as a coming-of-

age story, and I genuinely see indications that my rubber-boot interlocutors – and Dan-

ish biodiversity-oriented biologists more generally – will make their presence felt in 

public with increasing regularity moving forward. As Sara half-jokingly stated doing a 

mushroom exploration trip south of Aarhus, “biologists have been apologists for 

themselves and for their profession for too long.” Still, this rendition would 

potentially obscure more than it illuminates. For one thing, too neat a storyline would 

smooth over a process of engagement that was, the way I saw it, uneven or downright 

oscillating. Consider the way that Jonas and Jack – the latter who, as you will recall, 

really ‘wanted to do something’ and ‘get his act together’ – went from parliamentary 

presence to feeling lukewarm about writing and presenting a biodiversity manifesto to 

the Minister of Environment and back to posting loaded and impossible-to-miss mes-

sages in front of the city hall in Aarhus (indeed, the capital city TYBA branch left a 

similar message by the entrance to the Ministry of Environment in Copenhagen). More 

importantly, such a rendition takes parliamentary forms of politics as paradigmatic, of 

which all other forms of civic engagement are nothing but derivatives, and toward 

which all forms of civic engagement ultimately aspire. Such a view fails to appreciate 

the many ways in which calling attention to a variety of often small and otherwise 

unremarkable forms of life in the wider public are implicated in the emergence of care; 

the many ways in which passionate and enchanting forms of communication about 

nature really are forms of promotion and thus expressions of other-regard and, by 

extension, ethics. Indeed, the way I see it, the diverse forms of public interventions 
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engaged in by Sara, Jack, and Jonas, Casper and Erik and Philip, Jan and Sigrid, whether 

in- or outside the auspices of TYBA can all be read as a tangible turning towards a 

space of political stakes, even if their practices are at some remove from parliamentary 

machinations.72 In a critical commentary on Weber’s demarcation of normatively dis-

tinct vocations, the sociologist Michael Burawoy (2016) suggests that civil society – 

something for which Weber had no analytical idiom (Burawoy 2016: 379) – may be 

what “could ground a standpoint between science and politics” and allow scientists to 

enter “into a conversation with wider publics about alternative orders informed by 

science” (Burawoy 2016: 379, 382). I would argue that throughout the period of my 

research, such a civil society has emerged around wild(er) nature in general and re-

wilding in particular. And as members of Kulten or TYBA (or in many cases both) – 

or as employees at the Museum of Natural History in Aarhus – my interlocutors par-

ticipated in and helped direct this civic pursuit that is, then, not a matter of science for 

the sake of science only, but also a commitment to what they see as a better (natural) 

world. 

The forms of biodiversity championing unfolded in this chapter mobilize the full 

gamut of rubber-boot biology as it manifested among my interlocutors. They marshal 

the taxonomic impulse which was inaugurated and ceaselessly honed in and outside 

the biological curriculum; they enact the ethical sensibilities and responsivities that 

sprang from their deadly encounters with other forms of life in- and outside the labs; 

they build upon the cosmographical decentering of Homo sapiens required for and de-

veloped by their support for a less yielding, but wilder and more autonomous natural 

world; they feed on and seek to transmit the wonder and enchantment to be found in 

the natural world. By showing the many ways in which biodiversity occupies an over-

whelming part of the time, energy and passions of my interlocutors, I have shown how 

their efforts reach beyond what can be expected of a profession – any profession – 

and approach a Weberian vocation or a life project. A quest. 

 

 

                                                           
72 In making this argument, I admittedly run the risk of falling victim to what Matei Candea (2011) 
influentially challenged as a tendency within (political) anthropology from the 60s forward to make 
everything (potentially) political. Indeed, as Candea remarks, the political has become such an expedient 
explanatory tool that it seems to have led anthropologists to forget to ask what "politics" really means, 
where it begins and where it ends (if at all) (Candea 2011:310). However, to the extent that politics 
revolves around the distribution of status and resources and therefore the condition of possibility for 
life-fulfillment, I hope I have made it clear how chalkline-supercharged stories about nature can be seen 
as manifestations of the political. 
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ON OCTOBER 11 2021, UN Secretary-General António Guterres (2021) sent a video 

message to an audience of world leaders ahead of the international Biodiversity Con-

ference in Kunming, China. It was a polite message, in which he addressed the listeners 

as excellencies, ladies and gentlemen. It was also an anxious message. Guterres spoke 

of the “Anthropocene extinction,” and the horrific rate at which species disappear. 

Quoting numbers from the 2019 IPBES Global Assessment, he concretized the ur-

gency of the matter: “Over a million species of plants, mammals, birds, reptiles, am-

phibians, fish and invertebrates are at risk – many within decades.” A little further into 

his address, Guterres bespoke how “humanity’s reckless interference with nature” and 

the irreparable damage to the “complex web of life” was already making an impact on 

the livelihoods across the world. To these harrowing premonitions he added a financial 

dimension: by 2030, the ecosystem collapses toward which we are currently steering, 

could cost almost three trillion US dollars annually. As a species, Guterres concluded, 

“we are losing our suicidal war against nature.”   

Reading this, one could be forgiven for thinking that my interlocutors’ quest for the 

Biocene is nearing a satisfactory conclusion. Indeed, I do believe that my interlocutors 

would find a measure of satisfaction – some sort of relief and consolation – in the 

circumstance that biodiversity loss, at long last, is articulated as a burning issue at the 

very pinnacle of international politics. I also believe, however, that they would be be-

mused – if not surprised – with the way that Guterres repeatedly related the fate of the 

living world to the fate of our human world. That is to say, for all his remarks about 

the imminent threats facing plants, mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish and in-

vertebrates, his address really centered on the derivative threats to human lives and 

livelihoods – not least the financial costs of collapsed ecosystems. Indeed, his high-

lighting the suicidal nature of our treatment of nature pressed home the angle that 

human lives are what ultimately matter. 

Perhaps this is exactly what you would expect from a UN figurehead, but I am confi-

dent that Jack, Jonas, Sara, Morten, Rasmus and my other biodiversity-oriented, re-

wilding-supportive interlocutors would see Guterres’ talk as indicative of a broader 
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public and political tendency to ground care for the natural world in a politics of ne-

cessity. This, they would say, is nothing but a digestible way of saying that we should 

care for biodiversity out of self-interest. This, they would say, is nothing if not a woolly 

way of capitalizing the natural world (cf. Escobar 1996). And this, they often claimed, 

is fundamentally misguided.  

For one thing, my interlocutors would argue, subsistence and survival cannot vouch-

safe for the preservation of biodiversity for the simple reason that many of the world’s 

species – the lion’s share, they would say – are not strictly necessary for the material 

flourishing of Homo sapiens. We do not need, nor are we ever going to need, the great 

yellow bumblebee (Bombus distinguendus) or minotaur beetle (Typhaeus typhoeus). No hu-

man being is going to starve by the loss of the pearl-bordered fritillary (Boloria euphros-

yne). Necessity, then, cannot anchor the preservation of all the species that are insig-

nificant, disregarded, unloved, or even disgusting to us (see Ginn 2014; Smith 2011; 

Rose and van Dooren 2011; Tsing 2010). 

Just as importantly, my interlocutors would assert – indeed, they often did assert – that 

arguing for the preservation of other forms of life through reference to self-interest is 

principally wrong. In Kantian terms, this would make other species means rather than 

ends-in-themselves. This objection may seem to you overly hair-splitting; unnecessarily 

uncompromising. Who really cares why you care for the fritillaries and miner bees of 

this world? And why not ride the wave of political commitment, enjoy the momentum? 

No, my interlocutors would say. The only sustainable place to ground our care for 

other forms of life is in an attitude of appreciation, full stop. Our engagement with 

other species must be detached from our own needs and desires; it must be detached 

engagement. Our interest in the Clark’s miner bee and the pearl-bordered fritillary has 

to be disinterested, in the sense that this interest should have no further referent out-

side the bee or the butterfly itself (cf. Arler 2009: 163). They matter, period. Indeed, to 

Rasmus, Morten, Jack, Jonas, Erik, Sara and all my other interlocutors, the point has 

to be that only by pushing back against the tendency to economize and commodify 

the natural world can we hope to stem the tide of biodiversity loss. We should care, as 

one interlocutor put it long ago, only ‘for the love of the living.’ This is what is entailed 

in, indeed demanded of, a pursuit of a Biocene. In suggesting the term Biocene, I have 

attempted to gesture at a kind of moral order of my interlocutors where the bios as a 

whole, not the Anthropos alone, becomes the gravitational center of everything that 

humanity does and does not do. To this end, the Biocene is not meant to index a 

specific geological epoch, even if its implications may seem epochal. Indeed, insofar as 

it gestures at a kind of cosmology, it is a term of the same order as Donna Haraway’s 

Chthulucene (2016). But, as we have seen, and very unlike the Chthulucene – which is 
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characterized, writes Haraway, by “practices of becoming-with”, and where “human 

beings are with and of the Earth” (Haraway 2016: 55) – the Biocene proffers a vision 

where distance and separation is a manifestation of care (cf. Law 2010), and where 

detachment and a deliberate undoing of relationality is considered the right response 

(cf. Ginn 2014); the way to fight the ‘revolutionary struggle for freedom’. 

You may object that it is easy – even free – to radiate such self-righteousness when 

one has nothing on the line. And it is true that my interlocutors are not among the 

‘vulnerable groups’ interpellated in Guterres’ video message; those whose lives and 

livelihoods are eroded by biodiversity loss. They do not go hungry or get sick because 

of it – or lose their jobs. In fact, biodiversity loss may well increase the demand for 

and employability of biologists in Denmark. My interlocutors know that they are a 

privileged bunch, and by that same token, they neither demand nor expect the Biocene 

to be a viable cosmological blueprint everywhere and at all times. But they insist that 

in a country like Denmark, where resources are relatively plentiful, it really ought to be 

the ideal toward which Danes aspire, personally and politically. And they maintain that 

in a country like Denmark, where our prosperity in large part has been based on a 

hugely efficient seizure of the natural world in favor of cultivation, its citizens owe that 

to the world.  

This thesis is about a group of biologists – some students, others researchers, all of 

them sharing a predilection for rubber boots – for whom love for the living is both 

right and sufficient to power their Biocene quest. And it is about how and why this 

becomes the case. The thesis has aimed to show that an answer would have to traverse 

not just professional compartmentalizations of labscapes and landscapes (Kohler 2002), 

but also distinctions between private and professional lives. That is to say, for the 

overwhelming majority of my interlocutors, attention to bees, butterflies and beetles – 

and the rewilded pockets in which these much-loved others might flourish – was not, 

and could not be, something to switch on as one arrived on campus and switch off 

after class or work. Beetles were always waiting to be found, killed and emplaced within 

personal collections. Window boxes needed tending – or deliberate non-tending (but 

no less attention). Formicaria needed observation and upkeep; more attention. Biodi-

versity, in other words, made incessant demands on them. Indeed, I can honestly say 

that I have never met people who commit more time, energy and resources to one 

single part of their lives. Then again, Jack did say that he never understood why anyone 

would ever dedicate him- or herself to anything but biology. Such infatuation was ac-

tivated and enticed in combination with naturalist and biology knowhow to elicit cer-
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tain forms of enchantment and wonder. Affects that were themselves exercised to ad-

vance the biodiversity agenda through various forms of colorful civic engagements, 

cutting across science and commitment. 

I have come to appreciate how various parts of the biology curriculum and practice 

play their part in my interlocutors’ quest for the Biocene. Their attentive dedication to 

laborious taxonomy – keying – offers an augmentation of their world and grounds a 

form of intimacy that, in turn, facilitates forms of affective relationality. Their reflexive, 

contrite and sometimes even repentant killing and forfeiting of life both in labs and in 

the field acknowledge the ethical demands of nonhuman life (cf. Løgstrup 1956), 

which, in turn, spawns (yearnings for) responsivity and responsibility vis-à-vis the liv-

ing world. Their endless naturalist field pursuit of significant encounters with the nat-

ural world begets enchantment, wonder, love. This should not lead to the conclusion 

that my interlocutors were knowingly engaged in any Biocene quest from the get-go. 

They did not – and do not – collect, classify and name the world in order to carry 

ammunition for a war in favor of miner bees. Such activities carry their own rewards. 

Indeed, for a very long time, I saw little concerted commitment among my interlocu-

tors to the biodiversity cause. And I saw little or no connection between what com-

mitment I did see and the affordances of taxonomic inquiry, say. Gradually, however, 

I came to realize how the enlarged worlds afforded by intimate knowledge of species 

(artskendskab) was a condition of possibility for further gestures of care. And the same 

can be said of the responsivities developed through apologetic killings performed by 

my rubber-boot interlocutors, the displacing of narrow human interests, and wonder-

full and enchanted encounters in and with the natural world. In a time of extinctions, 

such capacities are leveraged in the pursuit of a world that is not just biodiverse, but 

Biocene. Allow me to revisit the chapters to draw out and expand on the implications 

of such insights. 

Vicissitudes of care  

The first part of the thesis concentrated on two central elements of biological training 

and practice at the Aarhus University, namely those of species identification or keying 

and the forfeiting of life taking place both in labs and in the field. This section explored 

how such quintessential biologist practices implicated my interlocutors’ emotions and 

conditioned their relationships to the living world. In To Key is Key, I took on the prac-

tice of taxonomy to query the professional, personal, social and possibly ethical af-

fordances of this time-honored, but also time-consuming and arguably old-fashioned 

activity. I showed how the collection and identification of arthropods in particular of-

fer a platform for competition in a decidedly light and friendly version of a Bour-
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dieusian game. But this element of social stratification was overshadowed by the expe-

riential element of being able to distinguish between and recognize such otherwise 

unremarkable and even ‘unloved’ others (Rose and van Dooren 2011). Informed by 

the emic analogy to Pokémon Go, I argued that such capacities augmented the worlds 

of my interlocutors; enlarged and enhanced them. Next, I shone a particularly bright 

light on the ability to name the natural world and argued for the productive, even 

poetic qualities of naming (navngivining). Through the narratives of Casper and Jack in 

particular I displayed how the vocalization of Andrena clarkella (Clark’s miner bee) and 

Aglais urticae (Small Tortoiseshell), although technically speaking only the last step in a 

long and often strenuous process of keying, constituted a particularly powerful way of 

presencing, recognizing, and enabling care-full relations to such arthropod existences (cf. 

Bodenhorn & vom Bruck 2006).  

Killing Them Softly tackled a topic that I nimbly circumvented in the previous chapter, 

namely the amount of death and suffering inflicted through biologist training and prac-

tices. It asked how my interlocutors – self-declared lovers of life – dealt with this seem-

ingly unsavory part of their craft. Perhaps inevitably, I began the chapter in the labor-

atory, where I traced in some detail how sea squirts, frogs and baby sharks had died 

for the biologists to hone their dissection and vivisection skills, but not without making 

substantial ethical demands on these (budding) biologist perpetrators. As the chapter 

explored, such dilemmas were by no means limited to institutional frames of inquiry, 

inserting themselves into the interstitial, but very frequent rubber-boot explorations, 

where the location of a unidentifiable reddish ant, say, almost always signified an alco-

holic doom for that ant. A timely reminder, I suggest, that the life of a scientist remains 

more than the sum of her institutionalized activity. Over the course of the chapter, I 

demonstrated the repeated failures of legitimizing institutional logics such as those of 

de-animalization and sacrifice to put a lid on the difficult ethical dimensions of the lethal 

practice inherent in the enterprise of biology. Indeed, when Kristian demanded to be 

confronted with the fact that ‘the toy is a toad,’ he challenged the logics from the 

ground up. Moreover, unlike my colleague on the Enchanted Ecologies project Sofie Is-

ager Ahl (2021), whose interlocutor students at the Sogn Jord- og Hakebruksskule in 

Aurland, Norway, also struggled with the deadly elements of their pursuit of a regen-

erative life (e.g., the slaughtering of animals), my interlocutors did not meet their quan-

dary through a recasting of death as a gift. Rather, to my interlocutors, violence and 

killing were realized in a mode of apology whereby the biologists accede to their wrong-

doing. To them, culpability was not something to cushion or suspend, nor are ethical 

dilemmas something to be resolved. To this end, they did not so much ‘stay with the 

trouble,’ to refer once more to Haraway (2016), as they desired to do so, appreciating 
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that they – we – cannot live outside of killing. I offered this as one way of showing 

and practicing care.  

In my discussions and analyses of the various forms of care at stake among my inter-

locutors, I frequently alluded to and relied on a theoretical framework that might be 

called multispecies, posthuman, more-than-human or yet another term of that sort (de 

la Bellacasa 2017: Ginn 2014; van Dooren 2014; Haraway 2008, 2016; Law 2010). Even 

so, an observant reader might find that both To Key is Key and Killing Them Softly incline 

toward the anthropocentric. Concerned as I have been with the meanings and af-

fordances of taxonomic classification; with sense-making and ethical becoming as it 

relates to violence visited upon nonhuman life, the chapters are perhaps all too human-

focused. To that end, my account is at risk of participating in what Nils Bubandt, Astrid 

Andersen and Rachel Cypher, in a forthcoming volume, call “ethnography’s historical 

tendency to obliquely reproduce speciesism and anthropocentric hierarchies of power 

by its exclusion of nonhumans” (Bubandt et al. forthcoming). Indeed, as Bubandt and 

associates rightly point out, the rubber boots, with which I both literally and figura-

tively refer to and distinguish my particular group of biologist interlocutors, are a quin-

tessentially colonial piece of footwear whose properties indeed offer extended reach 

and penetration, yet do so in an impervious and often trampling fashion (ibid).  

Jack can perhaps be excused for rarely stopping to ask whether Clark’s miner bees 

really wanted to be regarded ‘in a new and fuller way,’ whether they actually aspired 

for his ‘recognition,’ and whether they sought to enter into new kinds of relationships 

with him. And Kristian can perhaps be pardoned for not questioning whether the most 

important function of a toad was to support his becoming a responsible and responsive 

biologist and person. I, on the other hand, could have deployed methods that were 

more receptive to voices and lives that are not human. And I certainly could have 

served up an analysis whose contents were less focused on individual joys and guilt 

and more on the ontological and ethical underpinnings at stake – the power imbalances 

that enable and condition biology training and practice. Indeed, I would wholeheart-

edly endorse such a project. But this is not it. Instead, I have offered an account of 

what it might mean to inhabit an aching world and to commit to a Biocene from the 

messy midst of it. And part of what makes this account illuminating, perhaps even 

compelling, I think, is not just that my interlocutors earnestly pursued what they see 

as something good for the world, but that they did so in ways that were dedicated but 

not purist; reflexive and sometimes erudite but not perfect. To this end, despite their 

extraordinary love of the natural world and unusual ways of expressing this love, they 

are people to whom we might relate, and from whom we might learn.  
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Wildness after the Anthropocene   

Wild, willingly focuses on my interlocutors’ emergent pursuit and furtherance of wild(er) 

nature as one important element in their quest for a Biocene. Doing so, it moves out 

of one kind of laboratory and into another, namely the Mols Field Laboratory, where 

rewilding as an approach to nature management was adopted in 2016. The chapter 

argues that the rewilded Mols Laboratory, in the eyes of my biologist interlocutors, 

constitutes an almost ideal Biocene endeavor in that it weds the biologists' scientific 

epistemology – which commits them to interfere as little as possible with an experi-

ment – to their aesthetic preference – that of the witness who beholds and 'inhales' the 

natural world – and their ethical position – which encourages a decentering of Homo 

sapiens, or at least their invested activities. In other words, my interlocutors’ pledge to 

rewilding certainly entails a commitment to the flourishing of species and ecosystems, 

but it also scaffolds the being or becoming of a kind of earth being that understands 

and appreciates a particular and detached position vis-à-vis the rest of the living world. 

The various strands of this detachment notwithstanding, it is clear that the land aban-

donment implemented in Rewilding Mols and proposed in nature national parks across 

Denmark does tend toward a reproduction of a nature/culture dichotomy long buried 

by environmental scholarship of various sorts (Descola 2013; Haraway 2003; Ingold 

2000; Cronon 1995; Latour 1993). This reproduction does not occur blindly, however. 

My interlocutors know full well that ‘we, humans, are everywhere.’ Still – and for this 

very reason, I argued – they present and embrace a practical-material reification of this 

divide. This is what we need now, they would say. Committing to a self-willed, auton-

omous natural world that, as environmental philosopher Andrea Gammon puts it, “is 

valuable precisely because it is not made into an artefact by human intervention and 

management” (Gammon 2018: 344), they proffer an image of wildness after the An-

thropocene. 

Because Rewilding Mols aligns so well with biologist sensibilities – indeed, it is a biol-

ogist brainchild – and because the projected establishment of nature national parks are 

modelled on the methods and principles guiding Rewilding Mols, it is no surprise that 

the plans for these parks have been met with some consternation. Others – many of 

whom, importantly, also claim to champion nature – do not necessarily subscribe to a 

similar rendition of the nature-culture split and so dispute the idea that it would be 

better if, to echo Eric Katz, we humans left nature alone (Katz 2002: 143) – reasoning 

simply that even if it would, we cannot. This story is bound to continue, with new 

chapters being added. I look forward to seeing how my interlocutors contribute, and 

how their contributions fare. 
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What's love got to do with it? 

In the last two chapters, we left the institutional frame of biological research and train-

ing to focus on the ways that biology – particularly of the rubber-booted sort – emerges 

as a way of life or, in Weberian terms, a vocation. Both chapters sought to convey the 

perhaps obvious point that there is more to the scientists than science by demonstrat-

ing that there was more to my rubber-boot interlocutors than being scientists.  

In What a Wonderful World, I conceded that Weber might not have been entirely wrong 

in pointing out the occasionally debilitating, indeed disenchanting properties of the nat-

ural sciences. However, building on recent scholarly discussions of the state of en-

chantment the chapter showed how he might not have been entirely right either. In-

deed, his generalized portrait cannot account for the way in which even a reductionist 

explanatory model such as that of evolution might, in the hands of a rubber-boot sci-

entist, prove a source of existential depth and a quasi-spiritual astonishment with the 

world. Much less account for the way anatomy expertise and practiced familiarity with 

dissections helped render a dead whale ‘a fantastic beast.’ To this end, the chapter 

argued that science and wonder were sometimes mutually exclusive, but more often 

they interacted in unpredictable ways. Indeed, as one lecturer told an auditorium full 

of biology freshmen during my early days in the field: “Knowing something of how 

the world works… there is a fantastic world out there.”  

Indeed, interlocutors would often actively – and frequently clad in rubber boots – seek 

out this ‘fantastic world’ outside the formal perimeters of the biology program. Indeed, 

their eagerness to pursue the ‘magical’ and the ‘fairylike’ in the field often seemed to 

me borderline obsessive. They spent days searching for hermit beetles and weekends 

tracking rare marsh fritillaries. Holidays were dedicated to migrating birds. In such 

pursuits, another part of the scientist repertoire – the naturalist skillset of patience, 

attention, regional expertise, knowledge of species – would be mobilized, in effect 

swelling or intensifying the affective contents – the enchantments – of the natural 

world. A teary encounter with a minotaur beetle was one marvelous example of this.  

The chapter not only endeavored to present empirical evidence that Weber's oracular 

outlook could not be wholly accurate – many have done so before me. In exhibiting 

the recurrent geist and ebullience of my interlocutors, it also expounded some of the 

affective contents of civic engagements in favor of biodiversity, those on display in the 

following chapter, that Weber’s strict distinction between science and politics – and 

his lack of a spirited middle-term such as civil society – cannot accommodate (cf. Bu-

rawoy 2016). 
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The finale chapter, Promoting Biodiversity, investigated how enchantment with and love 

for the natural world was channeled into commitment. It started in a very different 

place, though: grief. Concretely, the chapter opened with Erik and Jack’s realization 

that a population of hermit beetles south of Aarhus – an excitement-inducing critter 

in its own right – would soon be no more. This incident fed into a growing sense of 

disquiet and alarm among my interlocutor with the decreasing vivacity of the natural 

world, in Denmark and beyond. And they therefore felt called into action; they came 

to ‘want to do something.’ To this end, my entire core group of student interlocutors, 

except for Erik, decided to join The Young Biodiversity Ambassadors (TYBA), a po-

litically engaged group of people sharing a deep concern for biodiversity. As the chap-

ter showed, however, my interlocutors were drawn less to ‘tired’ forms of engagement 

such as crafting political manifestos and participating in procedural hearings. Rather, 

based on the emic notion that attention fosters fascination, which, in turn, fosters care, 

they found that their most telling contribution lay in imparting to the broader public 

their appreciation of – indeed enchantment with – various, often inconspicuous, parts 

of the natural world. The blood-red ant, the minotaur beetle, the tawny miner bee. 

Their characteristically excited interpretations of nature, then, took the form of pro-

motion, and my interlocutors performed the role I call ‘enchantment machines’ (cf. 

Greyson 2019). Thus arguing that enchantment is not only a source of care (cf. Bennett 

2001), but also a form care might take, the chapter showed how the production of 

enchantment is one way – a way favored by my rubber-boot interlocutors – of questing 

for a Biocene.  

In a 2001 echo of Theodor Adorno’s famous dismissal of poetry after Auschwitz, Jane 

Bennett asks herself: “How can someone write a book about enchantment in such a 

world?” (Bennett 2001: 159). It was an apt objection to make for, as Bennett laments, 

tremendous tragedy and horror continue to rain down on the world. Two decades later 

her question remains germane, and it could be directed straight at my interlocutors: 

given the current speed of extinctions, given that a million species face imminent and 

largely anthropogenic extinction, it would be easy to lose patience with the endeavors 

of my interlocutors. Chalk blitz nature education. Really? Love, not loss. Really? Over 

the course of fieldwork – and for a long time thereafter – I too, was irked by their 

reluctance to be aggressive and politically demanding. If they really care so much, 

where is the fire and fury?  

Personal compunctions aside, there are, I believe, good reasons to explore low-atten-

tion civic engagements of concerned hearts such as those of my interlocutors. For one 

thing, they remind us that there are myriad ways of being political. Radical and some-

times spiritually guided environmentalists have had and will continue to get their social 
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scientific due, and for good reason. Overtly activist science – Scientist Rebellion is 

perhaps emblematic of this – is another emerging sociopolitical phenomenon to attract 

public attention, and though research on such matters is still in a nascent state, much 

is bound to be said of that. For good reason, too. My interlocutors present something 

empirically different though. However concerned they are, their actions are decidedly 

non-spectacular and so they do not necessarily demand immediate attention. Even so, 

might there not be important things to learn from coming to know – however faintly, 

however partly – a community of people who are indeed concerned, and whose visions 

for the world may seem wild and quixotic, but who do not adopt radical measures in 

the pursuit of their ends? Indeed, one could perhaps imagine other civic constellations 

with similar intent and zeal, not least among anthropologists.   

Finally, might there even be reasons to celebrate the admittedly privileged approach of 

my interlocutors – their labors of love? In Imagining Extinction (2016), literary scholar 

Ursula Heise asks whether we might find a way of moving beyond “the story templates 

of elegy and tragedy” (Heise 2016: 13) and yet still acknowledge large-scale species 

extinction and the impossible destruction of the natural world. She cautiously suggests 

comedy. For comedy, she writes, opens up “improbable modes of survival over pre-

dictability and extinction” (ibid.: 14). This, in turn, she holds, enables novel kinds of 

ethical and emotional attachments to the lives of other species (and other human be-

ings to boot).  

The exertions of my interlocutors hardly qualify as comedy, but to the extent that many 

of them employ elements of the funny, the silly, the ludicrous, the intentionally exag-

gerated and extreme, might they promise a similar vision of ‘improbable modes of 

survival’? Whether their strategy will ultimately prove successful is difficult to say. They 

might. This is the nature of a quest, I suppose. Perhaps someday somebody will meas-

ure the effects of the cosmological contents of the Biocene – of the time when care 

for the bios in its impossible diversity became the central guiding principle – in what-

ever ice cores are left. Who knows what she might think?  
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Afterword: is love really all we need? 

 

“How can I balance my healthy skepticism about conservation biologists’ proselytizing 

on behalf of biodiversity against my fervent hope that they succeed?” (Takacs 1996: 

8). This question wraps up science and technology scholar David Takacs’ introduction 

to his influential book The Idea of Biodiversity. The book was the fruit of an intensive 

year’s worth of conversations with figurehead US biologists, many of whom will be 

familiar to my interlocutors – and a good number of whom are quoted in this thesis. 

There is Paul Ehrlich, the rivet-popper biologist; rewilding pioneers Reed Noss and 

Michael Soulé; and, not least, Edward O. Wilson, credited with the very coinage of the 

term biodiversity. These, as Takacs reminds us, are no ‘everybiologists’. Indeed, they 

“stand on the cutting edge of their field” (ibid.: xiii), but not in the way that one might 

expect from natural scientists. As “scientists who love” (ibid.: 3), these are scholars 

who have added public advocacy to their inventory of activities and thus wear their 

values on their sleeves.  

My interlocutors are certainly less celebrated that those of Takacs. I have spoken to no 

‘modern-day Darwin’, as the late Wilson has been called. Still, several of my biologist 

interlocutors are emerging as bona fide public figures. More importantly for the pre-

sent purposes, they embody a similar commitment. They, too, are ‘scientists who love,’ 

and they increasingly try to bring this love to a larger and more public audience. Ac-

cordingly, I am brought to the same place as Takacs: how do I remain critical of what 

my interlocutors do and do not do, say and do not say, even while I sympathize with 

their overarching quest?  

In hindsight, it feels odd to see myself at a point where I must remind myself to be 

critical. When I embarked on the journey that this project has been, my understanding 

of the natural world was rudimentary at best. Like Casper, whose ‘added dimension’ I 

spoke of in chapter 1, I grew up in the countryside and spent much time outdoors, 

minding my business. Which was mostly sports. Back then, if I noticed differences in 

pattern and color among butterflies at all – which, to be honest, I do not know if I did 

– I thought of them as random transmutations of the one, undifferentiated class of 

butterfly. I enjoyed a walk in the woods as much as the next child but, except for the 
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rare round of hide and seek, I never strayed from the paths and never paid much at-

tention to the details of such surroundings. I did not, in other words, make any effort 

to get to know the forests, or their many inhabitants. The gold-spotted ground beetle 

of chapter 1, so celebrated during the arthropod summer course in 2019, would not 

have been found – and even if it did, it would have made little impression. To a very 

large extent, then, mine was the nature of an indoor person, to paraphrase the title of 

a new book by Cecilie Rubow (2022).  

Whether this was the reason or not, I found it very hard to get worked up over bleak 

global predictions about amphibians and insects. To be sure, I was not so callous that 

I simply enjoyed the thought of fewer bugs on my windscreen, but the prospect of an 

‘insect apocalypse’ (Goulson 2021) did not scare me very much either. In fact, I just 

couldn’t bring myself to care very much.  

Much has changed since then. Over the course of fieldwork, I have learnt a great deal 

about the natural world in general, and the inconspicuous worlds of some of the 

smaller creatures in particular. I have grown a deep respect for my interlocutors’ skills, 

and their grit in practicing such skills. I have even developed a desire of my own to go 

rubber-boot exploring as often as possible. Though I remain a neophyte, I now lecture 

colleagues on the differences between a common oak (Quercus robur) and the sessile 

oak (Quercus petraea). Nor does my tenderfoot status prevent me from instructing my 

partner on the really rather obvious differences between a minotaur beetle (Typhaeus 

typhoeus) and a dor beetle (Anoplotrupes stercorosus).  

As anthropologists, we often come to share our interlocutors’ hopes and concerns 

(Ringel 2021: 129), and this has been the case for me, too: I have come to care, too. In 

March 2021, I was almost brought to tears when I spotted my first large bee-fly 

(Bombylius major) by our housing block vegetable plot. I told everyone and his dog about 

this special experience, and from that day on, spring would be incomplete without the 

appearance of the bee-fly. I do not need it, but I love it; I realize now how sad it would 

be if this little creature were to disappear from the face of the earth. Consequently, I 

am grateful for and impressed by the way my interlocutors commit to the bee-fly, let 

alone the tawny miner bee and the pearl-bordered fritillary – indeed to the myriad other 

species that, at least according to my interlocutors, has little bearing on the practicalities 

of their lives and mine. 

This brings me to my last point. I hope readers will agree that I have made subtle 

reservations along the way, for I still do not agree with everything my interlocutors do 

and say – this has been my attempt at striking the balance that, with Takacs, I do aspire 

to. But one theme I have made no attempt at arresting thus far has been that of the 
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‘love of the living’ as the only right way to champion biodiversity. Given that the power 

of the arguments for the preservation of biodiversity might affect all of us going for-

ward, I do feel summoned to share my two cents worth on the subject before the 

curtain falls on the thesis. 

It sometimes seems to me that my interlocutors, in their attempt not to fall into the 

trap of commodifying animals and plants, fall into another trap: that of claiming that 

most extinctions have no impact at all on human lives (or those of yet other species). 

But can we really know that with any degree of certainty? I sometimes wonder if eco-

systems – all ecosystems – are such complex aggregates that neither my interlocutors 

nor anyone else has any way of gauging the effects of the disappearance of one or 

other species. This precautionary suggestion is no relaunch of the rivet-popper hy-

pothesis. Rather, it is a call for humility in the face of a living system whose complexity 

we have no hope of understanding anytime soon. And humility, I know, is something 

my interlocutors are very appreciative of. 

Lest I be misunderstood:  I would hate it if my interlocutors went all utilitarian on the 

matter. That would, I think, be untoward, and perhaps also out of tune with our time. 

But why must ‘love of the living,’ however hard-won, be the only reason to care for 

biodiversity? Indeed, is it not possible to be moved in the same direction by two dif-

ferent sets of concerns? For one thing, however surprising it is that my interlocutors 

almost managed to convert a book-loving city-dweller like me, I seriously doubt they 

will convince everyone – everyone in decision-making positions, that is – to love the 

living the way they do. 
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English abstract 

 

This thesis examines the work and lives of a community of biodiversity-centered, rub-

ber-boot oriented biology students and researchers at the Department of Bioscience 

at Aarhus University in Denmark. Based on long-term immersive fieldwork, it depicts 

practices and animations that are attuned to the earthly vulnerabilities of our time and 

at the same time permissive of lived enchantment and hopes for the future. It charts, 

in other words, how a love of the living turns into a quest for a world that is not just 

biodiverse, but where the bios as a whole, not the Anthropos alone, becomes the grav-

itational center of everything that humanity does and does not do. This vision is for 

the world is what I refer to in this thesis as the Biocene. The first part of the thesis 

concentrates on central elements of biological practice at the Aarhus University to ex-

plore how such practices implicate passions and condition relationships to the living 

world. The latter part shifts beyond the institutional confines of the university to focus 

on the ways that biology – at least of the rubber-booted sort – emerges as something 

like a calling.  

Chapter 1 examines taxonomic practices of classification and identification of species 

among biologists. It queries how such presumably detached approaches may bespeak 

care, and argues that classificatory exercises, apart from providing a grip on a diverse 

natural world, augment the lives of my interlocutors. Identifying a species by a name, 

I suggest, is not like putting a label on a container of rice. Nor is it only a constitutive 

operation of power. Rather, it makes particular species of bees, ants, or grasses present 

and manifest to biologists, thus enabling certain care-full relationships to the living 

world.  

The second chapter exposes the ethicalities involved as biologists forfeit nonhuman 

life both in- and outside the laboratory. It demonstrates how biologists try on various 

legitimizing institutional logics, highlighting how such frameworks fail to address the 

full gamut of ethical becoming that is at stake. Ultimately, I suggest, violence and killing 

executed by biologists is realized in an ethically engaged mode of apology whereby 

biologists accede to the complexity of entangled multispecies relationships and take on 

responsibility for their actions in order to nurture the care-full potentials of responsiv-

ity. 
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Chapter 3 tackles the doing of biodiversity through a turning toward wild(er) nature in 

general and rewilding in particular. Taking the rewilding experiment at the Mols field 

laboratory as its point of departure, it argues that rewilding among biologists is articu-

lated as an effective biodiversity management tool but also, importantly, that it presents 

a vision for the natural world that revolves around a decentering of Homo sapiens. This 

decentering, I argue, constitutes a condition of possibility for a detachment from pe-

cuniary human interests which, biologists contend, ought to structure human relations 

to the rest of the living world if earthly flourishing is to be distributed more evenly 

across species – and if we are to properly appreciate the diversity of the bios on its own 

terms.  

Chapter 4 reveals how such experiences of decentering are inhabited and lived by my 

biologist interlocutors. It depicts various encounters with life – with evolutionary the-

ory, with sei whales and wolves – that leave biologists infatuated and ‘wonder’ed,’ and 

it suggests that such infatuation hinges crucially on the skills and wherewithal of rub-

ber-boot biology.  

The fifth and final chapter focuses on the flipside of such infatuation and begins with 

the grief and mourning that comes with the realization that one’s object of love is 

hurting and may soon cease to exist. I propose that these diverging affective responses 

coalesce in an incipient mobilization of biologists into various kinds of concerted in-

terventions in favor of biodiversity. Zooming in on instances of conspicuously excited 

public biodiversity dissemination, I illustrate how my interlocutors seek to instill in the 

general public greater attention to and appreciation of the (often unloved parts of the) 

living world. I suggest that as they do this – as they become what I call machines of 

wonder and enchantment – enchantment is turned from a potential source of ethics 

to a form that ethics or politics might take.   

The five chapters present distinct thematic loci and they demonstrate how biodiversity 

comes to matter to my interlocutors in ways that are 1) experientially augmenting, 2) 

ethically absorbing, 3) cosmologically unsettling, and 4) wonder-full. Indeed, I make 

the case that such forms of mattering fuel my interlocutors’ quest for a Biocene. Given 

our ecologically perilous times, vernacularized among other things as the sixth mass 

extinction, we might want to take notice. 
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Dansk resumé 

 

Denne afhandling undersøger praksisser og aspirationer blandt et fællesskab af biodi-

versitetscentrerede, gummistøvle-orienterede biologer i Aarhus, Danmark. Baseret på 

ca. 10 måneders etnografisk feltarbejde skildrer afhandlingen aktiviteter og dynamik-

ker, der både er afstemt med vor tids jordiske globale sårbarheder og tillader fortryllede 

øjeblikke og håb for fremtiden. Den blotlægger med andre ord, hvordan en kærlighed 

til naturen bliver til en stræben efter en verden, der ikke blot er biodivers, men hvor 

livet som helhed, og ikke blot mennesker alene, bliver omdrejningspunktet for alt, hvad 

vi mennesker gør og ikke gør. Dette er, hvad jeg i afhandlingen refererer til som det 

Biocæne. 

I det første kapitel undersøger jeg biologers taksonomiske praksis og mere specifikt 

klassificering og identifikation af arter. Kapitlet udforsker, hvordan sådanne umiddel-

bart kølige, videnskabelige tilgange kan vise sig at være udtryk for omsorg, og jeg ar-

gumenterer for, at biologisk klassifikation, ud over at give greb om en umådeligt mang-

foldig verden, også konstituerer en udvidelse af biologers oplevede verdener. At iden-

tificere en art ved hjælp af et navn er ikke blot som at sætte en etiket på en beholder i 

et køkkenskab. Det gør snarere bestemte arter af bier, myrer eller orkideer nærværende 

– endog levende – for biologer, hvilket muliggør forskellige former for omsorg.  

Det andet kapitel afdækker de etiske aspekter, der er involveret, når biologer tager ikke-

menneskeligt liv både i og uden for laboratorierne. Kapitlet åbenbarer, hvordan biolo-

ger forsøger sig med forskellige legitimerende institutionelle logikker, men det viser 

også, hvordan sådanne logikker ikke formår at rumme det brede spektrum af etisk 

tilblivelse, der er på spil. Jeg foreslår, at den udøvede vold over for ikke-menneskelige 

andre realiseres i en etisk engageret undskyldning, hvor biologer konfronterer kom-

pleksiteten i flerartslige møder og påtager sig ansvaret for deres handlinger i et forsøg 

på at fremme en kerende responsivitet. 

Kapitel 3 behandler, hvordan biodiversitet kan gøres ved at undersøge mine informan-

ters drejning mod vild(ere) natur i almindelighed og rewilding i særdeleshed. Med ud-

gangspunkt i rewilding-eksperimentet på feltlaboratoriet på Mols argumenterer jeg for, 

at rewilding blandt biologer ganske vist anskues som et effektivt redskab til forvaltning 

af biodiversitet, men at det også – og måske langt vigtigere – præsenterer en vision for 

verden, der drejer sig om en decentrering af Homo sapiens. Denne decentrering, hævder 

jeg, udgør en mulighedsbetingelse for en løsrivelse fra snævre økonomiske interesser, 
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som ifølge mine informanter bør strukturere menneskets relationer til resten af den 

levende verden. 

Kapitel 4 afslører, hvordan mine informanter bebor sådanne erfaringer med decentre-

ring. Det skildrer forskellige møder med livet i forskellige afarter - med evolutionsteori, 

med sejhvaler og ulve – som efterlader biologer forundrede og fortryllede. Kapitlet 

foreslår endvidere, at disse affekter i afgørende grad afhænger af gummistøvle-orien-

terede biologers fagspecifikke færdigheder.  

Det femte og sidste kapitel fokuserer på bagsiden af en denne forundring, og kapitlet 

begynder med den sorg, der følger med erkendelsen af, at objektet for ens forundring 

og kærlighed lider og måske snart ophører med at eksistere. Jeg foreslår, at disse for-

skelligartede affektive reaktioner samler sig i en spirende mobilisering af biologer i for-

skellige typer af civile interventioner til fordel for biodiversiteten. Ved at zoome ind på 

eksempler på utrættelig offentlig naturformidling illustrerer jeg, hvordan mine infor-

manter forsøger at indgyde offentlighedens større opmærksomhed på og påskønnelse 

af den levende verden som fortryllelsesmaskiner. Jeg argumenterer for at ved at gøre 

dette – ved at producere forundring og fortryllelse – bliver fortryllelsen forvandlet fra 

en potentiel kilde til etik til en form, som etik eller endda politik kan antage.   

De fem kapitler præsenterer forskellige tematikker og biologiske praksisser, og de de-

monstrerer således, hvordan biodiversitet kommer til at betyde noget for mine infor-

manter på måder, der 1) udvider deres oplevelser, 2) afkræver etiske refleksioner, 3) 

rokker ved kosmologier og 4) skaber endeløs forundring. Jeg argumenterer for, at disse 

fire elementer alle giver næring til mine informanters stræben efter det Biocæne. I be-

tragtning af klodens udsathed i denne tid – en udsathed der eksempelvis artikuleres 

som den sjette masseudryddelse – bør denne stræben være stof til eftertanke for os 

alle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


